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Washington.'Nov. 29.
The indications for New England are
colder weather; fair, light to fresh northerly winds, becoming variable.
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marvel of purity
strength
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold at
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Hold only In
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Card.
Inform my old friends and patrons that
1 may now be found with Allen & Company,
ololhers and furnishers, 204 Middle street, corner
of Plum.
GEORGE M. GOOLD.
Formerly with F. R. Farrington.
octlDsntf
to

Jbeg

OLDEST

INSURANCE AGENCY

in Portland.

Eitnblinhed in

IN-13.

American

..

AGENCY,

NO. 31 EXCHANGE STREET.

MAINE.

All kinds of property insured at; lowest rates.
First-class companies, American and Foreign.

jurors Chosen.

OCI2G

„„tf

Canal National Bank Stock,
Portland Rolling Mills Stock,
Dexter & Newport R. R. Co's Stock.
-—ALSO—

Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund Gold 4s, due 1927.
We will receive Portland Water Co. 6s, due April 1,
1888, in exchange for the 4s, on favorable forms.
We also offer carefully selected Municipal, Water
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

WOGDBURYT MOULTON,

28.—The following juryfor the United States District Court at
Portland were chosen Saturday afternoon by
the municipal officers:
For the Grand Jury— Edwin A. Morse and Alvin Brown.
For tlie Petit Jury Walter 8. Abbott and
George Henricks.

sion

Exchange

St^.

WANTED.
City Bonds, maturing November, 1887,
—

Portland

AND

—

Water Co.

Bonds,
maturing April I, 1888.
We offer in exchange, a
choice line of securities.

SWAN & BARRETT,
BANKERS,

ISO middle

Street, Purlinnd, me.
<itt

octl
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OFFER

WE

Subject

to

morning, the question of
been settled until next May.

Sale,

MM_

26 SHARES
lUEBCHANTS'

National Bank Stock
II. M. PAYSON & CO.
32 Exchange Street.
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NOT KING’S EVIL

But the King of Evils. You suffer so. Your are
not downright sick, hut you wish you were dead.
Your stomach is out of order. Your brain reels.
Your eyes grow dim anil hazy, and you are In such
pain. Oh! torment I Yoa can't use a knife to cut
ft out, but you can eradicate the pain, renovatfl
the stomach. and relieve the pressure on the brain
How? Get a box of D. K.’s. which mean

Or. MARK R. WOODBURY'S Dyspepsia Killers.

Eat two or three of those little lozengers and you
Use them as a preventive
will he better at once.
and you need suffer no more

REMEMBER
They

cost

cents),

only

60 cents
be sent to auy

can
cure

and will

a

D. K.’S.
box

(trial

boxes

26

part of tlie U. 8. by mall
and

Bos-

Dr. Mark R. Woodbury's Dyspepsia Killers,
Dr, Mark R. Woodbury’s Dyspepsia Killers.
Affairs in Samoa.

San Francisco, Nov. 28.—A correspondent, writing from Apia, Samoa, under date
of Nov. 7th, reports the arrival of the United States war ship Adams at the island on

The correspondent says: “It was
to watch the delighted expressions of the Samoans, and hear them say
how glad they were.
Friendly relations
were at once established between the Samoans and American officers, and native dances
The
were given in honor of the visitors.
first meeting of tlie native legislature under
Tlie
behavOct.
12t».
took
place
Tainasese,
ior of tlie natives did not indicate any departure from their position that they do not
submit to Tainasese, but to the Germans.
The proceedings at the parliament were consistent with tlie German policy.
“Germans read tlie law as it was to be,and
there was an end of it. No one was allowed
announced. A
to discuss the tax which was
with fine
tax of 81 per head was announced,
full.
Now,
and imprisonment if not paid in
to get money to pay this tax the Samoans
land.
wifi have to borrow or mortgage theirthreatThe Germans know this, and they are
menby
eaing the natives with punishment German
of-war if they do not mortgage to
Oct. 19th.

significant

of Republicans present from Biddeford and Saco, and several other towns in

York county.

traders.
“On tlie day before the assembling of the
legislature, a chief named Tauiasen, was arrested on a charge of theft and put in prison.
The real cause of this action was that Tamasen

had

said

lie

was

glad

there was an

American man-of-war coming, and this had
been reported to the magistrate. Tamason
was released from prison
by tlie American
Consul General, who severely rebuked the

magistrate.'’

«

favoring

Fishery

Commissioners

Hold

Meeting.
Washington, Nov. 28.—Representatives
if the

United States and Great Britain,

the fishery negotiation, met at
loon to-day in the diplomatic reception room
This was the
it the department of state.

iharged with

second formal meeting of the conference and
ill of the members were present. The English representatives brought with them a
lumber of official documents. Among the
mblications on the fisheries that have re■ently come into possession of the American
negotiators is a Canadian book of despatches
lontaining the correspondence between tiie
Canadian and English governments which
vas to a certain extent unknown to the delartment of state. It is expected to prove
if value.
Mr. Chamberlain’s Valuabe Time.

The Hon. Joseph Chamberlain, the Eng' Ish member of the Fishery Commission, en1 oys with his associate, Sir Charles Tupper
1 if Canada, the comfort of their hotel.
As
ilready published they and their suite oc1
It is practically
mpy thirty-seven rooms.
for
in impossibility
anyone not having
Mr.
Chamberlain to
irgent business with

ibtain an audience with him. His time is
valuable and he does not intend that it shall
Mr. Chamberlain is a
ie frittered away.
nan of strong individuality, and oue who
irefers to lead rather than to follow. Like
nany intense thinkers he enjoys an hour or
He has atwo of relaxation occasionally.
ended one of the theatres nearly every eveling since his arrival.
THE NEWS FROM AUCUSTA.

Investment—The Attorney
| Iceneralship
Gettysburg Monu1 College

—

Springvale.

cut of 25 cents would be made in their wages
The pay of the
next Thursday morning.
workmen has been, during the summer and
fall, from $1.50 to $2 per day. Naturally
there is no little kicking against the proposed reduction, and there are a few who threatto leave and go to other cities, where it is
said carpenters are paid (higher wages than
they are here. It is believed, however, that
a greater part of the men will submit to the
cut down. A reduction in the other yards of
the city is expected to follow.

Fight

For Whiskey.

Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 27.—The prohibition
many funny incidents, but
the funniest case was that of a negro named
Lewis Taylor, whose terribly enlarged jaw
was his excuse for waking Dr. Dan Howell
at 4 o’clock this morning. He was suffering
considerable pain, and he did uot kuow what
brought it about, lie was terribly scared. An

fight furnished

examination showed that there had been no
bruise or blow, but that the fellow’s jaw had
been dislocated by opening his mouth too
wide. He was au anti-prohibitiouist and
had put in the evening yelling for Joy.
His
joy was turned to sadness.
The day after the battle was the calm after the storm. The election has been the
The
sole topic of conversation, however.
result will be formally declared at noon today, and, under Supreme Court decisions of
two years ago, the law goes into effect at
once.
The council has absolute control in
the matter’of license, and a great deal of
interest Is felt In the probable action of that
body. A special session lias been called for
Tlw,

to

»..Atit

A careful canvass
bition in its complexion.
of the situation shows that the council is
The antifix
the
at
to
license
$2050.
likely
prohibitionists in thecouncil are high license
men, and they, with the other anti-leaders
would like to see the license fixed at $1000.
The antis are not sorry that the responsibility of the action, whatever it may be, will
fall on the prohibition council.JAimost all of
the ministers referred to in the tight in their
sermons yesterday, but none Ishowed bitterness.
They all urged the reuniting of the
people for the good of the city and the restriding under strong laws of the liquor
traffic.

Pay.
28.—Judge Colt, in

The Company Must

Boston,

Nov.
the
United States Circuit Court today, filed his
decision sustaining the claim of the Commonwealtli of Massachusetts against the Western Union Telegraph
Company for about
$10,000 in taxes for the year 1885. The position taken by the defendant company was
that the tax was illegal. A decree is entered
for the complainant with an
injunction
against the Western Union Telegraph Combusiness
in
pany, doing
Massachusetts, that
unless tlie tax is paid within thirty days the
amount due is increased under the law by
12 per cent, interest from the time when the
tax was due.
—

Stanley Probably

All

Right.

New Yoke, Nov. 28.—Persons in this city

especially

[Special to tlie Press.]
Augusta, Nov. 28.—The trustees of the
itate Agricultural College were in the city

| o-day in consultation with the trustees of
, he Uallowell Classical School.
The college
io)ds $4000 of the school association’s bonds

school is loaded down with a
arge debt,the payment of|which|it could only
>artially meet even if the plant was sold, it
( loes not appear that the college will realize
{ inything at present on the paper.
An unuccessful attempt at settlement was made
ly the officers of the State institution.
Hon. Orville I). Baker, attorney general,
( his being his second term, will not be a can.
( lidate for this office a third time. The promnent candidates for the position thus far
mard from are Hon. C. E. Littlefield of
itockland, and Hon. F. A. Powers of Uoulind as the

A Cut Down In Bath.

Batii, Nov, 28.—The mechanics employed
at the yard of the New England Shipbuilding Company were notified Saturday that a

Atlanta’s

<

concerning
Stanley’s expedition, say that
Nell informed

Africa and
last night’s despatch reporting a failure of
Tippoo Tib to supply stores, and the death
of some of Stanley s men by starvation is
nonsense.
Tippoo Tib was not expected to
send stores to 1 ambuva, and at last authentic accounts Stanley was amply supplied
with provisions, and wus travailing through
a country where there was plenty of cassava
which is a food staple, and also plenty of
meat to be had.

that city.

_

Canadian Opinion of Railroad
lation in This Country.

Legls*

Bangoh, Nov. 28.—In August, 1888, the
Dominion Government appointed Sir Alexander T. Galt, Colllngwood Schrieber, chief
Engineer of government railways; George
Moberly, E. it. Burpee, vice president of the
New Brunswick Kailway, and Thomas E.

Kinney,

commissioners to

make

inquiries

and report as to the advisability of constituting a court of railway commissioners, to
have jurisdiction in cases in dispute between

railway companies as to their traffic arrangements,(for the adjustment of rates for passengers and freight, regulating the crossing
of tracks and construction therefor, and all
questions arising between railway companies and

individuals.

The commissioners

have held meetings in all the principal cities
of Canada, and a sub-committee, consisting
of Messrs. Burpee and Moberly, were appointed to investigate the working of the
United States Inter-State law, and the laws

sioners of the different States. Messrs. Burpee and Moberly have visited St. Paul, Minneapolis, Madison, Milwaukee, Chicago, Detroit, Albany, New York, New Haven and
Boston for the purpose of investigating
these matters.
Mr. Burpee has acted as
chairman of the commission.
He left Banfor
this
Montreal
gor
morning, where he has
uuiiueu me iiieuiuers

ui

me

commission

railroad commissioners with more favor
than those of any of tho other States, and
the commissioners say that even if they
should report in favor of a law similar to
the Uuiteu States Inter-State law, that they
will take a stand against the adoption of any
part of the fourtli section, which relates to
long and short hauls.

How the Brazil Steamship Company
Lost Its Mail Contract.

New Yobk, Nov. 28.-H. K. Tliurber, the
president of the United States and Brazil

Steamship Company, takes philosophically
the action of the Argentine Republic in entering into a contract with the Huston
Steamship Company, of Liverpool, fora line
of swift steamers between this city and
Buenos Ayres. He said with reference to
the endeavor of his own company to establish a line of steamers to carry mails between this city and Buenos Ayres:
“We certainly made the endeavor and we
The Argentine
have been passed
over.
Republic treated us nicely. They gave us a
mail
a
contract for monthly
service, agreeing
to pay us annually 8100,000 for ten years,
and it was left open for several months. We
could not see our way to carry it out, unless
our own government would do something.
But Congress did not carry out the recommendations of President Cleveland and matters drifted along. Now the Argentine Republic lias a large scheme en hauu, contemplating lines of steamers not only to this
country, but to Europe, and it guarantees
the Huston Company live per cent, interest
on £2.250,000, that is, on the cost of steamers
to that amount. This is, of course, a guarantee to stockholders of at least five per cent,
on their investment, but I think the company will not have to pay it after the first
year. The Argentine Republic Is very wise
in this matter, as it only guarantees to pay
if a certain amount is not earned, and there
The
seems to be little doubt that it will be.
Huston Company got its contract foi a
tlwin

fnr

Alia

♦A

executive committee of the GettygI mrg Memorial Aseociation will meet in the
ienate Chamber next
Wednesday at 11
I'clock a. in. The several designs for monu1 uents will be examined and
prepared with
! view of advertising for contracts.
DR. PFNTECOST’S PAY.

nteresting Controversy

Between the

Evangelist and Rev. Mr. Thacher.
Augusta, Me., Nov. 28.—Rev. George F.
’entecost, the well known evangelist,
1 ormerly pastor of the Warren Avenue RapI ist church, Boston, and for seven years in
Avenue Congrejame to Augusta
1
1 y invitation a little over three weeks ago
« nd opened revival servicos in the South
<
longregatlonal church, being assisted by
! fr annrt Mrs. Stebliins of Brooklvn. N. Y..

pulpit of the Tompkins
ational church, Brooklyn,

( he

rho conducted the music. The other evanelical churches and their pastors united in
1 he work, and large numbers of people have
After laboring about a
i ttended nightly.
reek the following item appeared in the
)aily Kennebec Journal;
“Kev. Dr. Pentecost was paid by the churches
;a28.4(> tor the six weeks lie labored at Cleveand, O.”
On investigation it appeared that this item
1 md been sent to the Journal office by Rev] >. s. Thacher, the pastor of the Unitarian

hurch in Augusta, and ono of the most
iminent divines of this denomination in the
j itate. The item created much comment in
| he city, the enemies of the meetings chargj ng that Mr. Pentecost came here for the
The evangelist
j emuneration he received.

directed the following letter to Mr.
rbacber:
May I ask what your motive was in sending to
lien

file Journal the item in regard to the amount of
noiiey received by me in Cleveland? The editor
The Journal called upon me Saturday and re! dmdiated
it. and said that you had handed it in
! vith your religious notiee. He apologized for the
j useition, etc. 1 am curious to know wliat your
c ibiect was; doubtless you will pardon my curl< isity.
Mr. Thacher replied;
When I beard of the great pecuniary sacrifice
■on bad made in order to enter upon your evani 'ellstlc work I admired your disinterestedness,
1 lud so expressed myself to a brother minister,
te replied it is reported that two wealthy men in
■Jew York have guaranteed him $6,000 a year in
to what lie received from the churches,
\ iddition
nils statement induced me to write to Cleveland.
L'lie report of the committee was sent, stating
hat you received $828.46 for the six weeks you
This included a collection of $178.46
cere there.
aken up in the churches and given to you. My
was
notlve
simply to ascertain the truth and help
ittiers see It.
Last evening at the opening of the services
<

Jr. Pentecost, before

delivering his

sermon,

Pay for
Memorial Address.

His

estimated valuation of his own, which
above the valuation the American public placed upon that article of merchandise.
But if the Statue Committee does its duty
there will be enough evidence elicited before
X)r. Parker sails to settle both of these ques-

tions.

"But there is abundance of evidence that
James B. Pond is withholding from the
treasury of the statue fund money belonging
to the fund) to which he has no more right
It

than he has to another man’s pocket-book.
is conceded that a sum, however small, was
realized from the eulogy, which Mr. Pond
received in trust. Months have.gone by,and
Mr. Pond still retains the money and refuses
an accounting.
Were he dealing with an individual, instead of a fund, and were the
matter one of ordinary business Instead of
one so sacred that the community would
feel shocked at the very name of litigation
concerning it, Mr. Pond might soon find himself defendant in a suit which it would only
be a wise precaution under our New York
laws to provide himself with a bondsman
lest the action should take the form known
among lawyers as one ‘sounding in tort.'
Now let the committee he vigilant in confronting the two actors in this drama in the
presence of each other.
“The money was obtained from a sympathetic community upon the express statement that the net proceeds were to inure to
the benefit to the statue fund. If it is to be
subjected te a charge for three months’ junketing in the Catskills in obtaining the net
results let them jointly say so, and let them
If it Is
state which of them put up the job.
further to be subjected to a charge for an
agreed fee to Dr. Parker, let them jointly
acknowledge that the
say so, and thus
money was obtained under false pretences.
1 hear that Dr. Parker is engaged to preach
on December 4 in Plymouth
pulpit. If the
fact is demonstrated before that time that
Dr. Parker received a fe« out of the receipts
for that eulogy I predict that Piymoutli pulpit will, on that day, be too hot to hold him,
or at least if he can endure the caloric of his
environment he will look out on a congregation so frigid that the contrast will suggest
the respective temperatures of Dives and
Lazarus on a memorable occasion."
The excitement was increased today when
a despatch was published, dated Chicago, in
which Dr. Parker defiantly states that he received exactly $700 for his eulogy of Beecher
and considered that no remarkable compensation for travelling 6000 miles, leaving his
pulpit and homo for five weeks, and preparing the address. The members of Plymouth
church assert it is well known that Mr. Parker also received $250 from a publisher’s
syndicate for a copyright of the eulogy.

(THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

tliio

city.

“The reason why we could not make the
contract was the need of legislation. The
old law of 1858 is still in force, which provides for sea and inland postage only. Thera
has been no legislation since with regard to
carrying mails cn the ocean. Congress
should provide for carrying the mails on the
ocean in the same way as on land, on the
mileage plan. Our government, for instance,
pays about $1 a mile to the Hamburg line,
say $3,000 foo carrying the mails 3,000 miles
to two ports. We get, say $400 a trip, carrrying mails 5,500 miles to seven ports. This
is tlie fault of the old law of 1858, and we
are to blame that we have not changed it.’’

Cosslp About the New Basis for the
National Bank Circulation.

Washington, Nov. 28—The gentlemen
expected to constitute the House committee
on banking and currency express the opinion
that the new basis of national bank circulation will be provided at the approaching
session in the form of an issue of bonds to
run from 00 to 100 years, bearing about 2$
Statistics show the numper cent, interest.
ber of new national banks has greatly
diminished in the past few years. Those
started generally deposit a minimum of
bonds to secure circulation. This is because
four and four and a half per cent, bonds are
worth premiums too high to make the matter
of circulation of the banks a desirable investment.

THE BOILER BURST.
A Number of People Injured in a Milwaukee Hotel.

Telephone Litigation.

Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 28.—At the Kirby House this morning a boiler used for
heating water exploded, entirely wrecking
the rear of the building, burying a number
of reople beneath the ruins, fatally wounding several and, it is feared, killing others

the Commissioner of Patents will
hear arguments upon the petition of Elisha
Gray to amend the original application for a
patent to an electric telephone, filed October
29,1877, by inserting the word “metallic," to
make the claim specifically for a metallic
diaphragm. Should the petition be granted,
new interference would be declared, thus reopening the original telephone question.

Thurday

One end of the dining room was wrecked,
all the tables being knocked over and the
dishes smashed. Many of the guests had
finished breakfast. As far as known none
of them was hurt. The kitchen of the hotel
There was about
was completely wrecked.
a dozen girls in the room at the time and all
were buried beneath a mass of brick and
mortar. Five girls were taken out of the ruins so badly injured that a doctor could not
The
tell whether they were alive or not.
head cook is missing, also the assistant cook.
A girl employed In a bindery across the alley was badly cut about the head by flying
glass. Mr. Beckwith, one of the proprietors
of the hotel, was knocked down by flying
missiles.
The firemen got water upon the ruins in
time to extinguish the flames, which started
before they had gained much headway. The
accident was probably caused by the freezing of the feed pipe supplying the boiler
with water. Those whose injuries are the
most serious are Mary Arbuckle, Anna Kennedy and Carrie Olsen, all of whom are terribly burned, in addition to the bruises
which tliev received.
The follow imr were
also injured: Maggie Doran, Mary Kraeger,
kitchen girls, and Alice Burke, pantry girl.

The Nicaragua Canal.
Civil Engineer A. G. Menocal, United
States Navy, chief engineer of the Nicaragua
Canal Construction Company, has issued his
instructions to Civil Engineer Peary, his
principal assistant, who will have immediate
charge of the survey in the field until Mr.
Menocal goes to Nicaragua, which he will do
during the coming winter. Much of the de-

tail of the work is left to Mr. Peary’s engineering skill, and he is not bound closely
to a particular line of action, as it would be
impossible to foresee and provide for various
contingencies that inay arise during the
prosecution of the work.
The Interstate Law.

Mr. Reagan, of Texas, one of the framers
of the Interstate Commerce law, says the
Commissioners have no right to suspend the
law ior W

The MostTrial.

testified that the

presiding

UUI

bcuouuij

lie

nilllHo

nicy

‘‘The law has
have done well. He Bays:
proved of some benefit; the Standard Oil
hearings before the Commission make it apbeen plenty of violapear as if there had
tions, but I feel reasonably well satisfied
that if the law is not effectual it is becoming
I have no general
so as rapidly as possible.
complaint to make.” “Will the bill be
for
In
Congress
any amendments
brought up
“It
or have you any changes to suggest?”
is Impossible to tell Just now whether there
to
take
it
will be a disposition
up again or
If the commission persists in such
not.
wide rulings as to their own powers, I shall
object, and introduce an amendment reI think the measstricting them. Otherwise
Its main
ure is all right as it now stands.
provisions nave proved praciicable and val-

NkwTobk, Nov. 28.—The trial of Johann
Most, the Anarchist, was resumed today.
The court room was thronged, and many
Frederick Harting,
women were present.
the first witness called, testified that lie
went into the saloon, in the rear of which
Most was making his speech, and, attracted
by curiosity, went into the meeting held
there. He said Most did not use the violent
language charged against him. He had never
seen Most before, and was not an Anarchist, but yet might become one.
Gustav Turpe, a manufacturer of worsted

goods,

Mass.

Lighting the Waters.
Experiments with the incandescent electric light at the torpedo station at Newport
have developed a novel use for the little
lamps which promises to be «f great value in
naval warefare. With lamps of 100 candle
power fastened to the ends of poles submerged in the sea 20 feet, the water Is so illuminated that objects can be distinguiseed
Little or no
wilhin a radius of 150 feet.
glare arises from the submerged light to beboat
using the
tray the presence of the
spars. It is believed that by this means, a
boat might countermine the enemies field of
submarine mines by cutting the cables, or
It is probable
sweeping them to one side.
that torpedo launches will be equipped with

lights

in the future.

Reported Cabinet Changes.
prominent official in the Pension Office
says regarding the rumored changes in the
Those
A

Cabinet:
“There Is no truth whatever in
the report. I have this from tho President
himself, through sources of information
which have never failed me in the past. Lamar will not succeed Justice Woods on the
Supreme bench; neither will Don Dickinson
None of
ever become Postmaster General.
these gentlemen want the positions. The
President is pleased with his Cabinet, and if
anv changes should be made, Judge Endicott
is the one who would likely go, for he has
not given very good satisfaction. Lamar
prefers the Senate, and he can go back there

he desires.
His tastes lie in that
direction. He is not a practical lawyer; further, if he accepted the place, it would not
be long before he would be retired on acas soon as

couni oi ms age.

ofheer was

Segultz, not Schenk, as shown by the prosecution. Most’s speech began with the word
“burghers,” or citizens. Most blamed
George and Fowderly for the execution of
their Chicago brethren, saying that if they

uable.”

Maine Matters.
The President today appointed William R.
G. Estes postmaster at Skowhegan, Me.
The President today appointed Stephen S.
Mitchell to bo Collector of Customs at Saco,

had done their dut) it would not have hapSome one cried out: “Revenge,”
pened.
when Most said Oglesby was a murderer for
to
pardon the men, and he said, “It
refusing
is not time yet. The teeth of the capitalist beast are sharpening and glistening, and
its eyes are bulging and looking wildly for
fresh victims. A few years will pass and
then there will be an accounting.” The witother parts of Most’s
ness remembered
speech of similar purport, and concluded
that
Most made no
with the assertion
threats.

Me.

Hattie E. Colson was today appointed postmistress at Great Pond, Hancock county,
vice Nettie F. Colson, resigned.
The following pensions have been awarded to residents of Maine:
ORIGINAL.

Isaac Worden, Jonesport.
Wm. Emerson, Bangor.
INCREASE.

Alanson <1. Hall, Monmouth.
Frank E. Severance, Torus.
js. M. Howe and Oscar Thomas, Lee.
John M. Sanders, Murrey.
John R. Pollard, Watervtlle.
Martin Welch, Augusta.
J. D. Stanwood, Winn.

_

St. John on the Elections.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 28.—Ev-Governor St.
John said today: “The result of the recent
elections is very gratifying. We are the only party increasing in numbers or with any
fight in it. The two old parties are at a
stand still, because they have no particular
principle to fight for. We are fighting for
St.
morality, and have the right to win."
John said that he would under no circumfor
President
candidate
at
the
stance be a
next election.

restoration.
John F. Ames,

Kenduskeag.

The Life

Saving

Service.

The annual report of the Life Saving Service shows 218 stations. The number of
disasters was 332. On board the vessels
I

ine

luuicauons

now

are

Judgo Wiley, of the Supreme bench of
I think my predictaxes, will be selected.
tions will come true.”
that

Too

was

outright.

I on.
The

He Accepts

MONARCHY IN FRANCE.

Big

_

Suing Venezuela’s President.!
New Yoke, Nov. 28.—The sheriff’s jury'
today assessed damages amounting to $2,194,500, against Guzman Blanco, President of
Venezuela, in a suit brought by George Wilson, in consequence of the revocation of the
lease of seven million acres of land in Venezuela. Judgment for that amount was en-

tered.

_

DAKOTA’S RICHTS.
Why the Territory Should Be
and

Why She

a

State

Is Not.

Chicago, Nov. ‘3».—^A long article on Dakota’s resources and the feeling in the territory on account of the refusal of Congress to
admit the territory into the Union is published here today. The writer says:
a
“Dakota is
Republican community

throughout, and is kept from its rightful position in the great family of States because
of this fact, and that alone. Its appeals for
recognition have been treated with indifference, if not contempt, by the Democratic
majority in the lower House of Congress. So
flagrant has been this neglect that even Gov.
Church, a Cleveland appointee, calls attention to this matter in his recent annual re‘Whether admitted
port in these Jwords:
as one or two States, there are many reasons
why the people should not longer be deprived of the right to manage their own affairs.’ Only twice before in the history of
the Republic, in the cases of Michigan and
Kansas, has there been a similar and as long
Each time, the
a struggle for admisssion.
Southern Democracy supported by Northern
Doughfaces stood in the way of popular
rights. While looking at the display of
Western products in the wonderful corn palPresident Cleveland
ace at Sioux City,
stopped in front of a Dakota county booth,
at
the
amazed
big potatoes and the pumpkins, the fine apples and great ears of corn,
and innocently asked if that corn was grown
in Dakota. The attendant answered yes,
aud promptly handed Mrs. Cleveland a big
red apple and Mr. Cleveland the largest ear
of corn in the lot and the two went their way,
no doubt favorably impressed with some of
Even the President’s
the Dakota products.
personal organ, the Buffalo Times does not
think the late election on division was the
Dakota raises
work of Gopher politicians.
millions of bushels of corn, while the yield
of wheat this yearjreached the enormous fig,
Dakota has the
ure of 00,000,000 bushels.
area to produce all of the principal crops of
the country except corn, and hy leaving cotton out has a territory left nearly equal to
one-third of that devoted to corn in the
whole United States.”
The article goes on to say that there are
4000 public schools, a thousand more than in
the other territories, aud more than in the
much-boomed State of California. The State
owns 3,000,000 acres of school land, worth at
a moderate estimate 935,000,000, which must
become the basis of an enormous permanent
Last year 4,000,000 acres of
school fund.
land, an area larger than the States of Connecticut and Rhode Island combined, passed
from the domain to private ownership aud
the Indian reservation, yet unopen to white
settlement, makes an area half as large as
New England. The post offices, 1300 in number, are doing what is not done in any
Southern State, paying revenue to the Post
Office Department. The people are readers
as well as letter-writers, as is evinced by the
support given 400 newspapers, more than in
any State south of the Ohio River. Twentythree States having a less number.

UNDER THE RED FLAG.
The

Kind of Talk Which Leads to
Disturbance and Riot.

New York, Nov. 28.—Cooper Union’s
great hall was filled tonight with a mass
meeting of the German Federation of Trades
In memory of the executed Anarchists. The
stage was decorated with black and red, and
portraits of Spies and bis associates, draped
I he American
in black, were displayed.
The band played a
flag was not visible.
dirge and the Marseillaise, and Anarchistic
literature was industriously hawked about.
The

police were

not seen, but an abundant
by, and detectives mingled

reserve was near

in the audience.
Sergiuse Scbevitch, editor
of the now defunct Leader, the Socialistic
organ, was the principal speaker. He said
the occasion was not one for applause or
weeping, but it was a time to think and prepare for action; a time to ask how those
men lived.
They lived with one idea, and
died like heroes and martyrs. The vermin
that murdered them were too cowardly to let
them live. A quarter of a century ago, John
Brown, a native American, was lynched, and
four years later, half a nation was marching
A majority of the people
on with his soul.
do not see that much of the terrible responthe press. [Hlssesl. The
on
rests
sibility
United States was the| only countryjon the
globe where the press attempted to influence
the outcome of a criminal trial. In all other
countries the press silently lets justice take
He denounced the newspapers
its course.
The foreigners in
as despicable cowards.
the Jay Goulds, the Vanwere
the country
derbilts and the Russell Sages. The red flag
means to put a stop to the shedding of blood;
to put a stop to the condition of those who
work but cannot enjoy, and those who do
not work but do enjoy. The blood on that
flag is the blood of thousands and millions
slaughtered for thelflag. It is drenched in
Let the blood of the
the blood of victims.
Anarchists cry out throughout the world,
far
distant when a nais
not
and the time
tional monument will be raised to their memory.

How the Present Crisis May Affect
the Comte de Paris.

Frenchmen

Many

Discussing

the

Orleanists and Their Chances.

York, Nov. 28.—Tlie

Times today
account of an interview lie
tween its Paris correspondent and the Comtt
The Times
de Paris and Due d’Aumale.
correspondent repeats the conversation as
New

publishes

What the result of efforts to meet these con.
ditions had been was shown by letters from
prominent laymen of Boston and clergymen
of more than one denomination. The Old

South Church offered $5000 a year for three
years. Various individuals put down $300
and $1000 apiece. Mr. Dickinson said these
contributions were for the work, exclusive
There will be an asof pastor’s salary.
sistant pastor, several missionaries, a matron
for the Dorcastry, and the music will require
It is proposed to have a
a large outlay.
female quartette and a full chorus.
RAILWAY MATTERS.

an

follows:
After some prelim inary talk about the advlsabillty of mailing copies of any manifestc
the Comte might make to the London papers
direct, instead of compelling them to tele,
graph it back from Paris, the real subject
The Comte looked at th«
was approached.
Due d’Aumale as if to refer the thing tc
him, and the old I gentleman, accordingly!
did all the talking, walking up and down
the room, gesticulating freely, and speaking
with great animation and directness. He
said: “My view is that the republic is perishing by decomposition. If you ask me, is
It a logical consequence that the flower of
monarchy should spring directly from this
decomposition. 1 say frankly no, it is not

necessary. They may muddle on for a considerable time under a new President. What
does that signify ? We have time on our
side. Are we active and conspiring? Not
strictly speaking. We keep a watch on
events; we help them quietly where we can,
but—” the old Seigneur pointed, with an
emphatic gesture, to the porch where bis
carriage stood—“we will not sneak in. We
will enter by the front door if we come in
at all. This is exactly in J nephew's position.
Our interest lies in securing a dissolution.
At the last elections there was only a majority of 300,030 for the republic on the whole
popular vote. We must displace this—this
majority made up of sincere Republicans, of
functionaries who vote as they are bid, and
timid, irresolute people whose habit is to go
with the majority.
Is it too much to expect
that when Prance speaks again we shall get
a number of these votes?”
The talk then drifted to the feeling among
the conservative classes of Paris liepubllcans, and 1 forced him to admit that many
people there now discussed what the Orleanists would do if they came in where formerly the bare idea of their accession was never
mooted. I pointed out that the general notion of a monarchy was that it would have
tn nnnfrmit tho

nf rpnrF»«siv«

at the outset.

“Oui, oui, rnais pas de tapage,” said the
“There should be no question of repressing legitimate opposition.
They may
call it La Gauche, or whatever they like,

A GRAND TRUNK SURPRISE.

A dispatch from Chicago to Saturday’s
New York Times says: “The Chicago and
Grand Trunk went through the regular routine yesterday of reducing rates, although it
noon before it got its tariff out.
was high
Its reduction on dressed meats was not quite
It conas radical as its preceding slashes.
tented itself with a pull down of 4 cents a
hundred, or to 38$ cents on meats In refrigerator cars and 35 cents in common cars. It
took a step in a new direction, however,
which will be anything but pleasant to the
competing lines. This was the publication
of a tariff showing a reduction of export
rates, via Portland. Me., of 3 cents a hundred, fifth class, (provisions,) and 2 cents a
The rates
hundred on sixth class, (Hour.)
via Boston *ud other points are left untouchat 42*
a
halt
ed. The Pennsylvania called
cents a hundred and broke the solid front
which has in the past come from concert of
action bv the other roads.”
Commissioner Kink yesterday announced
another reduction in rates to meet the Grand
Trunk’s last cut-

Crying for Revenge.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 28.—The Anarchists
have prepared a revenge circular for distribution among the workingmen here, h'eaded
with the single word “Fight,” Itdenounces
the Anarchists’ trial and execution, and dedares that nothing but force will wio.
“the preparation
for
revoIt urges
“Whoever will join us,” says
lution.”
the circular, “must take all the consequences
upon himself and be ready to sacrifice
everything for the cause, even his life.”

bu

hii

pensier advancing the claims of bis son and
about the Duke of Parma's pretendership.
“We shall hold a family council in Spain in
January,” he said. “AH that will be set-

tled then.
Parma is a bothersome legacy
left to us by the Comtesse de Chambord, but
is
Duke
a sensible, unambitious gentlethe
man, who will not make us any trouble. As
for the Due do Montpensier, borrow no
fears. In the whole history of our family
you will tind no instance where we have violated the maxim laid down in the will of the
Due d’Orleans, father of my nephew here,
‘Un pour tous. et tous pour un.’ We shall
have no trouble from Spain.”
I mentioned Don Carlos and his new position as the head of his family since the
death of his father. The Due d’Aumale
simply shrugged his shoulders and would
say nothing about the Due de Madrid, as he

called him.

There was some other talk which could
not easily be reduced to dispatch form, even
if it were printable.
Perhaps the most interesting thing of all
was the disclosure that the Orleans
family
has been invited to spend Christmas with
the Prince of Wales at Sandringham, but
have not yet accepted the invitation, since
in their judgment events may happen within
the next fortnight which will call them out
of the country. This looks as if they really
believed iQ the possibility of the present
crisis turning their way.
COLD WEATHER OUT WEST.

The

fourth nrize of

THE NEW

St. Paul, Minn., Nov. 29.—A cold wave
reached here Saturday night, and at C a. m.
Sunday the mercury had fallen to ten de
grees below zero.

Pueblo, Col., Nov. 28.—No

trains from

the East have reached here over the Santa
Fe road fince Saturday. They are blocked
by heavy snow drifts near Dodge City, Kansas.

Nov. 28—The ice stopped
Lacrosse,
Wis.,
in
Ulaaiooinni slim*
loot
and today the river closed, the earliest ever
known. The thermometer was 20 below last

night.
Chicago, III., Nov. 28.—The city awoke
this morning ice bound. The freezing wind
was unexpected ami caused much discomfort.
At 9 o’clock last night the thermometer was
six above. At 6 a. m. it was two above and
the sun shone

brightly.

Dubuque, Iowa, Nov. 28.—The despatches say the thermometer was down to six
above yesterday. At Uoweaqu, 111., there
was a fall of forty degrees in three days.
Galena, 111., reports 10below last night, and
Springfield says that a fall took place in
At Martwenty-four hours of 43 degrees.
shall, the mercury fell 40 degrees in the same

period.

St. Pace. Minn., Nov. 28.—The minimum
temperatuie last night was 1(5° below zero.

At 7 the thermometer registered Its0* below,
and within an hour it dropped to 22°.
The
coldest place in the United States last night
was Fort Buford where it was 28° below.
Bismarck came next at 24° below. The cold
Is abating all over the northwest.
Governor Grey Finds a Scandal.
Cincinnati, Nov. 28.—A special to the
Post from Indianapolis says: “Gov. Gray
has made [a private investigation into the
charges of cruelty at the Women’s State Reformatory. He found girls were tied up by
their wrists or handcuffs, and Iwhipped brutally on their bare backs. Attempts at bribery were discovered, and whispers of deeper scandals are in circulation. The Governor
recommends a change in punishment to solitary confinement instead of flogging.

been in existence about six months. The
officers are: President, C. E. Swinerton,
New York; secretary and treasurer, J. Hopkins Smith, New York; directors, N, W.
Kice, J. K. Merrill, Jeremiah Prescott, of
Boston, and J. S. Kicker, George Burnham,
Jr., and Gaorge P. Wescott, of Portland.
THE

Eastern railroad track burned this morning.
Loss $9,000.
The citizens’ convention In Boston last
night nominated Nathaniel J. Bradlee for
mayor.
James Hancock of Princeton College, the
foot ball team umpire, Thanksgiving day, in
in the Yale-IIarvard game, denies the charge
of haviog money up on the game.
The first of a two day’s series of readings
from their own works began in New York
yesterday by James Russell Lowell, Mark
Twain, Edward Eggleston, K. H. Stoddard,
H. Runner, James Whitcomb Riley, and
George W. Cable, to raise money in aid of
the securing of an international copyright
law. There was a large and fashionable
audience.
The Montgomery, Ala., tlouriug mills
burned last night; loss, $90,000; insurance,

$00,000.

□The

mayor of Lincoln, Neb., and eleven
members of the council are in jail for contempt of court in violating an Injunction.
The case will go before the United States

Supreme Court.
Omaha, Neb., has raised $00,000 towards
securing the Republican national convention
there next year.
The English peace delegates addressed a
meeting in Camden, N. J., last evening.
Resolutions were adopted favoring arbitration.
The New York Herald has raised its prico
from two to three cents.
WORK AMONC THE
Rev.

PEOPLE.

C. A. Dickinson
Accepts the
Berkely Street Pastorate.

Rev. C. A. Dickinson of the Kirk St. Con-

gregational church, Lowell, has resigned tc
accept the pastorate of Berkely streel
church. His letter of acceptance is published in yesterday’s Boston papers. Mr. Dickinson proposes to make the Berkeley street
church for the Congregationalists whal
Tremont Temple is for the Baptists. Thf
Berkeley street church was originally intended for a “People’s church,” but it
drifted away from this idea, and it is now
proposed to bring it back to it. Mr. Dickin
son has had experience in this line of work
and seems to be the one to take hold of it
One of two conditions of coming was tha
$15,000 per year must by pledged, for thrc< 1
years at least, to carry forward the work

STACIE.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The Van Buren Shingle Company shut
down their mill at Van l uren Saturday
night, after having sawed between 22,000,000
and 23,000,000 shingles. This is ;an extensive
season’s work.and the amount sawed is more

than the whole quantity sawed either on the
Kennebec, the St. Croix or at Ellsworth. The
freshet in the spring put the operators at the
mill back a month in which timo 2,000,000
more would have been raised.

"Milkmaid’s
The Caribou “Y’s” held
Carnival” tbe 17th inst., which resulted in
nice little sum of $51. The “Y'’s" are wideawake and flourishing and have a circulating
library in view.
The Congregational Ladies’ Aid Society of
Caribou are to hold a bazaar December 1st
a

Much interest Is manifested and
doubt be reamounts will no

gratlfving

ceived.
On Friday morning Nov. 25th, about five
o’clock, fire was discovered in a building
owned by B. H. Towle at Sherman Mills.and
occupied by him as a tannery and shop for
the manufacture of boots, shoes and harThe building and stock entire were
nesses.
consumed, the loss being about $1000.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Mrs. Sarah Hubbard of Hallowed, widow
of the late Gov. Hubbard, was 91 years old
last March, but enjoys fairly good health.
She keeps house by herself.
Hon. S. W. Carr, a member of the State
Keuublican Committee, contemplates formlug a young men s Republican club at his
home in Bowdoinham.
The new stained glass windows for St.
Catherine's Chapel, in Augusta, -designed
and executed by Mr. Charles Booth of London and New Y ork, have been placed in position. By a singular coincidence they were
erected on St. Catharine’s day, Nov. 24. On
the north and south sides they are of cathedral glass, of which the colors are so disposed as to presentA an arched appearance
from the interior.
very pleasant effect is
produced by the harmonious arrangement of
the exceedingly delicate tints of blue, amber,
green and rose-colored

glass.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Col. Victor Brett has appointed SergtMaj. Bewail M. Brown of Bangor, adjutant,
to succeed Capt. L. S. Cliilcott.
Cobum Hall, the new building at the
Maine State College has been all roofed in
and work is now being done on the Interior.
The work is progressing well and the hall
will be a very handsome one when it Is completed, which will be before next commenceThe new
ment when it will be dedicated.
water and sewer system, which lias been introduced on the college grounds has been

completed.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The organization of the Bath Missionary
and Charitable Association was perfected
Friday evening with the election of the following officers: President, Galen C. Moses;
vice-presidents, Maj. Thomas Ilarward.
Charles E. Moody, Capt. Charles E. Patten;
secretary, F. H. Low; treasurer, H. A
Duncan; auditor, F. W. Weeks; board of
managers, Reuben S. Hunt, John G. Richardson, James W. Wakefield, Joseph Varney, Jostph M. Hayes, Dr. R. D. Bibber and
James C. Ledyard.

GENERAL NEWS.
The grocery store, barn and shed of Jonathan Rollins, at North Hampton, and two
box cars filled with freight standing on the

LOCOMOTIVE.

Yesterday the new Swinerton locomotive
was tried on the Lowell branch of the Boston & Maine. This Is the locomotive with
one set of large driving wheels with over 100
facets or straight sides upon the tire in
order to secure greater traction power. The
absence of parallel bars will also, it is
claimed, do away with the danger in rounding curves of great speed.
The Swinerton Locomotive Company has

SUBURBAN NEWS.
GORHAM.

There has been an unusual number of
deaths in this quiet village during the
past month. To-day we are obliged to re
cord the death of Lydia L., wife of James
M. Moody, Esq., one of our prominent citiMrs. Moody was a lady very much
zens.
respected, a devoted Christian and member
of the Methedist church, generous and kind
to the poor ana will oe very mucn missea Dy
She has had
her numerous acquaintances.
a long and
painful sickness which she endured with great fortitude. Funeral services
al her late residence Wednesday afternoon
at 1 o’clock.
North Haven News.

[Correspondence ot the Press.]
Nokth IIavkn, Nov. 28.
Capt. Alex. Glllis and Willie Kilton during
the past week have secured over 3300 pounds
of smelts, which they have shipped to market, making a stock of over $200, which is
surely encouraging, as they were very unfortunate In their search for mackerel the past
season.

The schooner Amy Wixon, high line mackerel fisherman of the North Haven fleet,
Capt. W. F. Blown, has recently returned
from a short trip ot cod fishing and gunning.
Capt. Frank Thomas of the Maud S., Capt.
Jerome Thomas of the Cora Smith, and
others, comprised the crew. About 80 birds
and 100 fish were the only spoils secured.
The schoener Charles Haskell, Capt. Fred
Lewis, Is about ready for her proposed trip
to Ipswich Bay, having been undergoing repairs and fittea up with new rigging through-

out.
The schooner Oasis, Capt. Lewis McDonald, sailed from l’rlnce Edward Island last
Tuesday with a cargo of potatoes.
Another of the older residents of the
island died last Sunday—Mrs. Sarah Webster, aged 83.
Mr. John Smith, who has arrived at the
age of 84, lies critically ill at his home and
his death may be expected at any moment.

There

are now

residing in North Haven

person over 90 years of age, seven whe
have passed their 83th year, six who arc over
80, and seven who are over 73.
one

Christmas Sale.
The ladies of St. Luke's Guild will hold a
Christmas sale at Reception Hall Thursday
afternoon and evening. An excellent supper will be served from fi to 8 p. m., refreshmeats will be furnished all the evening, and
there will be music and recitations.

FOREIGN

CENERAL

President

NEWS.

to Remain at

Grevy Urged
His Post.

Senators and

Elect

Deputies to

a

President on Friday.
The Happenings of a Day In
and Ireland.

England

Pakis, Nov. 28.—The Congress of the Senate and Chamber of Deputies will meet on
Friday, at Versailles, to elect a successor to
President Grevy.
Elections were held yesterday in Auxerre,
Arras and Lille to fill vacancies In the ChamIn Auxerre, the radical
ber of Deputies.
candidate, M. Uervier, was successful, polling 30,674 votes against 19,773 for M. Keg.
sier. Opportunist, In Arras, M. Camecasse,
Republican, was elected, his vote being 86,000, against 71,000 for M. Labitte, Conservative. In Lille there was two vacancies to
fill, and the Republican candidates were successful in both cases. The vote was as follows: M. Pierre Legrand and M. Maxima
Lecomte, Republicans, 143,000; M. De la
Salle and M. Fauville, Conservative, 123,000.

Thirteen Deputies and Senators waited

on

expressed a readiness to
Join a new cabinet and undertook to obtain
the dissolution of Parliament by the Senate.
They urged Grevy to stay at Ids post and
M. Grevy today,

France from the dangers threatened.
The President’s response Is not known.
Prosecuting the Paper*.
Dublin, Nov. 28.—After the second trial
of Lord Mayor Sullivan, editorof the Nation,
for printing reports of meetings of suppressed branches of the National League, the
Government will prosecute a number of leditors of other papers for publishing similar reports. The Freeman’s Journal assents that
the arrest of news agents for selling copies
of United Ireland is illegal. If it is legal, it
says, the Dublin depots of the Right Hon.
YVm. Henry Smith’s News Company are
guilty of the same offence, as they have sold
The Freethousands of United Irelands.
man’s Journal declares that the confining of
cell
in
a
at ^'ullaMandervllle
Mr.
stinking
more prison for refusing to cleanse uffinsils
and exercise in company with ordinary criminals, is as scandalous as the worst outrages
save

In

S15 to Charles H. Mar-

land, Ballard vale; Charles JC. Kogers, Byfield ; Charles M. Bancroft, Beading Highlands. The judges were James K. Nichols,
Nathaniel J. Bradlee, Mrs. J. K. Nichols,
Annie M. Bradlee, Mrs. W. S. Stevens.

and 2d.
The Mercury Drops a Number of Degrees Below Zero.

PRIZES.

BOSTON AND MAINE

The directors of the Boston A Maine railroad have awarded the following premiums
to station agents on its lines for care of the
station grounds for 1887. and for tloral displays: First premium of $30 each to the
station agents at Atkinson, Medbury and
Kennebunk. Second prize of $30 each to N.
B. Boss, Bell Rock Station; H. C. Taft
Gloucester; J. E. George, Newton Junction;
Third
C. E. Thompson, Howe’s Station.
prize of $20 each to Charles Brown, South
Georgetown; L. D. Sinclair, Ossipee; O. F.
Klngsman, West Manchester: Edward A.
Furguson, Portsmouth engine house; F. A.
Parshall, Wamesit; C. L. Martin, Reading;
J. F. Akerman, Engine House, Prison Point.

Due.

to Live.

Chicago, Nov. 28.—John Peters, a giant 7
feet 4 inches tall, died yesterday aged 31. He
appeared at the museum vs “thegiant police"
man.” He died of typhoid fever. No bed
was big enough in the hospital for him, and
a wide one was selected, the foot removed,
and a wooden extension built, making a got
His medicine was given in
9 feet lotg.
double doses.

Two of Its Distinguished Adherents
Say Something About It.

fHREL CLNTS,

PRICL

SSSMSKltl

1887._

6,327 persons, of whom 0,272 were saved
and 65 were lost. The value of the vessels
was 84,786,925, and the cargoes 82.288,775,
a total of 87,075,700, of which 85.788,820 was
saved. The vessels totally lost numbered 72,
and there were also 135 casualties to smaller
craft, on which were 214 persons. Three of
these were lost, and 23 others were rescued
who had fallen from wharves, piers, etc.,
and would have perished without the aid of
the life crews. There were 210 instances of
vessels running into danger and being
warned off. Most of them were thus probably saved from partial or total destruction.
In every case of lass of life, investigation
showed no failure in daty on the part of the
During the year
station force engaged.
eight members of the life-saving crews lost
their lives at the scenes of shipwreck. New
stations were completed at North Scituate,
Mass., and Cape Elizabeth, Me., and one is
approaching completion at Jersey Point,
N. H. New stations are recommended for
Wallis Islands, N. H., and Plum Island,

an

to

meet for the purpose of agreeing upon a report to be submitted to the government. He
toid a Banger Commercial reporter that the
sub-committee look upon the Massachusetts
laws regulating railroads through a board of

With

Brooklyn, N. Y., Nov. 28.—TheLlindignation in Plymouth Church over the action o£
Dr. Joseph Parker and Major J. B. Pond, in
diverting part of the proceeds of the Beecher eulogy in the Academy of Music in Brooklyn from the Statue Fund has reached such
a point that it is doubtful whether Dr. ParkWhen
er will preach again in the church.
he appeared there on the first Sunday in October, and was paid $100 for his two sermons
it was announced that he would preach on
another Sunday before his return home,
then expected to occur in March. When his
departure next month was decided upon, ar.
rangements were made for his preaching
next Sunday morning.
But the disclosure of the fact that Dr. Parker hud accepted pay for his memorial address, which he led the public to believe was
a labor of love, has put an entirely different
phase upoDe the matter, and there is little
desire to hear him preach again. Yesterday
morning no announcement was made in regard to the pulpit supply next Sunday. Assistant Pastor Ilalliday said to a reporter
that it would be known later in the week
Conwhether Dr. Parker would preach.
gressman S. V. White made public yesterday, in the Brooklyn Eagle, a letter in which
he expressed himself in a vigorous manner in
regard to tire actions of both Dr. Parker and
and Major Pond. In the course of the letter
he said: "There is not yet sufficient evidence before the community to warrant it in
deciding that Dr. Parker posed as one making a long pilgrimage that he might lay a
wre ath on the grave of his illustrious friend,
wh ile he did a neat bit of business, with the
aid of his manager, as he wrought upon the
sympathies of those who loved Mr. Beecher
with a devotion so pure that refined gold, if
inwrought with lit, would have become as
dress. We have not had enough evidence
to decide that.
There is not sufticient evidence before us to warrant this community
in deciding that Dr. Parker’s manager is
holding these proceeds as a guarantee fund
out of which to make goo<f a losing venture
t._.1_1.
..1.4 T\_
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Brooklyn People Indignant at the
Eminent English Divine

Mr. Thacher says he had no intention of
smuggling the item into the paper, but submitted it to the editor, as he supposed. He
should not have written the item, he said,
had Mr. Pentecost been an ordinary traveling preacher, but as he was a public man he
was open to criticism.
Mr. Thacher’s Cleveland correspondent was Dr. Hosmer, a Unitarian clergyman, and the latter through a
sermon criticised Dr. Pentecost’s wont in

Viirnrkiion linn firof and

ments.

Mill Property Sold.
Edmund Goodwin & Co., of Emery’s Mills,
have sold the Ricker saw mill and box mills
together with several partially cleared timber lots in Acton and Shapleigh, to B. C.
Jordan of Alfred and Freeman Jordan of

who are

of

uc

l_

_

gathering

a...r«--

l>yaprp»ia, I ii<Iik«m1iom Heartburn
all niomnrh Trouble
l)<K)llttle & Smith, 24 and 20 Tremont 8t.,
and
ton,
soiling agents.
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Another Formal

Bidde fobd, Nov. 28.—The York Club
%eld n banquet at its rooms in this city tonight, and entertained several distinguished
After the banquet, Congressman
guests.
Boutelle of Bangor and Senator Frye of
Lewiston made lengthy addresses, the latter

en

uovlb

The

track

__I,

those

Variance
Plymouth Church.

city.

NECLECTED BY CONCRESS.

The York Club at Dinner.

_1.1

place

Dr. Joseph Parker at

years’ labors in the evangelistic field he had
not in any one year received half that
amount. It was not customary to ask remuneration of the churches, and he received
what they were pleased to give him. He
characterized Mr. Thacher as a busybody
who was meddling with that which was none
of his business, and he could relieve that
gentleman’s mind by informing him that he
should not call on him for funds. He
charged the Unitarian minister with smuggling the item into print to injure the reThe large congregation was
vival work.
wrought up to a high pitch of feeling during
these remarks, and today there is no small
amount of excitement over the matter in the

THE SECOND TALK.

Collecting a Stolen Team.
Watebville, Nov. 28.—Deputy Sheriff

of the horse stolen
from a Norridgewoek preacher two weeks
ago, and Sunday, in company with the owner, went to Yassalboro, where they found
the horse in the keeping of Prof. Jones,
principal of the Oak Grove school. Mr.
Jones had picked tlie horse up in a nearly
starved condition a week ago. The officer
heard from other parties that a wagon answering the description of the stolen property was to be found in the woods near by,
and it was found there as described. The
wolf robe and blanket were also found at a
neighbor’s, and the owner of the team returned home well pleased.

to

delegation

vaimun

splendid opportunity.

transfer their passengers to a train
sent up from this city.
The night train to
St. John was delayed several hours. The
damage to the cars and track is not heavy,
but it will require nearly all night to clear
the track.

the

Washington

lit

the upper
provinces was readily obtained. All the
sections of the Dominion will be fairly represented in tiie delegation. The promoters
jf the movement are convinced that Secretary Bayard will suggest trade union as a
way to settle the fishery difficulties, and Sir
Charles Tupper will try to throw away a

Off the Track at Bangor.
Bangob, Nov. 28.—The down freight
train this afternoon got derailed this side of
the water works, six cars getting off the
track, owing to a broken axle. The St. John
and Piscataquis trains were obstructed, and

on

A

inuucin

lion of commercial unionists in

turned to work this

Hill got

uiunai

BEECHER’S EULOCIST.

related the circumstance of the publication
of the item in the local paper and reviewed
Mr. Thacher’s course. He asserted that it
was none of the Unitarian divine’s business,
or anybody else’s, what he received from the
churches. He was not in the work to make
money, for he gave up a pastorate which
paid him 88,000 a year, and during his five

regulating the boards of railroad commis-

Commercial Union fairly before the Commission, so that the sentiments of the whole
people of Canada may be made known. The
pioposal originated here, and the co-opera-

[Special to tlie Press.]
Richmond, Nov. 28.—The striking lasters
at W. F. Morgau & Co.’s thoe factory, re-

Dnylon ln« ITlort.

( olunilm* A Toledo Ini ITIoit, tm. 1005.

Dayton A

sent to

A Strike Soon Settled.

Portland

at Washington.

iiiuoicu

had to

HANKKKM,:

Cor. Middle &

the

Halifax, N. S., Nov. 38.—Steps are being taking to keep the commercial union
movement from being killed by the Dominion
and British members of the Fishery Commis-

Nobway, Nov.

prices having

on

More About the Expedition.
[To the Associated Press.]

A.~

men

nniflcuii.

represented

are

Congress.

....

E. P. Jones. Pv’tS.C., U. 8.

parties

United States side, it demands that a delegation of Liberal leaders immediately proceed
to Washington to urge the views of the commercial unionists, first
before the Commission and if they are refused a hearing,
as they undoubtedly will be, then to demand
that they shall be heard by the United States

....

....

W.D. LITTLE & GO.,
GKNEHAL INSTANCE

to

the commercial unionists are unrepresented
before the commission, all the British commissioners being opposed to that scheme.
They believe commercial union to be attainable now as the basis of the settlement of
the fisheries dispute and realize that if the
fisheries question is settled on its own merits
that Commercial Union is effectually killed.
Therefore, if commercial union is not adopted they profer to see the Commission end in
a fiasco.
The Chronicle, the organ of the
Provincial government says: “If unrestricted trade with the United States is obtainable, it would be to the Maritime Provinces,
and especially to Nova Scotia, such a source
of wealth and prosperity as could not be
equaled by any other trade movement that
one can conceive of.
It would mean increased value in prosperity, a quickly stimulated trade, an enormous development of
the great natural sources of wealth now lying dormant in our rich little province.”
The Chronicle points out that the untrammelled voice of the Canadian people is
not heard at Washington, where as both

gf£

d
C

to

itself. They allege that a large majority of
the people favor commercial union and that

__

®^

Washington

take a novel step to present their case before
the International Commission, now sitting at
Washington and subsequently to Congress,

(Nov. 28,1887,10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.

Placed

Co to

the Press.]
Halifax, Nov. 28.—The advocates of com.
mercial union in Nova Scotia are about to

[Special
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To Observer, Portland:
10 a. m.—Hoist cold wave signal. The
temperature will tail from 15 to 20degrees by
Griskly.
3 p. ra. of Tuesday._
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Distinguished Suspects.
London, Nov. 28.—Thomas Callan, formerly of Lowell. Mass., ami Michael Ilarkins, of Philadelphia, who were arrested on
November 21 on the charge of connection
with a dynamite conspiracy, were taken to
Bow (Street Police Coort today for trial.
They rode in the prison van and were attended by policemen. Constables with load-

Mr. Poed revolvers rode on the outside.
lald. Solicitor for the Treasury, detailed the
facts which have been collected against the

prisoners.
Sixteen Burned to Death.
A school in the village of Werchobistritzkoi, in Russia, was burned a few nights ago.
A large number of girls were sleeping on
the upper floors, of whom 24 escaped by
jumping from the windows. Sixteen were
afraid to jump and were burned to death. A
number of boys sleeping on tbe ground floor

escaped.

Political Matters.
On the invitation of Oxford UniversityRussull Club, John Dillon, M. P., today delivHe
ered an address in the Corn Exehange.
reviewed the history of Ireland and said that
Without agitaagitatatlon was justifiable.
tion the Irish would not have obtained tbe
land bills. It was a lasting honor to the Irish
that they refused to submit tamely to detes-

table castlefgovemment.

Foreign Notes.
explosion in Aberrant Colliery,
erdeen, Eng., is reported to have out
An

at Aboff the

escape of 340 miners.
St. Petersburg editors nave been instructed to adopt a moderate tune towards Germany.

Telephonic Peculiarities.
The Electric Review contains the following communication from Mr. 1. II. Farnham,
tbe former manager of the telephone compaMr. Farnham says the
ny In Portland.
events recorded occurred in Portland in 1879,
and should such result be produced today
they would be looked on as valuable as well
as

interesting:
iU

IUO BUIUU1C1
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»cor

dence was connected with the telephone exchange of the Western Union Company,
through a distance of half a mile of line,
with two stations intervening.
Among other experimental instruments, f
used ut my house a double wooden case band
telephone of quite ordinary construction.
The coil differed from that in the regular
Bell telephone, only In ^having a somewhat
greater length of wire, and in being wound
upon a thin brass spool, so as to bring th»
convolutions of wlr» nctum tlie core than
could well he accomplished by the use of a
wooden spool; the permanent magnet was a
single, straight, round bar, extending
through the coll to the diaphragm.
This telephone, when receiving from one
particular Edison transmitter, located at
central, reproduced the speech very loudly
and with great distinctness.
On one occasion, when showing the instrument to a telephone friend, 1 walked
away from it to a distance of thirty five feet,
there being two rooms and a hallway between myself and the instrument, and while
my friend held the telephone I was able to
repeat to him all that was spoken at the
central office.
For a further trial of its capabilities, my
wife entered an adjoining room and stood at
feet from the
a distance of at least fifteen
telephone, with the door closed between the
or expected
not
and
single
rooms,
repeated,
words, but entire sentences, correctly.
What the peculiarities were, in either instrument, sufficient,to account for such retoarkaole results In their combined use, we
could not discover; the transmitter used being an Edison, of apparently the usual construction, operated by two Jars of gravity
battery. Other experiments showed that
these results could only be obtained when
this particular transmitter and telephone

worked together.
Such exceptional cases as that related by
Mr. Smith, and this one, would, l think, attract still more wonder and |studv if occurring at the present time.
I. B. Farhuax.
Boston, Nov. 14, 1887.
were

Shad Planting lh the Kennebec River,
[From a letter by Everett Smith to Prof. 8. F.

Baird.]
Fortlahd, Me., May 24, 1887.
In 1880 1 accompanied and personally dithe
rected
disposition of the shad try
planted in the Kennebec river at Waterville,
the first plant, I believe. My interest offlctally as State Commissioner of Fisheries at
that time did not exceed my interest as a
naturalist in the experiment, which interest
This month there
has been continuous.
have been caught at Cape Small Point, at
the mouth ol the Kennebec rtver, a constderable number of shad ol such large size,
and ol such general proportions and appearance as to show a marked contrast with the
As distinctive as
native Kennebec shad.
the three to live-pound shad of the Kennebec
to
the
two
from
four-pound shad of the
of Cumberland county,
Nonesuch river,
Maine, are these large shad of live to seveu
pounds weight lately caught, which I believe to be Chesapeake Bay shad, hatched
in 1880. I have examined a number of six
and six and one-half pounds in weight and
one of seven pounds.
They were caught
together, evidently from one school, with
none ol the usual sized Kennebec shad ol
less weight and appearance.—Bulletin of the
U. 8. Fishery Commission.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Regis-

try ol Deeds:
Long Island—W. I). Hatch et al to Seventh
Maine Regiment Building Association.
$1 and

other consideratlous.
Westbrook—J. C. Knight to W. V. Knight. 81
and other considerations.
Adeline Haskell to Portland A Rochester Railroad Company. $250.
Sear boro—E. A. Skllllns to E. E. Tibbetts.
8280.
Oorham—J. R. Marsh to J. L. Dunn. $160.
(Iray-J. V. Merrill to J. K. Rowell, f t«0<».
Brunswick—F. F. Truesdell to J. Merriman.
$925.
___________
Miss Gertruds Stevens.
the day. we
be said relaol Miss Oerto the oratorical appearance
hut element and
trude Stevens, the young
daughter ol Mrs. L. M. N.

Although it is a little late in
feel that perhaps a word might
promising

Stevens.

At

the recent

session

ol

Jthe

Woman's Christian Temperance Union ol
Massachusetts, held in Tremont Temple,
Boston. Miss Stevens certainly acquitted her-

xelf with very decided credit to hersell and
her friends, and we doubt not that maternal
pride at least will pardon us when we say
that she is even a better speaker than her
mother. She was very kindly received and
highly complimented by Key. Mr. Bolles and

others.

R.

——"

mi]

p:uess.
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communications that

are

not

used._

Americans say a man is “broken up without realizing the oddness of the slang; but
when Dr. Parker, tlie English lecturer. Is
described by bis manager as “busted up”

everybody laughs.
General Clinton B. Fisk, of New Jersey, is
said to be sure of the next Prohibition nomination for the Presidency. By the way,
what has become of John P. St. John ? Has
he retired on the proceeds of those lifty-dol-

iar-a-nigbt speeches
Omaha Is quite persuaded that the next
Republican National Convention ought to
pitch its wigwam within her limits, and 1ms
raised the first half of a National convention
fund. Omaha may have this consolation in
case the Republicans decide to go elsewhere.
If she cannot get a big party to come to her
next year, the prospects are fair that there
will be several little ones ready to accept an
invitation.
The conscientious Standard Oil Company
never violates the spirit of the Inter-State
Commerce Law without a ready reason.
For instance they explain that they secure
violation of the short haul clause between
Cairo and Mobile because of water competidown the
Mississippi nud around
through the Gulf of Mexico. The Hartford
Courant wants to know why water competi-

ing them great anxiety already. There are
a few headstrong free traders among them
who would like make a raid upon the tariff
and reform it according to their ideas. But
they are few in numbers and becoming fewer
dally, under the warnings of such Democratic
sheets as the Nsw York Sun which say that to
make sweeping changes in the tariff this session is a sure way to ensure the defeat of the
Democratic party In the next campaign. By
the time Congress meets we imagine that the
great majority of the Democratic representatives will have made up their minds that the

policy is a compromise policy that
will keep the tariff question out of sight or

tion could not be elalmed from New York to

Louis._

Argus of yesterday contained this
exclusive piece of information:
The

In tills city a cabal, understood to be managed
by Fred Dow, is intriguing to defeat Heed’s re-

noinlnatloii.
We foel that we may safely denounce this
story as false in every particular, and we
may add that if our esteemed contemporary
did not know it was false it was because it
has neglected of late to make use of its
The Evening Express, it is
numerous eyes.

well known, is Col. Dow’s personal organ
and reflects his views on all sorts of subjects. No longer ago than Friday It expressed his views on tlie very rumor to

which tlie Argus refers, in this language:
The Kxuk-ss Jkxpects to give—no sensible man
thinks otnCrwIIB—To the dislUiguished representative of tills Congressional district Its earnest support, not sparingly and grudglugly, but
con

tnnore,

This

Argus’s

as

[Tacoma Ledger.]
There is an average of thirty immigrants
arriving in Tacoma daily. Nearly a thousand per mouth. They cannot find houses.
PERSISTENCE OF

THE

BLOOD.

[Boston Record.j
Blood will tell, even in France.

The wives
of Clemenceau and Bibol are both Auiercan
born and bred. The former was a Connecticut girl, while the latter is of Albany stock.
NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

sufficient

refutation

of the

slander.

The New York Tribune says that "the complete figures from New York Stato put Col.
Fred Grant more nearly in a line with his
on

the

Kepublican ticket.

His

heaviest loss is about 4C00 as compared witli
Carmichael, and as compared with some of
tlie others is so slight as hardly to be noticeable. Jiis biggest loss was in New York

city, and may have been due in part to the
Ignorant notion that he was in some way responsible for the Grant & Ward failure. In
the rural counties it is to be observed that
lie runs ahead of his ticket here and there.”
A little while ago the New York Tribune
was pointing to Col. Grant’s losses as tlie result of his unpopularity and sneering at him
ns the “son of his father.” It has now discovered that ills losses were duo to the “ignorant notion that he was in some way responsible for the Grant <& Ward failure.” It has
probably dawned upon the Tribune that it
was not good policy to kick Col. Grant even
vicariously; and having dawned upon the

Tflbune it will

now

dawn upon

many of its

small reflectors.

—

"'

Brsdstreet’s presents some considerations
relating to tlie labor vote in New York city
which are iu the nature of denials that tlie
movement has collapsed so ignominiously &s
the returns from New York county seem to
Indicate. It is suggested that the decline in
tlie labor vote may be traced to dissatisfaction on the part of thousands of German
voters with the land plank in tlie platform of
the United Labor party, and to a revolt from
George’s leadership on tlie port of many
workingmen who could not approve his
attitude^ and the attitude of Dr. McGlynn
toward the ecclesiastical authorities of New

York city,
they regarded with veneraation. George’s expression concerning the
Auarchists also alienated many voters of
whom

socialistic tendencies more can

ue no aoupi.

All this goes to show that George cannot
hold together the party which he has built
up; goes to show, in fact, that the George
party has collapsed. That there are elements in New York city that at most any
time may be united for a sudden movement,
But that George, or
there can be no doubt
a man of his theories, will lead in such a
new movement >» doubtful
As announced in recent despatches the
labor trouble in Louisiana has come to a
serious pass. The actual facts of the case
are hard to get
at, but there seems to be a
mixture of politics with it all. At first the
Knights of Labor ordered a strike among
the workmen on the sugar plantations of

Bayou Lafourche. November is one of the
critical seasons for the sugar planter. The
cane must be cut and put through the mill
before frost comes. The strike was therefore ordered on the same principle that most
strikes are, with the expectation of finding
the

Life Notes or Fifty Years’ Outlook, by
William Hague, D. D. The eminent author
of this volume died suddenly in his eightieth
year, while on the way to exchange congratulations with his publishers on the happy
completion of this work. The book is auto-

biographical

to a considerable exteut and
to contain the rich personal
reminiscences of a noble life consecrated to
all that is elevating—a sincere life of love
and of truth. The narrative is written in an
exceedingly Interesting manner and is interspersed here and there with sketches of eminent men, many of them mends and eontemporaries of the author. Dr. Hague was a
clergyman of profound religious convictions
and his abilities were of a very high order.
Among his writings are The Baptist Church
Transplanted from the Old World to the
New, Chrbtjaniiy and Statesmanship, Horae
Life of Emerson, etc. (Boston: Lee & Shepard ; Portland: W. H. Stevens & Co.)
will be found

whose capital was at risk in such a
condition that they must yield or be ruined.
The usual expedient was resorted to by the
men

planters. They sent to New Orleans and
hired help from the mass of unemployed
Then
negroes hanging about that city.
there was trouble between the old and new
help, Quite serious, but not so much so as It
became when it was discovered that the
local assemblies of the Knights of Labor
were opposed to the re-election of Governor
McKnery, and in favor of General Nicholls,
who represents the Libera wing of the
Democratic party. Then Governor McEnery
sent State troops to the seen •■. on the representations of the planters. The result of all
the trouble is like the results of most political troubles in Louiaua,— some dead negroes
and the rest completely terrified and driven
to the swamps, convenient refuges at
times nnd on election days.

these

A magazine published in Philadelphia in'
a statement of the cost of
transportation in'those days, which shows that
one of the modern grumblers over freight
rates would have been considered a lunatic
seventy years ago. “In the course of the
twelve months of 1817," says the article,
“12,000 wagons passed the Alleghany mountains from Philadelphia and Baltimore, each
with from four to six horses, carrying from
The cost of carriage was about
30 to 40 cwt
(7 per cwt., in some cases as high as $10 to
1818 gives

Philadelphia. The aggregate sum paid for
the conveyance of goods exceeded $1,800,000.” To move a ton of freight from Pittsburg to Philadelphia, therefore, cost not
less than $140, and took probably not far
from two weeks’ time. In 1880 the Pennsylvania railroad carried a ton of freight between Pittsburg and Philadelphia for $2.87.
A hundred pounds of goods which would
have cost in freight $7 in 1817, are carried in
1887 for 14 cents. In the somewhat frequent
outcries against the railways people often
forget what blessings these same corporations are. The outcry, however, which has
resulted In the Inter-State Commerce Law,
was occasioned more by unjust discriminations than by high freight rates. It is not
probable that in 1817 the teamsters across
the Alleghanys charged less for a longer
haul than for a shorter one included within
the longer; and so communities did not fee]

that the truck wagons discriminated against
them. But rebates and other forms of favoritism prevailed without doubt.

Congress assembles next Monday. But
little time will be spent in organizing, inasmuch as there is no opposition worth talking
about to the re-election of Mr. Carlisle to the
Speakership. It is not customary for Congress, however, to settle down to solid work
until after the holiday recess, and there is
not likely to be any change of programme
this winter. The real work of the session
will not begin, therefore, until January.
The important question before Congress at
the coming session will be the reduction of
the surplus, and it is so pressing that it is
difficult to see how consideration and settlement of it can be avoided, notwithstanding
the fact that the session will be held in the
face of a Presidential election, when Congressmen are timid and reluctant to Indulge

Dliadauies,
44

extra
at

bargains,

particularly

for those wiio have a
personal interest In the author,—a very large
class we imagine—and as an expression of the
grateful Sense of the kindness received during his travels, is an exceedingly interesting

ery part of the country, and it richly deserves it.
The twelve numbers for 1887
which are here brought together are enclosed
in a handsome cover, and make one of the
brightest books of the season. It is full of
instructive and entertaining matter-stories,

sketches and poems, and is very fully illustrated. (Boston: D. Lothrop & Co.; Portland: Loring, Short &'Harmon.)

Short A Harmon.)
Chatterbox for 1887, published by Estes A
Laurlat of Boston is up to the usual standard of excellence of this delightful volume
for the young. The book is full of original
stories, sketches and poems, illustrated by

OS cents per

Slipnanatis,
Blossoms,White Rose,

Wild Olive,

FRANK
SIS

is not because suitable bedding is not to be had.
is not because it is too expensive.
is not because we ask exhorbitant prices.
is not because the full amount of purchase will have to be paid
down.
It is not because you haven’t the money.
It is not because the Atkinson House Furnishing Company have not
talked and talked, and down everything but give the goous away
to have every family fully equipped for the Winter.
Ask your wife if anything more is wanted in the bedding line.
Ask your children if the beds can be made more comfortable.
Ask your boarders if their beds are entirely satisfactory.
It
It
It
It

Street.

We have every kind of a Bed but a Flower Bed, River Bed and Bed
Time. We do not go to bed. Don’t have to. When wo feel tired we
simply go into our Chamber Set Department and look upon the elegantly equipped Beds that fairly rests one to look at. By so doing we
have ample time to tell the people all about them, for we want all to
know that there is no kind of a Mattress made but what we can furnish.

JUST RECEIVED!
ANOTHER LOT OF THOSE

Hair faUiwm-Pm South
Hair

Hair Mattresses--Pure Black

Drawings.

White

or

Come and Examine Our New Neckwear !

BED

FRED R. FARRINGTON.

“

■

“

“

“

“

30.00
25.00

[

.“

one or

two

parts

filled, evenly tufted

QUILTS,

and

“

securely

“
“
“

nov!7_mi

COMFORTABLES,

THE ABERDEEN White, 10-4 Blue and Red
Border, THE GERMAN, Standard, Red,
and Blue Borders,
10-4, Improved Red
n
ERA, White, 11-4,
THE SANTA
Blue Border Silk Binding, THE
GEM, 10-4, Red, White and
Bine Border,

COMPLEXION

Removes

and other excellent grades, can be sold so much lower than ever before. A very nice display of these goods may be seen in our window.

Young England’s Nursery Rhymes Isa
beautiful little work of 96 pages, illustrated

FEATHER DEPARTMENT.

are

colors and it is hard to say whether the
young reader will get more delight out of
them or from the Mother Goose Melodies
which furnish most of the text of the book.
(New York and London: Frederick Warne
A Co.; Portland: W. H. Stevens.)
in

WINTER OVERCOATS!
showing one of the largest and Anest
lines of Winter Overcoats ever shown in Portland.
Prices ranging from

$0.00

;lsm. Neuralgia, Hoarseness, Sore Throat, Croup,
md all kindred auctions.
A I,urge Houle. A Powerful Remedy.
Tlosi economical, bm ii coots but 1*3 cents

No. 1, Extra Live Geese, warranted all pure white,
“
“
half Western, half Irish,
No. 1,
No 2,

Druggists.

febl6

HASKELL & JONES,
rntm or nite clow

A,

rpp. Lincoln Park.
3. H. Knowlton,.Manager.

OPEN EVERY AFTERNOON and EVENING.
[)oors open at 2.00 p. m.; Performances at 2.30
and 8.00 p. m.

WEEK COMMENCING NOVEMBER 28.
THE

^CREAT

COMEDY COMBINATION.
Lookout for the Brize Carnival Nights. CliUadmission 10
< ren's Matinee Saturday Alternooni,
euts. Admission, Boys’Gallery 16c.,
Balcony
! I6c.,
16
admission
Matinee
86c.
chairs
Orchestra
nov 28dlf
< ts.
Reserved Scats 26 cents.

Mixed

Gray and White Live Geese Feathers,

WOVEN

Furs

Repaired

$1.00 HATS!
I

invest “dolAny one wanting
lar in a hat can get one of COE,
worth double the amount, as this
Fall he will sell one with Silk
Trimmings and giiurnntecflt to be
to

All Wool.

e

SLAT SPRINGS, ALL SIZES.

197

MIDDLE STREET.

THE

We have one of the finest lines of Fancy Work we hare ever had, and would
invite the Ladies or Portland and vicinity to examine before going out of town
One lot or
to make their purchases.
Creuel and Filloselle selling at 3 cents
per skein.

OCtll

rows

of best steel

springs,

mf

dtt

Largest and Finest Selection of

d

•

■

L11V/

III

lUUIIU

V/liJi

e,

n.i<\u

AD

I

■■■

UMV

O

J ""I

www,,l

AAM

and all the
Oppossum, Skunk, Hare, Cony, Bear
in
a
first-class
other fancy furs that are to be found

THINK IT OVER!"
Supported by

NEAllipRTERS
I

W.

no.NKOE,

a

“STAY WHERE YOU ARE."

Superior Company of Metropolitan

Comedians, introducing tbe

ik.

..I. Uua.l.ll._,|

It:...

Gentlemen’s FUR COLLARS and
CUFFS made to order. MUFFS made over and relined. We advise ail those in need of Furs to

Examine Our Stock Before PurElsewhere.

H»*at*,

CARNIVAL OF THE MONTHS
Under the auspice* of the

Young Ladles of High St. Church, at

Y.
Wednesday

AdmlWtoa 80 well.

t_nmeen
A CHRISTMAS SALE

will be held by tbe
LADIES OF ST. LIKE’S CiLILD,
At Hrcrpliaa Hall. City HalMieg,
Thursday, Dec. 1, Afternoon A Evening.

Supper from 6 to 8. In tbe evening there will
lie a muslcale and reading, itefresliment* served
all tbe evening. Admmlsslon Iree.
uov24dlw

a

FAIR AND FESTIVAL,
In tbe Vestry of tbe Church, corner Congress and
Pearl streets, on tbe Afternoons and Evenings of
NOV. 30th and DEC. 1st.
Useful and Fancy Articles for sale. Wednesday,

cents._

SALE

SUPPER.

AND

The Ladies Circle of the West Cong. Church

Street,

EDWARD

SOMERS.

Afle noon and

hot turkey dinner served from 12.30 to 2 o'clock,
25 cents; supper both evenings from «.3() to 8.
Tbuisday Evening, tbe Jug breaking. Admission
nov28d4t
It)

CLAPP’S BLOCK.
A.

C. A. HALL,
Eienin?, Kovenker 30.

M.

will hold

somerTbros.,
PIERCE

Saturday._uov24dlw

ineuees

The ladies of the Second Parish Society

OUR PRICES are the LOWEST

No.459 Congress

Tkr I rlrbmird 44 met* ( huri h
H«y«, wbo were Ike 7*»**l Vmiufc *f
4<l*nU.”
7 \ r»oantl 35 ceuU. Hale of beat* com-

.VIiidritfi«l

fur store.

SOMERS.

Will lurid a.tale ol Useful and Fancy Articles at
V. n. C. A. IIALL,
Tksrolsr AflrriMS A Br»ls|. Dec. let.
An excellent supper will be served from 5 to 8
o'clock. Admission to the Hall will be free. Supper 25 cts. tee Cream and Cake will also be for
sale. Horse cars run to Congress 8t. Station al
tbe close ol tbe fair.
nov20d3t

8th STOCKBRIDGE,
AT

—

CITY HALL, Friday Evening, Dec. 3,
Illustrated Lecture by

JOHN L. CTODDARD,
FOB

SALE

LORD

PORTLAND DY

IN

tieo.
LV« r Shaw A Co.. A. L. Millett A Co., M. A. Dillingham. Small A Kicker,
J. F. Norton, John
H. VcKenner A Co., S. F. If nut, G. A. Guptill, M. J. O’Connell,
frank
1>.
Sliaw,
miner Br<i*.,l.
IV. Smith, John S. Fit*, JoIiukou A Lambert, Flu
II. noodaide, L. (. CarW. Buxton, C. IV. Lombard A Co., JitmM DeWolfe A to.,
A Osgood, i.
Sullivan
A
A.
Jewell
Co.,
M.
rington, F. A. Hillings, A. It. Winslow,

A. Chase, Morrill A Koss, B. E. McDonough.

gtKlJn‘

oct27
_____

BYKOil.

lat Htockbrldge's
K.

Hal/ fare on M. C.
novgtldlw

Music Store.
It. to all holding tickets.

Gilbert’s Assembly.
Friday Evening.
and the

Waltzing

MONDAY

Hew Schottixehe
EVENING.

tiov29dtf

My stock of Ulsters this Fall is verv large. It comprises
In style, fit
many very handsome and attractive designs.
no other
and
and workmanship, my line is unequalled
from
assortment
house shows a larger or more complete
which to choose.

OVERCOATS AND SUITS.
I can show you one of the best lines ever shown in Portland. If you are in need of a Suit, Overcoat, Ulster, Reefer,
to
or Pantaloons for Man, Youth, or Boy, here is the place
them.
get
The prices I guarantee to be as low* if not lower, than the
same goods can be procured elsewhere.
I always have a large and elegant line of

City Hall, Saturday Evening, Dee. 3.
Wshavo the pleasure to
of

annouuce the engagement
the world-famed Msk

JUBILEE SINGERS!
front Vi.k llslrmli,. Mn.krillr Tran

for one of their Inimitable Concerts.
This Is the
original Company, that devoted over $150,000 of
Its earnings to the building of Fisk University,that
made two wonderfully successful tours abroad,the
guests of Kings and Queens au.i Prime Ministers,
and that sung by special invitation for Presidents
Grant, Hayes, Garfleld and Arthur.
“I never so enjoyed music.”—
Kev. chas. H. Spurgeon.
“That music touches—It takes hold.”—
Crown Prince of Germany.
“Their songs open the fountain of tears."—
Kev. Tbeo. L. Cuyler, D.D.
Reserved Seats 35 and 50 cents, according to location. Admission 25 cents. On sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store, on and after Monday, Nov.
28tl>.
nov28dlw

THE POPULARS

NECKWEAR TO SELECT FROM.

At

COR. PEARL & MIDDLE STS., PORTLAND,

BRANCHES—Auburn, Biddeford, Bangor and Rockland.
General Manager.
SAAC C. ATKINSON,
eodu
uov20

Kmlra*.)

City Hall.

Course Tickets, Including Reserved Seats, $1.25,
$1.45 and $1.66, according to location.
Malkrday Evening, Dec. 3rd,
THE ORIGINAL F19K

C. J. FARRINGTON,

Singers

PINAFORE.

Exoliange Street
<*“

Near

Jubilee

ttatarday Krcaiag, Ore. 31,
The Marltaua opera Co., la 11. M. 9.

180—MIDDLE STREET-182

Miss Alice Carle, Miss Emma Tuttle, Messrs. J.
C. Bartlett, H. 8. Cornell, Lou. Brine. Myrou
Clark and l.eon Reach, Chorus A Orchestra.
25, 35 aud 6o cents
Eveulng tickets
Maaday Evening. Jan. IIMth,
Farewell appearance of the Popular Comedian,
MR. SOL

tv 91000.00 SAYS THIS IS THe BEST FIVE-CENT CIGAR TO BE HAD IN PORTLAND. _£]

Smith Russell
Anil his Superb Dramatic Co., In Kidder's latest
Comedy triumph, "BEWITCHED." Screams
of laughter; yells of delight.
25, 35 and 50 cents.
Evening tickets

.Support

homo

industry.

Smoko the beat r» cent

Cigar.

No artificial

flavoring.

S5T6 THOS. CAREY’S CIGAR STORE,

Afternoon, Feb. S.b,
Grand Matinee by MISS JESSIE

Salurilur

Manufactured and

emlCm

norl 9

COUTHOTJI
Tickets

LOSS.

HEAVY

and other Artists.
25, 35 and 50 cent*.

....

THE

REV.
In his

ORKA-FeVANGKUST,
SAM
JO\KS,
*

celebrated

Lecture* "Character and

Character,” (In place ol Dr. Parker).

AA

ENTIRE

EOT

Course and Evening Tickets
Stockbrldge’s Music Store.

OF

PORTLAND

now

on sale at
uov28dlw

THEATRE.

One Sight Only, Saturday, Dmiuher 3,

FRENCH DRESS GOODS LOTTA,
IMCO.TIPAKABI.E

Tilt

That were 95 cents at Wholesale, and $1.25 at Retail, the first of this season, have just been purchased by us, and will be sold Saturday, Monday
and Tuesday, Nov. 26th, 28th and 29th, at

to Shipbuilders

LOTTA’S

and Owners.
slock of

desirousol reducing
Masts,
prepared to
manufactured, at
them,
rough
;reatly reduced prices.
\V. H. SIMONTON & £ON.,
*20 Couuucrclal St., Portland, Me.
iov22dlm
Western 1'lne
BEING
liter
either

LATEST

BROS.

CARGO

POTATOES.
BUSHELS

Just arrived and (or sale by
cunniNcis a
wiihiiixim,
can be seen at Schr. Irene, Centr*WtfTfarf. or at
Store 117 mid
nov20

119Coiinm‘r<'tnl

St.
dtw

TRI11PH.

AS MAG.

LOTTA

2,400

our large
we are
or

PAWN

TICKET NO. 210.

69

ATKINSON TURNER

HOUSE FURNISHING CO.,

FAIRWEATHER,

Ho. 8 Elm Street.

55c
40c
25c

MATTRESSES,

Made of thoroughly seasoned stock and three
and very satisfactory for the price.

Bridget!

Musical Comedy In Three Acts and Seven Thousand Laughs, by 3cott Marble.

JOHN C. KILE,
Tbe Adonis of Light Comedy,

particular.

Best temHigh frames made of well seasoned hard wood lumber.
pered steel mattress wire and put together in the best manner, a good
weave and fine wire.

EMBROIDERY

M. E.

WIRE

Aunt

iTIy

“EH! 010 I HEAR YOU?" "OH! BY GOSH."

65c

all SIZE3S.

C. I. PERRY, 245 MIDDLE STREET.
in the Best Manner.

#

lO OC

We show all the above grades and firmly believe it to be the best
line east of Koston. A special discount will be made where 3 or more
people order a quantity. Freight prepaid to any depot in New England.

Just received the second lot of Real Alaska Seal
Sacques and will offer them at lower prices than
ever.
Every garment sold at my establishment I
OTTER SACQUES, exwill warrant a perfect fit.
Call and get prices at
tra lengths and good sizes.
the Reliable Fur Establishment of

—

The Ureat Laughing Bridget,

LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S FURS

nov23

Duck Feathers,
lien Feathers, 15c. to 25c.
all prices.
Feathers,
pure, 5©c. Turkey
Feather Beds sold by the pound, any size desired. BEST ticking plain or fancy.

BargainsinSealSacques!

TTh&81st2dor4thpnrm

O AR DK

a

85c
75c

and sold all over the country for best.

....

ST.
LANCASTER BUILDING, NO. 470 GONGBESS
WThStcodtl
nov2

NKl.NON *k CO., RONTON.

PA R K

prime article

No. 3, Mixed Feathers, known as Sea Fowl,
No. 4, a Mixture of White Hen, Duck and Geese,
“
Hen and Duck,
No. 5,

per bottle.
Ml

A

Prime in every

issue with the claim of the tetol abstinence
disciples that alcohol is not a food, and contends that it is valuable as a food as well as
a medicine. (Chicago: Belford, Clarke A Co.)

RKIT HUN Palm, External and Internal.
MEVKH Swellings, contractions of the MusHBALN Bruises,
■les, Stiffness of the Joints.
icalds, Burns, Outs, Cracks and Scratches. (Best
CUKES Rheuma(tabic Remedy In the world.)

$30.00.

We manufacture these garments and can guarantee them better trimmed and made than any to be
had from the Boston and New lork markets, and
can
arc conAdcnt the prices are as low as any one
An inspection of
sell ihe same quality of goods.
what
our stock will prove that we advertise only
we can back up.

3 The Truth About Alcohol,
By Robert
Alexander Gunn, M. D. This is a reprint of
a lectuie delivered last winter before the
New York Liberal club. The author takes

Little One’s Annual, published by Messrs.
Estes A Laurlat of Boston, is a collection of
stories and poems adapted to young children.
The book contains 378 original illustrations,
and with its illuminated cover will make a
very attractive Christmas gift for the “little
people” for whom it is especially designed.
(Portland; McLellau, Mosher A Co.)

to

Df

(3 Mi*ckbri«lgc

Have one of the most extensive and carefully selected stocks of Feath
ers, in every grade, to be found in the country, and have made our
prices exceeeingly low and we wish to emphatically state that where
Live Geese Feathers or any particular grade of feathers are ordered
room
you can always rely on getting just what you buy. Our feather
is 45 feet long, clean and light, and we invite correspondence and personal inspection. Y\Te shall sell as follows:

We are now
A Vacation in a Buggy, by Maria Louise
Pool, is a pleasant story of a vacation trip in
a buggy through western Massachusetts.
It
is bright and readable, describing accuzately
the charming scenery in that locality. The
narrative first appeared as a series of letters
in the New York Evening Post.
(New
York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons; Portland: Loring, Short A Harmon.)

—

SWING LOW. SWEET CHARIOT.

In immense quantities have begun to arrive at the Atkinson House
Furnishing Co’s well known depot. The fact that this is part of the
largest order ever given by a Maine house would be of little moment
was it not by reason of it that

to the Skin.
Imparts a Brilliant Transparency
For Sale by
all Pimples, Freckles and Discolorations.
Goods Dealers.
and
Fancy
all First-Class Druggists

Comedians,

MlHJKCTi

BLANKETS!

MEDICATED

Ureat

MUNROE AND RICE,

bound and stitched.

ard ; Portland: W. H. Stevens A Co.)

by Constance Hazlewood. The pictures

Engagement of the

_

POZZONTSr

THEATRE.

Two Nights—Tuesday and Wednesday,
Nor. 29th and 30th.

GEORGE

5.00
5.00
8.00
8.00

We guarantee all these goods to he as represented when purchased.
Do not delay in making your purchase until sickness, snffering and
doctors’ bills so deplete your bank account as to compel an indefinite
exact but a
postponement of an actual necessity. Remember,andwe
the balance in
small proportion of yonr w hole purchase down,
easy monthly payments.

Hotel,

dlw

PORTLAND

Timers.

“

“

Children and

<I Kales,

<

l/I.r.Hli., ■

“

$3.00
2.75
5.50
6.50

the

—

Pupils of all School*, Stoddard
Lectures, 85 and. 35 cents. The
Popular t onne 65, 75 and S5 cts.
Now on sale at Stockbrtdge’s. ^

FOBS ! FIRS I
have

A

Students’ Tickets
lit K< <I11<

A

We

WILL HAVE

AT city HALL,
ami the usual good time may he expected.
Chandler will furnish the music, and the ladles hope to
see a large number present.
The w inter Is coming and the numerous and
pressing culls upon this association cannot be met
iiuless tbe public gives them their usual assistance. Tills association reaches a elass of people
above beggary, but who thrmnCi misfortune or
sickness need a little temporary assistance, and
those who give their help by attending
this
of knowpleasant affair will have the satisfaction
ing tlmt beside having a good time themselves
they are assisting one of the most worthy charities In the city. '1 lie supper room will be In the
liamts of »n efficient corps of managers who will
nov24td
see that all are properly served.

___^

|y4

..

“

2 >.00

Drawings

•

22.50

..

CO.,

BOSTON*

Harrron A*

chasing

In many grades and eolors.

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

Dialect Series are Baker’s Irish Dialect Recitations ; The Debater’s Hand Book; Medley
Dialect Recitations: Negro Dialect Recitations; Yankee Dialect Recitations. Each of
these ..books is made up of standard selections, and will prove of much value to pupils
in the public schools. (Boston: Lee A Shep-

E. VAN NCORDEN &

fancy stripe.

Wool Top,

All well

Recent issues in Mr. George M. Baker’s

“

“

^

“

Husk..from $3.00 to

Fibre,
SUITINGS IN ALL GRADES FROM $8.00 TO $30.00. Wool, in

exclusive use of the trade mark “Chatterbox”
lias been decided to belong to Messrs. Estes
A Lauriat, and the reprinting of this authorized edition from duplicates of the English plates has always been sustained.

“

“

Excelsior Mattresses,

prices

English artists with over 200
full page original designs especially made
for the work. After a long legal contest the

Merton.

JJ
JJ
18.00

We manufacture our own Mattresses, and carry a very large stock
of curled hair, in Hie rope and in bags, which you can examine and
have such a mattress made as you may desire, and he assured that
Tickyou get just what you buy in every way- Use the BEST York

elegant line of Overcoats in all the latest styles in Black, Blue and Brown, at lowest
ever named. We can show a fine line of

the best known

“

“

Hair Mattresses-White Drawings,

large and

Under

“

*

Hair Mattresses—Pure Extra Dleaelied“

for $18.00.

Falmoutli

two parts, $13.50 and under.
“
“

Maltresscs-Gray Ilraiviiigs,

ing, plain

a

one or

•

OVERCOATS
selling

in

Hair Mattresses—Iron Gray,
Hair Mattresses—No. 2,
Hair Mattresses—No 1 extra,

$25.00 SATIN LINED

we are

Galvanized Iran and Copper Com lee. and
Gutter.. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Wurk
tor Buildings. Send lor Illustrated Circular.

Why deny yourselves the necessities for your own comfort through
the long, cold and tedious Winter !
Two-thirds of your whole time passed m a thinly clad and uncomfortable bed, and commence your day’s work completely tired out.

__dtl

which

—

PROMENADE CONCERT,
On TUESDAY EVENING, Nor. 20th,

nov29

METAL SKYLIGHTS
And VENTILATORS, for Mills, Stores and Dwellings.

yard

B. CLARK,

uovll

THE FEMALE SAMARITAN ASSOCIATION

___-_

Lily of the Valley, Ylang
Nilsson Bouquet,Violet.

Congress

KNIGHTVILLK.

llovUti

THE FOLLOWING ARE OUR SPECIAL ODORS:

The bound volume of Harper’s Young
People for 1887 is just published, and forms
one of the most attractive books for the
young that the market affords. It abounds
in stories, sketches, short poems by writers
eminently successful in interesting the
young, while almost every page bears some
attractive illustration. Its fund of amusement and instruction is well nigh exhaustless, and no better book can be put into the
hands of the boys and girls. (New York:
Portland: Loring,
Harper & Brothers;

lot Colored Velvets at

PORTLAND.

WOO I) FORDS

■•JJV
■

of Woodworth’s
Fine Perfume at 35c Per Ounce.

Atlantic Monthly. (Boston: Houghton, Miffiiu & Co.: Portland: Loring, Short & Har-

The bound volume of The Pansy has just
made its annual appearance, and will bo
greeted with delight by thousands of readers who number the
preceding volumes in
their home library. The Pansy has a wide
and constantly increasing circulation in ev-

1.75

Sale

Special

narrative, describing the changes that have
taken place during an interval of fifty years.
It recalls many graceful and impressive incidents and will be heartily received by
the many friends and admirers of the author.
The narrative originally appeared in the

mon.)

apothecar

M IS HIE TIKE TO IIIIV HE EMI
MB BElllllMI THE WHOLE SEAM.
MILLET, EVANS*CO.?'
NEW DEPARTMENT.
Why Delay in Matters of this Kind!
one

Pow-

SCHLOTTERBECK & FOSS,

*'2

“

Sachet

&c.

ders in all odors at

#1*00

at

&c.,

Powder, Chamois,

■

24 inch width, at
$1.25, $1.50,
Black Faille Fraucaise, extra bargains,
.
Colored Satin Itbadumes,
Colored Faille Fraueaise, marked from $1 50 to

One Hundred Days in Europe. By Oliver
Wendell Holmes. Dr. Holmes’s account of
his hundred days in Europe last year, written more

Combs, Brushes, Soaps, Perfumes, Toi’ct

SILK DESPAR-TMBNT.

Is his due.

is a

colleagues

stock of Dress
We have decided to offer for the next 30 days our entire
the
Goods at Deduced Prices for Holiday Purchasers. Among
will be:
many bargains to which wc call speeiul attention,
One lot of 30 pieces, all new; colors, extra quality Sebastopol Cloth,
at 49 cents per yard, marked from $1.00.
be mark,
Combination Suits, Plaids, Stripes and Plain material,will1
Christmas
ed at prices to insure ilielr speedy sale. All in want oi a
Gift w ill do well to cull and examine tills slock and save money.

We offer in tilts sale
THE ltUSH TO WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

Fancy and Toilet Articles.

IVHLLETT, EVANS & CO.

One lot Black S ilin
44
“
One 44
“
■“
One “

price op

ijnt

liMfK CJKMT8.

FIFTY

for

VELVETS.

CURRENT COMMENT.

tion

St.

DOLLAR

OAF

proper

will not alarm the Democratic friends of the
protective system. The few dissenters will
be summarily suppressed and harmony promoted by a club if need be.

READ!READ!READ! GREAT REDUCTION

CHRISTMAS!

choose to tackle the surplus question rather than to ignore it.
But how will they dispose of it ? That is a
question that is giving them pause and caus-

probably

W© do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer
are in all cases Indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve

A.Hl'SfCiWIEMTM.

JllMiEtM**®**'

FURNITURE.
niMCELLANEOrN.

any radical legislation lest they injure
their party in the coming campaign. As a
choice of evils, however, the Democrats will
in

New Songs.

New Dances.

Prices 36. 50, 75 cts. and $1.00.
begins on Thursday, Dec. 1st.

FIRST

PA

City Hill. Tuesday

and

Sale ol seats
novSldtd

1AZAAR

Wednesday. Dec. 6th

and 7th.

for the afternoon admission 10 cenls
evening 60 edits; children 25 cents; to be hail at
stookbrldge s, Geo. C. Krye's, Owen A Moore's,
Luring, Hhort A Harmon's, and Woodward A Hom-

Tickets

ers.

Opening Kancy Dances of the evening

/clock promptly.

at 8

udT29dtdec8

BAI1.BOADM.
*

Pea Beans...2 6042 651
Medium—2 45a2 60ICentennlal. 8y<
German ma2 25^2 40i
Raisins.
Yellow Eyes.1 8542 OO'Muscatei
2 6048 51
Potatossljusb 75c@80c London nay'r 2 5043 (X
do Uoulton,
85c <nutura Lay
lOftioy»<
St Potatoes 3 75:44 751 Valencia.
7Vfc4fc
Onions t> bbl 3 5048 761
Sugar.
Turkeys.lo418|granLlausu v tt.7
Chickens.10*131 Extra 0.6M
Fowls. *94121
Seeds.
Geese.134141 Ked Top....»2 (s)*2M
Ducks..16,410ITImotky Seed 2 7642%
'Clover. 8**412Vii
Apples.
Choice eating 8 00@3 60
Chese.
1 7642 00-Vermont.... 10 413Vi
Common
Fancy Baldns2 5042 75 N.Y. factory 10 [(*18%
Evaporated *nbl2*l3c;

PRESS.

THE

...

TUESDAY MORNING, NOV. 29.
WIT AND WISDOM.
••Now stop that crying, Jolmny,

or

I’ll whip you

HJweU,
a

to lick
1 think It's a doggone mean
Idler fur a little thing like that—Just lur cut
off to see if it's got nine lives."
a cat's head

thing

tiu'

people will have Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup. 26
cent*.
Bead and proilt by it. —I have been a great sufferer for some time from lumbago. 1 tiled Salvation Oil and it gave me entire relief. JOHN H,
JONES, Deputy Inspector, Tobacco Warehouse
3, Balto.

|

iGood.17411
IStore.I6@l(

Florida.4 00 a 4 50;
E ggs.
Valencia
1 Eastern exuaa ..24421
Messina and PaI Can Ik Western.. 23 a2i
Palermo lpbx.3 0043 &0!Limed. 20(42!

“Yes," said a convalescent and classic patient,
Hie Oreeks suffered with the ill I-'ad.”
“Possibly," remarked the doctor, "as your complaint was rather odd-I-see."

1

Imports.

ORWELL.PE1. Schr Diamond—<419 bush
Isaac Berry.

pc

PAKKSBOKO. Bark Ella Moore—490 tous coa
to G T Railroad.
BONAIRK.WI. Bark T L Sweat—5737 bbls 0
salt to Steveus 6E Co.

of the liver, with constipation, Injures the complexion, Induces pimples, salRemove the cause by using Carter’s
ow skin.
Little Liver Pills. One a dose. Try them.

Derangement

Foreign Exports.

MONROVIA, Schr Ellen Crusoe—88,913 fl
lumber 67 M shingles and a miscellaneous cargo

“Isn’t it dreadful," asked Miss Lllybud, "to
run over a man?”
“Yis, indeed, mum,” replied the stoker of the
express. “It Jolts tlie engine up wus nor a cow.”

Rsuroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Nov. 28,1887.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 40

cars

Use.

directions are

City of Para.New York..Panama.Dec
City Washington .New York. .Havana.Dec
Sardinian.Portland ...Liverpool ...Dec
Lessing.New York..Hamburg ....Deo
Servia.New York..Liverpool ...Dec
City of Chester.. New York.. Liverpool ...Dec
Niagara.New York..Havana.Dec
Advance.New York..Rio Janeiro.Dec
Philadelphia.New York .Laguayra...Dec

sets.4 04 HlghWUer

them. Those who buy your pills get
full value for their mouey.”
“Safe, pleasant, and certain in
their action,” is the concise testimony
of Dr. George E. Walker, of Martins-

j.10 41

Ayer’s

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan a Bakkktt, Bankers au<j
Brokers, 188 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Askec
Descriptions.
163
Canal National Bank.100 162
.100
162
Bank.
160
Casco Nat.
lz2
First National Bank.100 120
Hank..
40
51
62
National
Sumiierland
126
Merchants'National Bank.. 76 124
142
National Traders’ Bank.100 140
80
76
Ocean Insurance Co.100
96
100
Portland Company.
66
70
Portland Gas Company. 60
BONDS.

When ahe became Miss, ahe

Caatorla,
clang to Castorla,

When ahe had ChUdraa, ahe gave them Caatorla,

Patient, In Boston City Hospital-Well, what Is

it this time, castor oil or asahcttda?
Nurse—Neither. It is a letter from the Cheerful Letter Exchange.
Patient (groaning)—Oh! take it away, and give
me some syrup of squills to cheer me up a little.
A Chronic

Tendency

8iate of Maine 6s,

Overcome.

Many persons are troubled wlUi a chronic
tendeucy to constipation. They ate of bilious
to which they are
temperament. The complaiut
subject, though easily remediable by Judicious
treatment, is In many cases aggravated by a reAs
sort to drastic purgatives and cholagogues.
the human stomach ana bowels are lined with a
delicate membrane, and not with vulcanite,
cannot stand prolonged drenching with
Bitch

they

medicines wltbont serious injury. Nothing restores and counteracts an habitual tendency to
constipation so effectually as Hostetter’s Stomach
Billers, its laxative effect is gentle and progressive. It neither convulses nor weakens the intestines. and its effects are unaccompanied by griping pains. It arouses the liver when the organ is
sluggish, promotes digestion and encourages
For

is

so

fever and

hi....

'l

try

Popinjay-Alia.

By

the

way,

zealous preacher, who loved smoking as well
he ought, lu a heated discourse exclaimed,
aiming his rifle at some of his hearers:
A

“Brethren,
sleeping
glory.’’
One of the party whom lie aimed to hit
sponded:
“No, brother, nor no smoking car either
on

Vaw*

If'wrlDTiH

116

Diet

Bo Land Grants

to

re-

Open-

ing

of

Wife—I trust Rev.Mr. G., of New York, who has
been spending a few days here, will be asked to
preach Mrs. B.’s fuueraf sermon to morrow.
Husbaud—O, 1 forgot to tell you. The report of
Mrs. B.’s death was premature. Sbc Is still alive.
Wife—Is It possible? And 1 was so anxious to
hear Rev. Mr. G.l

ttHI/.

do Sinicins Funds.
The follow,lig quotations of stocks are received
dallv by If. fit. l’lukham, No. 9 Exchange street,
Pvrtland, Me.:
Nov. 28
Nov. 25

the tra'n

To Cure a Cough, to relieve all irritations
the throat, to restore perfect soundness and
health to the lungs, use Dr. Wistar’s Balsam
or Wild Cherry, which is still prepared with
the same care as when It was Introduced to the
public by Dr. Wlstar, over forty years since.

Ifol'y.Mi.l

..

us

ear

onH

i oe transactions at cne Stock Exchange aguegated 370.671 shares.
i'ie following are to-day’s quotations of Govern
meat securities:
Cubed States tonds, 8s.
New 4s. reg.
lt'6%
New 4s. coup..
120%
..- 1( 7s/s
New 4%», teg
New 4%s. coup .108%
H6%
Oeotral Pacificists
Denver & it. Gr. lsts. .117 %
Erie 2us
Kansas Pacific consols. 101
Oregon Nav. lsts.110%
Union Pacific list
114%

Bl have been deaf In one ear ten years, and
partially deaf lu the other for two months; have
beeu treated by ear specialty doctors and received
no benefit.
Having used Ely’s Cream Balm for
about a month, I And myself greatly Improved,
and can hear well. I had also nasal catarrh with
dropping of mucous into my throat and pain over
my eyes, which troubles have also entirely disappeared.—D. B. Yates, Upper Liele, Broome Co.,
n. y.

no

V .cb

receiver

are

TBy Telegraph.]
NKW YORK. Nov. 28 1887.—Morey on call
has been easy, ranging from 3 to 7 per cent: last
loan 6, closing at 6. Prime paper at U@8 per
cent. Sterling. Exchange dull and steady to Arm.
Itallroad
Government bonds are dull and heavy.
bonds quiet and generally weak The stock tiarket closed quiet and heavy at or near lowest prices.

vour band?
Mr. Popinjay— Paint. 1 was coming by Blobson’s fence and Just touched my linger to it to see
If it was dry.

there Is

112

New York Stock and Bflcniy market.

me.
Popinjay—Woman’s curiosity amuses
what's the

Mrs.
stain on

107

Merit

Carter’s Little Liver
Pills. They are a positive cure for sick headache,
and all the Ills produced by disordered liver.
Only one pill a dose.
Mr.

Ui
105
112
112
123
135
108
101

Me xican Central K7s.
au Central 4s.
07%
Mexican Central.
14%
Flint & Pc-re.Marqu jtfe ltallioa.1 coir,. 20
29
;Bi rraf ..
Boston Si Albany.2oo
CalUornla Southern Railroad.. 48%
Boston & Lowell Itallroad.141
Boston & Maine Itallroad. 211
120
Eastern Railroad.

Wliat’stlie inattali with

—er—head ol his cane!
don’t you

'25

127
C. 8. 4 g;.
92%
Atcb..Topeka anil Santa Pel Hail road.
Bell re'eohone,-,..;. 220
W isconsin, ,ccD’ral.17 %
Wheat sip Central 2d series. 48%

Gus—Whv—er—aw—y’know, his mouth is so
awfully small—er—he cawn’t get his lips over the

Why

108
lit

[By Telegraph..'
The following quotations of stoek-i
dairy:

awfully defawmed, y'kruiw.

Willie—Poor fellu.li!
him?

106

3d mtg 6a... .111

Gus—Aw—er -yes, Cholly Is—er—chawmlng fel-

lah, hut he

104
116
125

...103

Boston Stock Market.

ague, kidney
sleep.
appetite
Iren hies, nervous complaints and Incipient rheumatism. ii is lucoinoarahle. Take a wineglass
oefore meals and s«e how soon you will relish
them.
and

due X88»

Portland City tis.Munlcip’l variouslOO
Port laud City Os, R. R. aid 1907... 123
Bath City 6s, Mun. various..102
Bath City 6s R. R. aid various....101
Bangor City 6s, long R. It. a'd —113
Bangor City 6s, one Muu.123
Belfast (Tty 6s, It. K. aid. 104
And. & Ken. R. It. Os, various... -10*
Portland <k Ken. It. K. 6s, 1896 110
Leeds A Farniing’lu R. It. 6s.110
Maine Central It. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central It. It. Ccnsol 7s-133
Maine Central It. R. Skg Fund 6s. 106
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg Os —100
’•
2d mtg 6s.108

|

N.Y. Central.108%
Lake Shore. 95%
Erie common. 29%
canauaBouuiern.
67%
Northwestern.110%
St. Paul. 76%
Omaha common.... 40
Union Pacific. 67V*
Western Union. 79%
Oregon Transcon... 21%

Delaware, L. & W.188%
Delaware dt if.105%
Jersey Central. 70%

Phila & Reading.." 70%
Hockey Valley. 26
22
48

Northern Pacific...
North. Pacific, pref
Pacific Mall. 38%
Msoun racific_2 91%
Kansas Texas. 19
Loustsvine A N
61%
....

Titos-

ittg

Open- Closins?
lug

bid
bid.
107% 10R% 109
90%
94%
96%
30
8 •%
29%
58
16%
68%
11%
109%
111%
78
77%
75%
41
39%
40%
66%
67%
57%
78%
79V*
79%
21%
20%
21%
138% 138%
181%
106
104% li 6%
7b%
77%
76%
70%
70%
68%
28)
26V*
26%
24
24
22%
48
4‘ %
48Vs
38%
38%
37’/s
90
91% 91%
20%
19%
17%
62
62%
60%
41
3 1%
3 8 Vs
26%
28V*
28%

N.Y. &N. E.39%
Richmond Terminal 27%
Stocks Dy Associated Press:
E. Teun, new. 10%
62
East Teun, 1st href.
■

1

lien

a

378/*

lorro lllstbo

Hdo pref. 75
Canton..
Wells. Fargo Express.;28
American Express.108
4
(besapcaae & Ohio.
Chicago & Alton preferred. 135
Chicago & Alton.
Lake! Erie & West. 15%
Uiicago, Burlington & Quincy. 127
Oregon Nay. 80
Northwestern.?.109%
Northwestern

preferred.139

i/Onisyliie ft Nasn.

6('%

New York hfimirte Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YOKE, Nov. 23

1887. The

follow:ug Art-

closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Quicksilver... 6%
do preferred.28 oo

Ontario.. 28 00
1 60
Security.
12 00
Houiestake.
1 60
Brunswick.
BodieCon. 2 60
I 40
Amador.
Colorado Coal. 37
6 26
Hale & Nurcross.

Chicago Cattle Market
By Telegraph.]
ecniCAUO.I Nov. 28, 1887—Cattle market—re
ceipts8000; shipments 3000; strong: fancy at
6 00(88 30, shipping steers 2 76*4 iiOjIstockers
and feeders at 2 oo®2 85: cows, bulls and mixed
at 1 10®2 60; Texas catlle 1 50®2 76; Western
lancers

FINANCIAL ASO COMMERCIAL.
STATE OF TRADE.

_

From Bradstreet’s of Saturday, Nov. 26.
Special telegrams to Bradstreet’s point to somewhat Irregular trade conditions during the week,
with a smaller total volume of general trade, owing to the observation of Thanksgiving Day. The
advancing tendency to prices In speculative lines
continues, but the reaction leaves smaller recorded gains, with very active .trading hi grain and
stocks. The Importations of British Iron and
steel in the United States for ten months this year
amount to 1,133,000 tons, twice as much as in
a like period of last year, and over three times as
While the United Kingdom
much as In 1836.
sent one-eighth of her total Iron and steel exports
to the United States in 1886, the proportion was
nearly one-quarter last year, and Is .one-third this
year.

learnings of 108 railways for 10 months (complete), as reported to Bradstreet's, show .gains ot
12.7 per cent, over a like period of 1886, 20.6 per
cent, over 1886, and 17.8 per cent over 1884.
Prices this week have varied in leading slaples
Advanced—flour 6 to 10c, wheat lc,
2c, oats lc, copper 2 to 3c, petroleum lVie
tin lVkc.

as

follows:

corn
*

At nre west some

graces ui curious aic niisuri
also, as the cotton goods movement Is exceptionally Arm and active, with cousumptlon equal to

production again.

Mess pork Is up 26c, Western
Vic and dresred bogs Vic.
Exports ol wheat and flour from the United
Stales, both coasts, and from Montreal, show a
total this week equal to 2,000,000 bushels less
than last year, but twice llie quantity shipped In
the previous week. Total exports July to date,
63,278,000 bush.
Advices from Mew Orleans point to a sugar
crop of 300,000 hbds.
Steam lard

*

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Nov. 28,1887.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations ol
drain, Provisions, &c.:
Crain.
Flour.
I
I HtMxd Corn.
64*66
8u ncrtue and
75
Com,
hag,lots....86*e6
low grudes.2 76*3
Meal, bag low. ..C2l*>3
X Boring and
40*41
XX Blu ing. •* 16*4 36 Oats, car lots
Oats, bag lots
42*44
Patent Bpriug
Heed.
86
Cotton
10*6
Wheats
car low..24 00*24 60
Mich straight
do bag...26 00*2 600
..4 50*4 76

A

“roller

_

meardo!...4 26*4

stone
Iti

Back’dfir'u

60

car low. .21
do hag...22
00 Middlings. 21

grouuU4 26*4 351

oois

rohrn

ar'gl
*

4 76*6
4
Wheat

S oo.::.

00*22 00
00*23 00

00*26

00

00*2« 00
7®% IIdo baglot,.22
Provision*.

Winter
PateuW.6 00*6

261 Pork-

„.,1H 7,
75
Backs ...18 26*18
Clear ■■■■17 76*18
Cod. *>
60
00*16
Mess.16
lauge Bhore 4V4*4 261
Large uairka 76*4 oolBeef—
...
Small.3 00*3 601 Kx Mess. 7 76® 8 26
8 76* J 36
Pollock.2 26*8 26
Plate....
9 26*9 76
00
Kx Plate.
wish

qfl—

I

^

Haddock.160*2

^

«..744®7%c
.van u
bx.-16*18c Tierces.... 7Vi*7’/eC
No 1.
Palls.7%*bHe
»*14
Mackerel *>bbl—
Hams *»tt> 10V4*10V4
HUore is. 1« 00*1800
uncovered. 11 V4*12

Herring

—.

Hogs,receipts 30,000; shipments 7,000; market
strong, closing easier; mixed j4 66®6 15; heavy
al 4 «5®5 36; light at 4 60«4 85; skips at 3 00
0,4 30.
Sheep—receipts 10,000 jshipments 10,000; good
stronger: common weak; natives at 2 7584 80;
Lambs
Western 3 00®3 76; Texans 2 60@3 40.
at 3 7685 20.

Tubs 4>

hllolb is. 14 00*1(1 00
Oil.
Med. SB. ll 00*18 00 KeroseneKef. Pet.
Large ..12 00*14 00 Po

7
>
Produce.
I Pratt s,Ast’l.trbbl. lOVi
Cranberries—
Mame_ 6 60* 7 001 Devoe’s Brilliant. loVi
8 60*9 001 Llgonla. 8 V*
Cape Cod

domestic Markets.
iBy Telegraph.]
NEW Y'ORK. Nov. 28 1887—Flour marketreceipts 42,495 packages pxports 16,183 bbls ai d
sacks; steady; superfine lairiy active; trading
otherwise slow; sates i8,200 huls.
Flour quotations—Flue at 2 oo®2 76; super.ne
Western and State 2 60® 3 10; common to good
extra YVesteru and State at 3 16*8 50; go d to
80 a4 90; common to choice W lute
choice do at
wbeat Western extra at 4 60:y,4 80; lanoy do tit
at 4 85® 6 00; common to good extra Ohio al 3 16
*5 0“; common to choice extra 8t lambs at 8 16®
5 00; pate.
Minnesota extra gx*»d to prime at
4 7ixo,4 90, choice to fancy do al, 4 95 g 6 10. incIu.hok 1109 bbls city min extra at 4 30®4 f0;
1590 obis line do 2 10®8 80; 3800 bbls superfine
2 60*3 10; 1300 tibls exrra No 2 at 3 15aS 60;
6400 bbls winter wheal extra at 3 15 a.T. 00;
South5HuO tibis Minnesota extra at 3 16a6 10.
ern fl mr—trading light: common to fair extra at
oo.
4
1
■.a,5
do
to
cnoice
Rye Hour
26®4 Oojgood
steady. Wnewi receipts 209,460 busn; experts
shade
market
bu
sales
spot;
98,oi>0
94,643 bush;
lower, dull and heavy No 2 Spring nominal 87% ;
No 2 Red at 88%@87%c sto.e and e ev, 88% ®
89%e delivered; No 1 Red nominal at 92c: No 1
White nominal at 91c. Rye is nominal. Barley is
steady. Coro—receipts 260,2-6! hush, exports
bu; sales 97,o< 0 nsli spot, firm; No 3 at 68c;
steamer No 3 at 68%c;No 2 at 67%®67%c elev,
68%®ji>8%cdelv. 4»ms—receipts 81,000 bush,
—

oTipyrlu

—

hneli

sl)il<lC
86%@30c; No 3

anlBH ltU 00(1 lillS HDOt

II

betterand fairly active—No
White 36% 18130%c; No 2 at86S80%c; White
87*3 c; No 1 nominal; do White at 40c; Mixed
Western 85®37c; White do 38®41c. Coffee—
fair Klo nominal. Sugar dull; Cat 6®by«r; Extra C at 6%®5%c; White hxlra C6%®5 0-lCc;
»« at 4% *6e: oh A at l%c; stauuard A at
\
0 8 10@6%c Mould Aat li ii-liiaO%c; Confertioners A at is 44-100*.6%c; cul l.iat and crushed
7%c wondered 6%a6%c; granulated at 6%C;
Cubes 6 dtMOOo.O'tjC. Molasses quiet and steady.
Prirslnin Ann—united at 74%c. Pork steady;
I.m-d
mess 15 00® 16 50 for new, 14 26 for old.
higher, thin and quiet—Western steam part 7 60®
7 66; city steam at 7 26; refined 7 00 for ContiHolier Is Ann and quiet.
nent; 8 A at 7 8o.
Cheese quiet and very steady.
Freight* to Liverpool dull.
CHIOAUO. Nov. 28, 1*87.—Flour is quiet an
steady; choice fancy winter patents quoted 4 no®
4 25 *» bbl; Southern winter at 3 00®3 86; Michigan and Wisconsin winters 8 0O@4 05. Wheat
firm and higher—No 2 Spring Wheat 76% c; No 2
fats—
Ked at 76c. Corn higher—No 2 at 46% c.
Bailey—No 2
No2at2t*%c. No 2 Bye at 56c.
at 76c. Provisions—Mess Pork at 14 00®14 26.
Lard at 7 06*7 07%. Dry salted shoulders at
6 70®6 80; short clear at 7 *6«7 50. Whiskey
3 at

110.
1 ccelpts—Flour,

45,‘ O
hills; wheal. 07,000
bush; corn 206,000 bush; bats 116,000 bn; rye
2,000 Lush; bai ley, 88,000 bush.
bl'ipiinnis- Flour. 41.000 libls; wheat, 120,ooO
bush d.corn, 808,UOO.bush; lasts, 60,0 *) bu: rye
40< 0 nush,barley 74,0'io hush.
8T. LOOlB.Nov. 2“, 1887.-Flour quiet but very
stiff: XX 2 10a2 25; XXX at 2 80&2 40; family
2 6o®6 70; fancy 8 40*3 50; patents ai 3 00®
4 10.
WUeal quiet and higher; No 2 Bed 76%®
Oats higher at
76c. Corn higher at 46%@46c.
at 28%(*28%cc. ltye strong at 64%c hid. Barfrom
%c.
70®87
Whiskey is
ley strong, ranging
steady at 1 06. Provisions are strong. Pork Irrcg
6
at
0
14
00.
Lard
o.
at
new
Dry salted
ular;
meats—Shoulders at 6 67% ; long clear at 7 26 *
7 37% ; clear ribs 7 26*7 37% ; short clear 7 60
@7 67%. Bacon-shoulders at a no®6 25; long
clear 8 00; clear ribs at 8 10; short clear at 8 261
Hams steady at 10 25@12 00.
JBeeeipts-Flour, 6,000 bbls, wheat 20.000 hu,
oor.i 61,000 hush, oats 45,000 bnshcbarley 48,00u
bush,rye oo.ooo bush.
Shipments—Flour H.OOOJ bbls, wheat 00,000
bush, orn 14,000 bush, oats B,000 bush, barley
4,li,si ieisb. rye 1,000 busli
1 ihTKOlT.Nov. 28, 1*87.—Wheat—No 1 White
81 %c; No 2 It d 81%c. Coru-No2 at 60%c
bid. Oats—No 2 at 81%c.
Keceipts—Wheat 14,800 bush.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

MONDAY, Nov.

28.

Steamship Eleanora, Bemiett, New York—mdse
to J B Coyle.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NBT
Barque T L Sweal. Coding, Bonaire.—salt to
Stevens & Co. Vessel to chase, Leavitt & Co.
Barque Alex Campbell, Bunker, Baltimore—coal
to U T lty Co.
Barque Ella Moore. (Br) Byers, Parrsboro, NS—
coal to G T By Co. Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.
Brig Adria, (Br) Weldon. Halifax for New York
Sch Seth M Todd, Clark, New York—coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Stephen (i Hart, Holbrook, Hoboken—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sch May (,'ueen. Moon, Boston.
Sch Geo H Davenport, Steele, Boston.
Set Meutora, Uott. Orland for Boston.
Sch Diamond, (Br) Boudrot, Orwell. PEI—potatoes to Isaac Berry.
Sell Herald, (Br) Merriam, Parrsboro for New-

buryport.

Sell Portland Packet, Gardner, fm Eastport for
Boston.
Sch E Waterman. Hutchins, Bangor for Plymouth.
Sell Addison Proctor, of Gloucester, Brown’s
Bank, with 2. ,000 lbs flsh.
Cleared.
Sell Ellen Crusoe, Jones, Monrovia, Africa—S C
Dyer & Co.
SA ILED-Barques Herbert C Hall; brig Lilly.

Tay,

fm

Philadelphia.

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Parsed Cape Race 26th, steamer Sarnia, Gibson
from Liverpool lor Halifax and Portland.
Ar at Newcastle. NSW, Oct 21, ship W A CampDfll. Hathorn. Melbourne.
Sld fm Dantzlc Nov 22, ship Fawn, Hopkins, for
New York.
Ar at Galle 2d Inst, ship Leading Wind, Bray,
Colon.
Ar at Pernambuco 27th, barque Mary G Reed,
Warren, New York.
Sld fui Rio Janeiro 24th inst, barque Gamaliel,
Crockett. Baltimore via Orchilla.
Ar 28th, barque Wakefield,Crowell. Boston.
sld fm Barbadoes 12th, sch Lizzie B Willey,Willey, F'eriiandina.

R. F. SOMERS & CO.,

Plaster

This

FOK Al.l.

Lung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated.
Ibis plaster will bo found
to give Instant relief by
applying between the

shoulder

blades.

«■ ■

VIC*

A.

a.

LOOK FOR THE FURRIER AT WORK IN WINDOW.

of

Magazine will be signalized

1 ill AO

Nasal Passages,
Allays Pain and
111 0 animation,
Heals the Sores,

Restores the
Senses of Taste
and Smell.

POEMS

nwwmhfi • w|

Thomas,
HketHarte.
Bonner.
II. 0.
Sarah Orne Jewett,
Edith M.

STORIES by

CIR1HAY-FEVER

EssAVSbv
essays
by

particle Is applied Into each nostril and is
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists; by mail
registered, do cts. ELY BROTHERS, 235 Greenwich St.. New York.
sep3eod&wlynrm

ILLUSTRATIONS by
Howard

^ H^bLbh^bld,

Pyi.e,’

.1. w. Alexander,
F. Hopkinbon smith.
W. L. Taylor, and

Inlgtsliaiy B
DIUHLEM.B

pTTFIlfl
bb I I blltfi
himself, and other original and unique material.
I

ITh«&ople>«PnTorita

M
11.04 M
.14*p,t,„,ry, Jl.«
PILL CO„ Mow London, Ct>

.SBctp.ptpitdruggists,orapiledforpcuC,
BsttlM
»»

B

I

ftSF^IIFI RSOnre
IVIbllUbbOUUmi

B

Dyer Fills. ■
They pet •lowly but surely! dewoVgccpPPM H
their pflpotjp Jwtiag. Ihe-Csct lp they hs-eono ■
mupLEuipU doppj-El* result* 8 Jgsr ousted R
t ■
pud PPPJ to tptp, APndfor teeumordplpt

R. Swain Giffohd,
F. s. Church,
V. J. Taylor,
many others.

COMPLETE.

!S/S Allll

■■PiinFI

and interesting senes of papers on

subject
famous tunnels and passes, and, indeed, those branches
which will accomj
engage the attention of the whole country. The illustrations
The authors and
beautiful.
and
will
be
serie#
elaborate,
original,
this
very
paiiy
the titles of the future articles will be announced later.

w. Bi ashkield,
With other contributions.

EVERYTHING

■

LFTTERS

strong, not only In the
TIIF FlftTIAII of the year will be notably but
in that of new authwork of well known writers
I lib I III I IUI1 ors. A serial novel, entitled First Harvest!, by F.J.
HENRY
JAMES and H. C.
STIMSON. will be begun in January. Novelettes by
BUNNER the latter illustrated, will appear early in the year. There will also be
several of them illustrated.
many short stories of notable strength and freshness,
of special interest, writof
the
musician’s,
letters
great
Some hitherto unpublished
his friend and master, will furnish the substance of two or three
ten to

THE FICTION

Moscheles,
articles. They will be illustrated with many portraits, drawings by Mendelssohn

ol a group of lllustratin its various applications as a motive power, EXPLOSIVES, etc., will be the subjects
these topics.
articles of great practical and popular interest, by leading authorities upon
of Waterloo, by JOUNC.
b n TI ft I F* ft of special importance will be those on the campaign
aa<aaa_n B
by EDI
HOPES; on“The Man at Arm*,” by E. II. BLASHFIELD; two papers
a further arti88.LUC) I ISM I LU Mil I IULLU WARD L. WILSON, illustrating results of recent Egyptian research ; on
DK. SAROKN I S papers
physical deu’ir t t a \f w a PTH8YRP on r mibipct connected with his recent contribution on \\ &cner«
admirably iilustrated.
on the surface of the earth, both

| PATRIAITU

mm

ELtUTnlUITY
..

||RTRA?i-0 flR i iliLES

2i

GALVESTON—Ar 2Gth, brig Lahaiua. Allen.

eodlynrmcS

lyie

PENSACOLA—Ar 26th, brig Amy A Lane, Emerson, Barbadoes.
FERN AN DIN A—Ar 27th, sells Sami P Hitchcock, iteed, Washington; Lizzie B Willey, Willey,
Barbadoes; Lester A Lewis, Moody, Bermuda;
Tims VV Hyde, Sherman, Nassau, NP.
Cld 27111, subs Nellie A Drury, Wilson. NYork;
DD Haskell, Haskell, do; Carrie E Woodbury,
Bryant. Demarara.
saVANNAH-Ar 27th, sch Albert H Cross,
Henderson, New York.
SATJLLA RIVER—Ar 22d, sch Belle Higgius.
Skolfield, Savannah.
Sld 23d, sch Franconia,
SOUTHPORT, NC

—

itu

1

Thompson.

Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 25Ui. sch Frank O Dame,
Rogers, Boston.
Cld 26th, sells Jas W Drury. Baker, Portland,
(and sailed); M A Drury, Nickerson, New Bed-

represent the best work of the leading arskilful methods of wood-engraving. The Maga-

Bertha Warner, Latliwaite, Providence;
Grace Andrewe, Andrews, Boston; Lizzie Dewey,
Clark. Savannah.
PHILADELPHIA— Cld ZDIO, sen Alina E, J
Morse, Lausil, Boston.
Ar 26tli, sells Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy. Boston; M L Wood, Spaulding, do; Mattie B Bussell,
Larrabee, Kennebec; X A Lambert, Hall, from
Boston.
Ar 27th, soli John H Converse, Drlsko, Bangor.
Cld 29ih, schs Eva May, McDuffy, Bangor; G M

I

■

J

HENRY

S,AJsosid.

m7c.

Cocoa.
Epps’s
BKKAKrAIT.

«■

U

1

197

Middle

Street.

.New York.

Forelan Ports.
Cld at Hong Kong Oct 19th, ship Gov Robie,
Blanchard. New York,
At Hong Kong Oct 19th, ships McNear.Larrabee. for New York; Isaac Reed, Waldo, fordo;
South America, Tucker, fordo; Annie H Smith,
Brown, for do.

Passed Anller Oct 14th. ship Belle of Oregon1
Matthews, from Hollo for Boston.
Sid fm Callao Oct 20, barque J H Bowers, Plum,
Victoria.
Ar at Barcelona 21st Inst, barque John M Clerk,
Conant, Philadelphia.
Sid fill Liverpool Nov 23, barque Edwin Reed,
Fulton, Bombay.
Ar at Vera Cruz prev to Nov 24, barque Mary C
Hale Higgins. New Y'ork.
Ar at ETo Janeiro Nov 26. barque Wakefleld.
Crowell. Boston.
At ltiiatan lBtli Inst, sell Minnie C Taylor,
Burns, unc.
Ar at Grenada prev to 20th Inst, brig Fidelia,
Blnke Bangor.
Hid flu Pori Spain Oct 19, barque Nellie E Rumbail, Hinds, St Martins.
Sid ftn Barbadoes 6th Inst, brig Caroline Gray,
Pillsbury, Jamaica; Amy A Laue, Emerson, for
.,

....

....

8t Tiiomas.
Ar at Demarara X2lb, sell Falmoutli, Clark, fm
Baltimore.
At Demarara Nov ll.bng Don Jacinto, Hernsch Dora Matthews,
man, for United States;
Brown, from Barbadoes.
Cld at St John, NB, 26th, sch Jas YVarren, Falklugham, New York.
..

.....

Spoken.
Nov 14. lat 2b 30, Ion 68 40, sch Lizzie Laue.
from Fernandlua for Demarara.

Ho, 87 Flam Str—*.

!

|

CITY ADVKKTISE.OBNVN

REWARD.
City Marshal’s Officb, 1
Portland, Nov. 7, 1887.)
REWARD of twenty-live dollars will be paii
for information that will lead to the arres
and conviction of aDy person or persons guilty p
ti
breaking glass in any public building or church
EZRA HAWKKo,
this city.
City Marshal.
nov8dtf

$100.
will inser
For a check with the order,
advertisemen'
a five inch advertisement (this
occupies five inches of space) in all the Maim
advertise
Newspapers named below, One Month,
ment to appear In every Issue, Dally and Weekly
we

specified.

EXCURSIONS"!

CALIFORNIA
—

AND

—

ALL -0OINTS WEST.
The next Union Ticket Office Excursion will

Democrat.

will send Bool
For 30 cents (stamps)
of 200 pages about Newspapers and Advertising
we

Newspaper

Personally conducted; llrst-class coach to destination; sleeping accomodations free: curtains, pillows and mattresses furnished without charge;
the best excursion of the season; time the quickest; route shortest; price the lowest. For further
Information call or send for circular, to

UNION TICKET OFFICE,
40 Ext

huoce Hired,

iiovl7_

HOTEL

Portland, IHc,

_eoU2w*

SANITARIA,

BELLE VIEW,
VIA It ION CO.

FLORIDA.

Those wishing a pleasant homo for the winter
months in a delightful climate will find it to their
advantage to consult the proprietor, Dll II,
DNKmIIT.
Also furnished houses and rooms for light house
nov22eod2m
keeping.

p

jjOVVELL

&

Advertising

CO.,

_

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR I

A

Portland,dJJ».

f.

:

Eien g Class.
By the month.

10,

3,

non members

“

“

I

Bass’ English Ale

$25
6
10
3

A CREAT

nov

GUINNESS’

9

Bold V»y nil ISrusclat*.
PRICE 35c*5Co.and Sl.OO.

Dr. JOHN I. TKHE & 00., Proprietors,
AUBURN, MAINE.
49-Tapa Worms a Specialty. Tape Worms
from OD«*bour and thirty minutes
removed in
to three hours.

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.
A Ureal Medical Work for Yoaag and
Middle-Aged Men.

L7eodtf

|

ns.

Muaadajr, On. 41, IMUT.

effect

..

?or ,rcl*ht

a CO.,
T.aTid^o^Wce
of India Street

nov4dtfFoot

IntarnatinnQl

More Than One Million

Nervous and Physical Debility. Pramstoi% Decline, Errors of Youth, Exhausted Vitality,
Lost Manhood. Impaired Vigor and Impurities of the
Blood, and the untold miseries consequent thereon.
Contains 300 pages, substantial embossed binding, full
Warranted the best popular medical treatise
gdt.
published in the English language. Prioe only hi by
mail, postpaid, and concealed in a plain wrapper.
Illustrative sample free if you send now.
PUBLISHED by the PEABODY MEDICAL

Adrian,

30,188).

to

whom all

order* should he addressed

_eixl&wly

inylO

$531,780.48
Reserve for re-insurance
«
«
all other claims
95,889.78
827,759.65
Net Surplus
$1,455,429.81
Assets In U. S.

REVERE

HORSE,

EASTERN DIVISION.
Far Bastaa
TO.W U.

N. S

—

Brunswick, Nava Hcotia, Prince E4*
wurda Inland, and Cape Bretaa.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT 1887-8.
The Steamers of this Line will leave Kaliroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at 6.00 r. M-, for EAST PORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination, sr Freight received up to 4.00 r. *.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foe c
J. B. COYLE,
of State street.
Manager,
novlddtf

_Gen'l

ALLAN LINE.
1888.

Liverpaal and Porllnud Mervice.
From Liverpool I
utfaxifr
I Dob Portland
STEAMER
via Halifax/
| Tla Halifax.
I THURSDAY,
THCKSDAY,

I

Nov. 10.
Nov. 24.

Sardinian,

|

Dec. 1.

<*«

nov21

MAM STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
88, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J, B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
septa l-dtf

BostouiPhiladelphia
STEAMSHIP

$ieri Tuesday and friday.
Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf,

from PHILADELPHIA

From
p.

A.

m.

Philadelphia,

'is.

at 12

m.

one-half the rate ol
ylflwj*-A\
-A
sailing vesseL
Penn. K. R., and
bv
the
West
the
Freights for
Douth by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Kouad Trip KIN.
Pit-wage $10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage applyto
11. H. MA.VIPMON, Afesl,
TO Lous Wharf, Knluu.
Sldtf
insurance

1

1.00,6.00

Front New

Yorfc, pier fuot of Canal Bt., North
FrnnciKfo via The lelhnme ml

CITY OF PAKA sails Thursday, Dec. 1, Noon.
Great reduction lu rates to Ban Francisco.
From San Francisco. 1st and Branuan Sts.
For Japan and China.

sails

Returning—Leave

Canton 4.30, 9.16 a. m.;
arriving at Portland 3.80 a. m., 12.16 p. m.
STAGE C033ECTI03I.
DAILY—From W. Minot 8.30 p. m. lor Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 8.50 p. m. lor W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Peru
5.80; Dixfleld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also for
Returning, leave
Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Mexico 8.00, Dixfleld 7.00 a m.: arriving at PortL. L. LINCOLN,Supt.
land 12.05 p. m.
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A._octBdtt

PORTLAND and MONTREAL LIRE.
Only line making direct connections wit
Canadian Pacific Westbound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.
qOVOtV, Oct. IO. IM77.
ami until further notice. Passenger trains will
leave t'orlluuu aaionows: Baa m.
Commencing

msijiilcHMBm. (or Brtdgton, Fryeburg, No. Conpa|iyan',, Bethlehem. LancaaMontpelier,

Portland to Bartlett and In
termedlatc stations, with Stage connections for
No. Windham, Slandish, Llmlngtou, Sebago, Naples. Parsotisfleld, Kezar Falls. Denmark, Lovell,
and Conway Corner; also tor No. Brtdgton, Harrison and Waterford via Brtdgton.
Trail, Arrive li Pertlwnd.
10.33 a. m. from Bartlett and way stations.
S..T3 p. ea. trom Montreal.

OF NEW HAVEN CONN.,

EUROPEAN PLAN.

ESTABLISHED IN 1844.

Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites
with baths attached;ample public parlors; gentle
men's cafe and billiard-room added, ami flrst-class
In cyery respect.
lioonst KIIO.H 91.00 A DAI CP.

$200,000.1)0
Cash Capital
173,888.58
Reserve for Re-insurance
“
“
83,909.48
all other claims
100,715.54
Net Surplus
$508,458.66
Total Assets
•

Pinkiiam, Agents.
_dlm

|

OR. E. 8. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

COPABTNE1MHIP NOTICKW.
DISSOLTTION.
copartnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned, under the Arm nunie of
by
Kyan & Kelsey, has this day been dissolved
mutual consent and Washington Kyan has retired
from the business which will hereafter he conducted by Samuel B. Kelsey alone, under the
name of Ryan A Kelsev.
Mr.Kelsey will sign the Arm name In Hiiuidatton
and collect all amounts due and pay all fiatilitles
outstanding against the late Arm.
WASHINGTON KYAN,
SAMUEL B. KELSEY.
dim*
Portland, Nov. 22,1887.
NOTICE OF

THE

thorl’ort Clyde Marine Kailway
oughly rebuilt, and is now In readiness to
All
work
of
need
repairs.
take out all vessels in
.guaranteed.
dispatched quickly and 0. 8TIMPSON,
Jr..
W.
Address.
Clyde, Me.
docltidti

sjitisfacgou

0Ct7dt/

MONDAY, Ocl ‘At, ItIT,
I'RMvagrr Train* will lenve
Porllnnd u* fellows!
For talari nnd UwiaMS, 8.30 A m.,
rln Bruns13.60 4.60 p. m.; I.ewisien
wick, 7.06A m.. 13.55 til. 16p.m. For Batk,
7.05 a in., 12.55 and 4.56 p. m.,and on SaturReel, lend and
days ouly at 11.16 p. m.
Km and Lincoln K. K., 7.06 A m. and
12.65 p. m., Brnnawirk, Oardiner Halle
well, nnd Angnata, 7.05 Am., 12.t5, 4.63
and til-16 p. in. Parnaingiea via l.ewielon, 12.50 p. m.; vin Hruaawiek. 7.03
n»uvaii, wia
ui.
m. and 12.55 p.
a
HradHeld, Oakland and Nerlh
Hires

On nod uhrr

lti.ua. 12.50 p. III., Wuierville and Mkawhrgna, vin l.rwialea, 12.60, via Augusta,
7.0o a. m„ 12.65 and tll-16 P- m., and WaierBelfast
ville Saturdays ouly 4.65 p. m.
12.50 and
til.16 p. m.
Dexter,
nno
lu.. via
Huu gar via Lrwiala*. 12.60 p.
Augnaln,7.05 A m., 12.55 and 111.16 p. m.
Bnagsr A Piacaineuia It. H., 7.06 A m.,
and
tll-16 p. m. fellvwoith and Bar
Hi.
111.16 and 12.66
p. m.
llarber,

Ceaalf,
Mtepbru (Dalaia), Arawlaek
Previacee,
Mt. Jeba, Halifax, and the
m
and
tll-16p.
12.50.12.65
jp—All trains timed as above trom Commercial
Street Station, stop at

CONG HESS ST. STATION.
eight minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained for principal
points East and West. tThe night express with
sleeping car attached.runs every night Sundays
Included, through to Bangor but not to Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast and
Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

The morn
are due In Portland as follows:
lag train from Watervllle, Augusta and Bath
A to.; Lewiston. 8.50 a m.; day trains
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.46 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Bangor, Watervllle,
Bath, Augusta and Kockland at 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 6.50 p. m. Night Pullman at 1. 60

Trains
8.45

A m.

Limited Tickets, Aral aad aeread elae-, fa*
all petals in Ike Preriaree ea eale at re»
duced rales.

MT. DESERT & MACH<AS STEAHPORTLAND,
*
BOAT CO.

INTI I, IT'RTHili NOTICE.
the Steamer City ef Kickeaead, ('apt. Wm. I.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make twe
round trips per week on the route between Portland, Bar Harbor and Macblasport, via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tuesday and Friday, and Macblasport at 4.00 A m.
every Monday and Thursday.
FA Y SON TUCKKB, Oeueral Manager.
Pass, and Ticket Agt.
F. E. BOOTHBY.Gen’l
non
..atoI ,l»
.1

n„

GRAM TRIM RAILWAY OF CA1AIM.
Oa

sad

attar MONDAY, Nov. i*S. ISS»,

train, will

rnu an

fallows

DEPABT1MEM.
li/Anlnnaai l.rwbita, 7.30 and 8.4ft
a. ni. and 12 45 and 5.20 p. m.
Far tiorhnm, 8.45 a. tli. and 1.30 and 6.20pt
liarhaa, Tlnalrenl and Chitn|«, 8.46
and 1 30 p. m.
Onrbcf, 1.30 p. m
BuckSeld sad ( aataa, 8 45 a. in. and
1.30 p. m.
Far

a.

m.

Far
Far

AKBIVAI.lt.

Fraan l.cwintaa nail Aakarn, 8.49 a. a,
8.46 p. in.
Fram tiarhnm, 8.45 a.m.. 12.15and8.46 p. tn.
Fraan t'hica||a nad tlnnirrnl, 13.16 and

12.16.3.15, 5.46 and
8.46 p.

in.
Fram Quebec,

12.15 p.

HI.

Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and
Mou treat.
TICK AT OFFICKi

35

Euhangs SL,

and Csool Foot of India Stmt

Lowest fares from Portland. Yarmouth Juno,
tlou amt Danville Junction as follows: To Chlca$21.00 and $19.00: Detroit, $18.75 and
18 00; Kansas City, *32.50 amt *28.85; St.
Paul $32.60 ami $28.00; St. Louis via. Detroit,

ri,

$26.00ami $21.25; St. Louis via. Chicago, 328.60
and $24.00; California, $82.60 and *03.75.
JOSKPU HICKSON,General Manager.
WM. EDGAR, G. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt.
ISLANDS

TEAflKBS.

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

PIANO !
The sole agency of this world renowned Instrument.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
No. 3 Free Street Block, Port huio.
N. B.-A.k far the BCKDKTT OKI! AN

JylB_Tcmso

TO ordek.

dtf

1
Medical Rooms 93 Frarklln St., Portland, Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that Itesb
is heir to; all cases that are given up as ill- 1
Would be no cheaper than the prices f we now
curable by tile allopathic and homeopathic phymake on all kinds of Fine Printing.
We offer tills
sicians, 1 will take their case to treat and cure
ot
the
cases
week
a Job lot or Hill llei»«l», !*•««• Puper
them. 1 find that about four-fifths
at
a
nud
K
are lope* of first
about najj
Examinations
at
be
cured.
die
can
to
quality,
up
giveu
distance by letter with their full name and place
usually charged for such goods. l>on t fail
price
to call and get our prices.
€’«r. ExrMwge
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and 12.00 ExConsultation free. Ac Fore Mlrrtla.
amination at the office, $1.00.
FOIID A Kllfll*
nov22dlvv
Office hours 9 a. ra. to 9 p. m.
sepl4tf

To Vessel Owners.: DR.
has been

J. F. MERROW & CO., Proprietors.eodSin
_

oct27

Burlington and^WCSV

HUE CEITUL RIILKOU

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern, Fitchburg
and Lowell depots, centres of business and places
of amusement.

Statement Jan. 1, 18S7.

A.'

CHAS. H. FOYB. Q. T.
Oct. 7,1887

Nov. 28. 1887.

Remodelled, Refurnished, Newly Decorated, and now kept on the

*

Portland and Ogdensburg R. R.

m.

Saturday, Dec. 10,

BOSTON.

SECURITV INSURANCE CO.,

rraagoaiCBt— la Klfect Not. AM,
I MM7.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

Haw

OF PEKING

4

Leave Portland, via G. £ Railway, 8.45 A m.;
Iatwiston 9.60: Mechanic Falls (mixed traia) 10.50; arriving at W. Minot U.l&^E. Hebron 11.30;
Buckfleld 12.00; E. Sumner 12.20; Hartford.
12.40; Canton 1.00 p.m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 2.00,
Mechanic Falls 3.16: arriving at W. Minot 8.20;
E. Hebron 3.40; Buckfleld 3.50: E. Sumner 4.0«;
Hartford 4.12; Canton 4.27; Gilbertvlllc 4.32 p.

,-

and South America and Mexico.
Kiver, for

J, FLANDERS. Gen. P. A T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Geu’l Agent,

Rmiiford Falls k Buekfield Railroad

aw

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY’S
California, Japan, China, Centra!

i*»rlb. N«wb»rf-

D. Hi.

oct21dtf_Portland.

LINE,

DOSTQN aiary WEDNESDAY tnd SATURDAY,

m

—

..ww,

Bottom

ALLAN. General

St., Boston; and C. P.
Passenger Agents, 80
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St. ; T. P. McGOWAN,
or
.or
422 Congress SL,
passage or freight to H.
St A. ALLAN, Agents. No. 1 India St., Portland.

DIRECT

-.—

6.W
pon, Nnlna, l.ym 2.00,9.00 a.m., 1.00,
p. m. A«M*«b«r* 9.00a.m.. 1.00, 6.00 p. m.
t Connects with Kail Lines for New York.
•Connects with Bound Lines for New York.
••West Division- North Berwick to Bcarboro
Crossing
Through Tickets to all points West and South
(or rale at Poiiland Mention Ticket Odicc and
at l aioa Ticket outre. M Kickaage Mirect*
JAM. T. FUHBEH, Oon'l Manager,

Dec. 15.
I
I Parisian.
~Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cabin
(50, .06 and $76; Intermediate, $30; steerage,

H. & A.
*~For passage apply toState

■

’fi!*13 'p/nsl'1 Local?*

—

Winter Arrangements.

dailv.fH.OO Am.. fl.OO.

Am..

Whltefleld, Littleton. Wells’ KivSt. Jobnsbury, Newport, SherMontreal, Burlington, Swanton,
St.Johns,
brooke,

Ill AUI IIIIII U la MI

New

atf2.00

III.

m„ 12.30 p.m. ("7.00 p.m. dally). Cano Bliaabelt. 0.00 a. m. (6.30 p. m. West. Dtv. Pass )
Mnco 9.00 a.m.. 1.00 p.m. Hiddeford 2.00, V.OO

er,

Coplea Sold.

u treat* upon

Mearere Brack. Psac Palwl,
Portland
Mara, Hiddcferd 7.30. 8.40, 10 26 A m„ 3.30,
Old Orchard, 7.30. 8.40.
D. m.
ln.25 A m.. 12.40,8.30, ^.SO, 6.15 P. m. Narth
Berwick,Orcal Falls, Deret 7.5o, 8.46 Aim,
Kxeter, Haverhill,
12.40,3.30, *5.30 p. m.
l.awresce, I.swell, 7.30. 8.40 A m., 13.40.
Bechcster Parasiagtaa, Allaa
8.80 p. m.
Bay, 8.40 A m., 12.40, 3.80 p. m. BaackesSer
and Concord via Lawrence) 8.40 a, m., (via So.
Newmarket Junction) 3.30 p. m.
t »Vla Eastern Dlv. to 8earboro Crossing.
SUNDAY TBAINh
for Basiaa 1.00, 4.15 p. m. via East Dlv, to Scarboro Crossing.

•5.30,6.15

IJHC-■*—ter,

For Freight, Passage, or general information
to or address the General Eastern Agents.
K. A. AUA.HS Jr CO.,
■ IS Mtate wired. Car. Brand Wl.t lloatan.
dtf
•10

KNOW THYSELF.

8.00 p. in.,

23.

Passage:
Cabin.*50, *60, *76..Return *100,*125,*150
..Return-.60
Intermediate..-.30,
Return at lowest rates.
Steerage.20,

11.40 3.SC p. m.
H-86, a. m., 1.00.
(5.00p. m. arriving Na. Berwick at
connecting with 9.35 p. m. train lor

Per Basies 7.80, 8.40 A m.,
Ha.taa far Partlaad 7.80.

4.00p.m.

Ilslr. of

apply

ESTABLISHED IN' 1830.

TIME
dtf

j

| Torontoj December

December 3d.

2 p. m.

OF LONDON,

For Sale In the Original Package by

R. STANLEY & SON,

Pori land",
tU> Halifax.
November 24.

I From

November 3d. fVaticouver
December 3d.
November 17tli. Sarnia
December 24.
December 1st. j Oregon
■BISTMli MB BY ICE, (Avonmouth Dock.)
From Portland.
STEAMERS.
From Avomn'th

CITY

NORTHERN ASSURANCE CO.,
Statement II. S. Branch, June

Dales:

QTnurva
»T«AMKRS.

—LIN* FOR—

TuThBM

janl

Exchange St.

&
STOUT, Morse
novia

IMPORTERS,
410 Fore Street.

DISCOVERY!

It is acknowledged to be the best, safest and
most potent anu effectual remedy known for
this child-killing disease.

—AND—

nov24

|

Liverpool.

1

1_1

The evening class has been arranged expressly
to accomodate those whose occupation or engagements prevents their attendance on the day class.
The only differences in the classes (excepting Oil
Painting of course) is in the number of hours
available for work. Those who intend to become
members of either day or evening class, or to furnish scholarship} for friends, and who have not
already given notice of such intention, will confer
a favor ft they will notify Miss Inez A. Blanchard,
\ 97 Emery St., immediately or leave word at the
Society Rooms, Deering Block. For more comi plete information, apply to any member of the
committee in charge.
__.
Blanchard, Committee In charge,

E

&

member of their tamilies.

Day Class, (Ufa and Antique,^ $20,
6,
By the month.

l
*

w

Will commence Dec. I, ISHT, nad continue
five month.. F. W. Bru.ou of Melon
(late of Part., France,I Instructor
and Critic.
Tuition Feeo to members of P. S. of A. or any

Bureau

10 Spruce St., New York.
eod&wlm

nov8

L Sawy#r. 537 Congress St..

MEBTIflGS.

THE

MORSE & PINKHAM,

Machlaa Union,

For 8100, a check with the order, we wil
print 60 lines (solid advertisement) one day In
million copies of leading dally newspapers, Issue,
In the largest cities of the United States.

LEAVE PORTLAND. NOV. 26, 87,1 P. M.

year’s subscription and the numbers
for 1887, bound in two volumes,
clotb, gilt top,

INSURE WITH

WEEKLY.
Kennebunk Star.
Augusta Journal.
Lewiston Gazette.
Bangor Commercial.

Address^EQ

$4.50

....

FIRE INSURANCE!

DAIIA,
Raili Times.
Augusta Journal.
Biddeford Journal.
Bangor Commercial.
Portland Press, (e.o. d.)

If you prefer advertising throughout tin
Middle, Western, Southern or other New Englant
as good offers cai
States; also In Canada, equally
be given on application, stating what States yoi
want to use. This scheme of advertising In Stati
Combinations of Local Newspapers Is a good one

Dressing Cases In Plush and Leather,;for presentation or travellers' use. Nothing so compact, neat
and convenient. Cheap at
LAmM>H>8 Jewelry Store,
1 7 7 middle Street.
oct2Gdtf

Derebey,

DRAWING SCHOOL

&dav/ei}

Portland Frew.
Presque Isle No. Star.
Calais Times
Rockland Courier-tiMz'e
Camden Herald.
Skowhegan Reporter.
Ellsworth American.
Farmington chronicle. Thomaston Herald.
News.
Waldoboro
Hold ton Pioneer.
Watervllle Mail.

Held for do; Lady of ttia Ocean, do for Rockland;
Anna H Holton, do for Thomasten; Root Ripley,
do for Camden; John S Moulton, Joggms. NS. for

Bostou.

ancl (gaxd

Bath Sentinel.
Biddeford Journal.
Bridgeton News.

Mailing
From

—

Stockholders ot the Portland and Rochester Railroad are hereby notified that their
annual meeting will be held at the office of Geo.
P. Wescott, 33 Plum Street. Portland, on WEDNESDAY, the seventh day of December next, at
ten o’clock In the forenoon, to act upon the following articles, viz:
X._To hear the report of the Dlrectors.and act
thereon.
2.—For the choice of nine directors for the ensulug year.
3.—To elect a Clerk of the Corporation.
4. To transact any other business that may
legally
h
* coiue before them.
WM. H. CONANT, Clerk.
Portland, Nov. 22,1887.nov23d2w

PORTLAND SOCIETY OF ART.

BERRY,

STEPHEN

A

II

MILLBRIDGK—8M 24tn, sch J C Harradcn,
Strom, Portland.
BOOTIlllA Y- In port 27th, sens Bat, fm Jonesport for New York; J, Holway. Cala s lor Boston;
Xlmena. Machias for Newport; A T Boardman,
Calais for NewXork; Honest Abe, Bangor for
Boston; Leonora, Hampden fordo; D Sawyer,
Calais for Lynn; Sarah Hill, Rock port for Boston;
Lizzie Brewster, Calais for Beverly; Josie, from
Machias for Bostou; Alice Dean, Pembroke for

Miss^A.

of the

COE,

a

Portland & Rochester Railroad.

l

"od&wnrm

as

LIVERPOOL HEKvice,(viaLondonderry)

1887.

Cortland School of Stenography.
Pupils thoroughly instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening session*.
Send for circular.
Agent fort he Caligrapfi.

URATEFIJL—COMFOBTI NO

elegant assortment of All Wool
and PIusli Lap Holies, in the new green
shades received To-day.

1887,

ANNIIAL

C

U. S. Claim Agent,

...... C
WASHINGTON,
will'carefullv prepare claims for arrears of paj
bounty and pensions. Superior facilities for speed:
je22ubin
settlement of claims.

An

Sailing between Liverpool and Portland, via Moville and Halifax.

FOB
Year. I
EASTPORT. CALAIS ST.JOHN I. B.. HALIFAX,
Number.
AKD ALL FAH78 OF

6.00
year's subscription, consisting of twelve
monthly numbers, gives more than 1,600 pmges of
the best most interesting, and valuable literature.
More than 700 illustrations from designs byfam
ou8 artists, reproduced by the best methods
d3t

nov!9_eod2w»

smith

IMM7-H

a

A

NO. 778 CONGRESS STREET.

nov28dim*

LAP
ROBES.

25e.

A

OF ATHENS, (iKEKCE,
will devote a few hours each day this winter to
tlie instruction of pupils in the Greek language,
ancient and modern. Mr. Der.bey is a graduate
of tlie schools In Athens and of Amherst College,
and will be pleased to employ some time, if desired, in the private schools of this city, or to private pupils. Mr. Derebey will be found at

PAYSOH

S.

C'ANt'O HANK BC1LD1MG.

steamer Novelty, for New York, with
coal bai ges
Also, barque Au Sable.
Ar 28lh, sells Jennie Lockwood, Poland, Pasca-

goula; Nellies Pickering, Flowers, Brunswick;
Lizzie Heyer, Harrington, Pensacola, Cathie L
Berry, Smith, Brunswick.
Below, sell Agnes 1 Grace8A LEM- 111 port, sells Amite R Lewis, Bangor
for Port Jefferson; Maud Maduch, Calais for Fall
River; it L Tay, Philadelphia for Saco; Wai Demdo
Ing, Calais for New York; Maggie Todd, do for
May Oueen, Boston for Sullivan.
HoPORTSMOUTH—Below, schs Viola May,
boken for Eas port; Essex,fin Milford for Boston;
\r__
Ti.i.nmsti
for iln
1ta«pu
(Micrrv-

Rev. C. A.

311-2 Exchange St. to 191 Middle St.

ffiockj Jok

I

educational..

REMOVED FROM

natural laws
"By a thorough knowledge
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
propertiesof well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us many heavy
doctors' hills, ft is by the judicious use of such
articles of diet that acoustitutioiOnav he gradually
built, up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a
ratal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”
Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
nly in half pound tins by tirocers, labelled thus
HOMCEOPATHIC
BFPSt *•
CHEMISTS, l.o.idou, liHglnnd.
T&KAwly

$3.00

for

York.

New

1

_-

removal.

Ar 281b. ship C C Chapman, Hlchborn. Calcutta;
barque Belle Wooster, Higgins, Cardenas.
Cld 20tb, barque J W Dresser, Barker, Rio Janeiro; sells Kale Foster, Tate, Apple Kiver, NS;
Wm Todd, Wood, Boston; Merrill C Hart, Mur-

bert. Macliias.
HYaNN 13—Bailed 20th, sell Rebecca F Lamden, Diggius, Apalachicola for Boston.
BOSTON-Ar 271b, baique H S Jackson. Bacon,
Philadelphia; schs Rebecca F Lamden, Diggius,
Apalachicola; OD Withered, Garfield,Baltimore;
Sam: D1 lloway. Brendige, Baltimore; J Proctor,
Wlilttemore, Weekawken; Nellie, Drmkwater,
Philadelphia.
Sid. schs J L Newton, M K Morse, Applila &
Amelia, Winner, Mollie Rhodes. St Croix, Carrie
C Ware, Sarah Eaton, Silver Heels, and Emma K

nnv2ft

HITMINEN* CARDS,

Hyaiuus.

do for Saco.
Passed the Gate 27th, schs (,'uoddy, New York
for Ht John, NB: Mark Pendleton, New York for
l ostou; I.izzie Cochrane, do for-.
NEW LONDON—luport 26th, schs Sardinian,
Caid, New York for Rockland; LaursS Hatch,
Smith. Ainboy for Taunton; Hannibal, Pendleton,
New York for Ipswich; Lunet, Swayne, Weeliawken for Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 26tb. sells William Mason,
Ham, Bangor; H B Metcalf. Fossett, Augusta.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27tb, sell Andrew Adams,
Adams, Baltimore.
FALL RIVER—Ar 24th, sells Florida, White,
and John Stroup, F'isher, Hockport.
In port, sells G D
DUTCH ISLAND HARBO
Loud, Harris, Long Cove lor New York; Alaska,
Clark. New York for Bootbbay; Onward, Clark,
Hoboken lor Hyanuis.
NEW BEDFORD—Bid 261b, sell Zainpa, Lam-

Publishers,

SONS,

SCRIBNER’S

CHARLES

Braiuard, Mulllu, Bath; Augustus Hunt. Hall,
Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 20th, barque Nellie E Rumball, Hinds. St Martins, 17 days; soils Ltnah C
Kaminski. Woodbury, Charleston; Jos W Hsli,
Bangor; Fred Jackson, and David Torrey, Kenuebec; T A Stewart. Sullivan; John Braeewell, and
Jessie Hart, Vinalhaven; Dolphin, Hyanuis.
Ar 271b. schs Miranda. Travis, Black Kiver, Ja;
brig J L Bowen. Nelson, Bangor; schs Jennie r
Willey, Chadwick, Baltimore lor Newburyport;
Fannie H Stewart, Lane, Norfolk; Sarah A Klaisdell, Amboy for Boston; Lewis Clark, Bartlett, do
for Fall Kiver; Frank Herbert, Herrick. Bangor;
Lygonta, Fullerton,Clark’s Island; Geo Neviuger
Jordan, Keuntbec; Lucy M Collins, Kendall, from

phy, Gloucester; Duroc, Anderson, Providence.
Passed the Gate 26tli, sells Vineyard, from New
York for Boston; Mary Elizabeth, New York for
Nortbport; Georgia. Hoboken for Portland; A J
York.do lor do; Robert Dorlty, do tor Wluterport
Hattie, do for Boston; Mludora, do for Wareliatn;
Sebago, port Johnson for Portland; ftobt A Suow,

to

publishers

NUMBER.
SUBSCRIBE NOW, BECINNINC WITH CHRISTMAS

ford;

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS

—

—

To enable new readers to
possess tbe magazine from
the first number (January, 1887), the following
inducements are offered:
A year’s subscription and the numbers

most
tists, and to promote and foster the
is finest, most sincere, and original.
zine. on its artistic side, will exhibit what

Boston.

Iksr-N

in-r.np
.lvllvli

ILLUO

GEORGETOWN—Cld 25th, sch Mary O’Neil,

DOMINION LINE.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

PflPMS

It is the intention of the

Lowell,

INDIA WHARF, Boston evReturning,
ery week day evening at 5 o’clock,
iiovltfJ. B. COYLK. Manager.
leave

——-

—

F'alker,

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
alternately
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arrlvlugilD
with earliest trains for
connection
for
season
leave

will include
BROWJAMES

in early numbers bv THOMAS IIAILEY ALDRICH, ANDREW LANG,
■n, g* mm mg
for the
CHARLES EDWIN MARKHAM, and others, give a good auguryELIHU
rUtlllw
t year*g verge; and in several cases well-known artists—notably
by striking
VEDDER, WILLIAM HOLE, and WILL H. LOW-have accompanied poems
and Imaginative drawings.
The Magazine will show Increased excellence in Its lllu*13 P gBOTDATIflUC
lUllOa
I nM I
traUous.
They will be more abundant and elaborate
than ever.

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

feeing

velopumn/wHnje c^ntSS P?of.'sgSwag&X

(and sailed.)

Philadelphia.

:i,OOiiii<l O.'hO p.

The I .no p. as. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Junes, with llewsar Tunnel Beale for
the West, and at l iian Depat, Wereester, fo»
New Yerk via Nerwich l ine, and all ralli
via Mpringdeld, also with N. Y. A N. B. B. B
(“Steamer Maryland Koute”) for PhiladelphiaBallimerr, Washington, and the Neath, and
With Beaten A Albany B. B. for the West.
Close connection made at W estbreak J asses
Sian with through trains of MalneCentralR.it. and
at (irand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of (irand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West end South
may be had of S. H. HELLKN,Ticket Agent, Portland a Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Streak
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
oct22iltf
_J. W. PETERS SuoC

Winter

THE FIB8T-CLAS8 8TKAMKK8

for Providence,
P*Througi°?ickets
Worcester, New York, Ae.

great engineering feats,
railways, their administrations and construction, including
which m this
of the

iheUliite ELpVAWnirrLE

...

1 THE RATIONAL RE3tEDY,PKAlSJES>JjYAL$j

The HOP

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS,

STKVF-VB°'N'’

A

PtMrO By

JN LJ 311»TrI(«

by.

IVlftTER ABRA.'VGB.TIKNTS.

way which
will write upon many topics, old and new, in a familiar and
of readwill form new bonds of friendship between the author and his thousands
"
incidenhe
tells
ON
DREAMS
,rA
CHAPTER
In his first paper, entitled
ers.
Mr.
tally, some interesting facts concerning the origin of his story Dr. Jekyll and
Hyde.” This will appear in the January number.

v,T,IIirI,
■

nffim,
Bflnnstlp Positively
Cared by
H~

wa

..

1>,

FARE ONLY $1.00.

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON personal

i;~:

H Biliousness, DYSPEPSIA^

a

STEAMERS.

The following is a partial list of the important
aiready prepared to appear during the coming year:

the

y»ar

at- m

~BOSTON

features which have been

completion
rjiHE
of Scribnes's
flrst

Cleanses t li e

namo.
Sell C A Lane, Dyer, from Tuspan for New i ork
She lh s at quarput into Savannah 26th, leaky.
antine.

1888

SCRIBNER’S MAGAZINE

CREAM BALM

the”

Pnrtlnjo

rw

MTEAHERM.

“

CATARRH

TRY

STREET.

MIDDLE

232

AHA HP,
iy For K iduey Trouble,
Kbeumatlsm, Neuralgia.
.Pain hi the Side and Back
Ache, they are a certain
'and speedy cure.
PAIN.
Sold by druggists for 25
cents, or five for (1.
Mailed on receipt of price
«o.dwin
Trade mark, Patented >’>'
& Vo., General Agents, Boston,
novl
eod6m-mm

Memoranda.
Barque Mignon, before reported lost at sea,
foundered on the passage from Glbara to New
York. The captain and crew lauded at Guanta-

Domestic Potts.
PORT TOWNSEND—Ar 20th inst, snip W F
Babcock. Murnhy. Accapulco.
ASTORIA. O—Passed out 18th, ship Blverside,
Rawley, Cork.
TACOMA—In port 22d, ships Levi U Burgess,
Rock, for San Francisco; Oriental, Slater, and
Occidental. Taylor, for do.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 18th, ship Carondelet,
Stetson, Port Gamble.
Cld 27th, ship SiBtram, Wcodside, New York,

by all Dealers in Medicine.

acts directly upon the
muscles and nerves of the
hack, the seat of all pain.

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOTUBAY. Nov 28—Sld, sells M A Jones,
Moore Portland for Trement; Freeman, Torrey,
do for do; K B Nickerson, Snow, fishing.
Ar, sch ltosa Si Adra, Alma, NB. for New York.
SACO Nov 2B—Cld, sch Jonatliau Sawyer, Reynolds. Philadelphia; Zeila, Rockland.
Nov 28—Ar, sells A M ileaton, Ntw York; R L

The store we opened a year ago in Clapp’s Block, 459 Congress Street, under the firm
Robert F. Somers can he found at his store, 292 Middle
name of SOMERS BROS.
Street. He has no connection with any other firm.

Prepared by Dr. J. C. .Ayer ft Co., Lowell, Maas.
Sold

arrangement of trains.

,f“T»
On and after Bandar.
Passenger Trains will l-eave
J»a«..aa.
Arrr
Mialaa,
Par Wsrce.lrr,
“
Nashua, Windham and KPP<“«
as.
a. ns, and 1.00 p
„i.». North
North
Par Baaahaster, t aacard, and polhta
&l I*1MI Pa ■§#
hASBB
H
Per Kechr*ter,Mprln«r«U, Alfred,
a,ww
here, and N«ct Hirer at T.JO
and (mixed) at 6..IO p. u*.
M
J.OO,
Par tierham at T..TO a. as., I.O®,
O.'hO, ard (mixed) at«.:»« p.
W«i»
mils,
•'ooibrrlaad
Par Succurappu,
Ibraak Juueiioa and Wesdferd’s at 7.J®
and lO.MWa. as.. 1.00, .1.00, tt.dO ar.<l
(mixed) *«.JO p. ns.
Par Parrai A ease (Deeriag) 10.00 a. as.,

WESTERN DIVISION.

Ayer’s Pills,

Arrived.

Portland & Rochester R. H%

in

Pills outsell all similar prepThe public having once used

arations.
them, will have no others.” —Berry,
Venable & Collier, Atlanta, Ga.

MARINE~NEW 8.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE,

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.

ville, Virginia.

_

When Baby was sick, we gave her
Castorla,
When the was a Child, the cried for

We have the largest stock of Furs to select from. We have everything in the Fur
line. We make our owu Furs, and guarantee that we will sell cheaper than any other
in to
store. We have the advantage by keeping our own Furriers. Every article we take
and mean to let the
repair is done by a practical Furrier. We have every advantage,
made or
public know of it. We do all kinds of Fur work. Any kind of a Fur Garment
Ac.
repaired. Collars and Cuffs put on Gentlemen’s Coats. Rohes repaired, relined,
We invite the public to look over our stock and prices before purchasing.

that the most careful physician could
desire. They have supplanted all the
Pills formerly popular here, and I think
it must he long before any other can
he made that will at all compare with

1
1
1
1
3
8
3
3
7
7

MINIATURE ALMANAC, NOVEMBER 29.
Sun

be

should

N. Y., expresses exactly what hundreds
He
have written at greater length.
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills are highly
says:
appreciated. They are perfect in form
and coating, and their effects are all

Nevada.New York..Liverpool...Nov 29
Botanic.New York..Liverpool.. .Nov 30
.New York..Liverpool.. .Nov 30

Cephalonla.Boston.Livcrpoo'.... Dec

and

plain

strictly followed.
J. T. Teller, M. D., of Chittcnango,

FOK

Aller

miscellaneous mercuaudise; for con-

roads 118 careJouseeUaneous merebau

necting

taking

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM

tatoes to

to swallow
its film of
its bitterto Ayer’s
ness; and what a contrast
Pills, that have been well called "medicated sugar-plums” —the only fear being that patients may be tempted into
But the
too many at a dose.

By Telegraph.]
I.IVi KPaOL, Nov. 28,1887.—Cotton market—
quiet;uplauds 5 9 led; Orleans 66fed; sales 8,000
hales; speculation and export 1000 hales.
LIVERPOOL,Nov. 28. 1887—Quotations-Winter Wheat Bs 9d(SjBs lOd; Spring wheat Bs 9d@
Bs 10d;Club wheat at Bs lOdgjBs lid.
Corn—
ndxed Western 6sV4d; peas 6s Td. Provisions,Jtc
—Pork 65s; bacon at 39s 6 for short clear and
38s Bd for long clear. Cheese at 69s. Tallow at
24s Bd. Lard 36s Bd.

“even

PRACTICAL
FURRIERS !

Time

a

People formerly had, trying
the old-fasliioued pill with
magnesia vainly disguising

_

Lemons.
(Creamery *> ib...24421
Palermo.4 60*6 001 Gilt Edge Ver....28421
!
Messina.
[Choice.10421

Malagers....
Oranges.

What

European Markets.

Butter.

_

HllCILliiinOlW.

.Vll'.CII.I.ANIiOIN.

NEW ORLEANS, Nov. 28, 1887.-Cotton Is
quiet; middling 1) ll-18c.
SAVANNAH, Nov. 28, 1887.—Cotton is dull;
middling Okie.
CHARLESTON, Nov. 28, 1887.-CDtt,on quiet;
middling 9%c.
MEMPHIS. Nov. 28,1887.—Cotton is steady;
middling a 9-1 Be.
MOBILE,Nov. 28,1887.—Cotton quiet ;midd!lng
9 9-lOc.

On and after September 19th 1887, steamer
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run dally as
follows:
Leave Orr's Island for Portland at 0.46 a. m.;
Bailey’s Island 7.00; Harpnwell. 7.16; East End,
Great Chebeague, 7 46; Jenk’s, 8.00; Hope Island 8.06; Little Obebeague, 8.30; Long Island
8.40, arriving in Portlanu at 9.16 a. m.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr s Island
and all Intermedia’!* landings at 2.00p. IS._
ISAIAH DAN1K1-S. Manager
seplBdtf

mwn NEW YORK STOCKS
Bought amt told
ami
Orders

on

upwards.
by

mail

or

a

margin o/ 2 per cent,

telegraph

a

Specialty.

TURKEYS for TEN CTS. Till: NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
[JOSEHU CLEARY, Manager,

8t.t Boston,
«t«p22_
24 Congress

Maas.

U3ni

raiSPAPER«M&?B~SS3
Advertising Bureau (Kj Sprue*
lusaoutnudsroad*lor tt US NEW YOKU,

•

THE

PORTLAND CLUB.

PHraSS
A

TUESDAY MORNING. NOT. 2».

Brilliant

Reception at

House Last

the

Club

Night.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
aDVEKTISKMIINT*
AMUSEMENTS.
Students' Tickets-Bedueed Kates.
A. Hall.

Kti\l

TO-ISA*

Sale and Bupner-1. M. U
First Parish llaraar—City Hall.
Gilbert's Assemblies.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
J M Dyer & Co —fit Congress Street.
Haines Richardson & Co.—Lumber.
Sale of Drv Good*—Bines Brothers.
Iarudon & Lancashire Fire Ins. Co.
Grand Opening—Charles D*y.
Warning—Rawson H. Evans.
C. P. Fessenden—Insurance.
Oliver Dltson & Co.. Boston.
For Sale—Parlor Stove. Etc.
ltifles for Sale—G. L. Bailey.
For Sale—Slock and Store.
Morrison & Co., Jewelers.
.0. C. M. Association.
Situation Wanted.
House for Sale.
The action of Carter's Uttli Liver Pills is

pleasant, mild aud natural. They gently stimu-

late
liver and regulate the bowels, but do not
purge. They are sure to please. Try them.
nov2D
d&wlw
the

__

extent. A Bilious man is seldom a
breakfast eater. Too frequently, alas, he has an
excellent appetite for liquids but none for solids of
a morning. His tongue will hardly bear inspection
at any lime; If it Is not white aud furred, it Is
The digestive system is wholly out of order and
Dtarrbcea or Constipation may be a sympton or
tlie two may alternate. There are often Hemorrhoids or even loss of blood. There may be giddiness and often headache and acidity or flatulence
anil tenderness In the pit of the stomach. To correct all this if not effect a cure try Green's Attjunt
Flower, It costs but a trifle and thousands attest
Its efficacy.
uovldlycT
some

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Very

warm

yesterday for November. The

mercury touched 5G° at noon. It rained during the afternoon and evening.
The Portland Company lias declared a dividend of 4 per cent, (payable on and after
Dec. 1st, at the Casco National llank.
In yesterday’s announcement of change of
mails on the Grand Trunk, Gorham, Me.,
should iiave read Gorham, N. H.
Tlie schooner Addison Proctor landed 30,000 pounds of fish yesterday.
This was the

only large arrival during the day.
The schooner Diamond arrived here yesterday morning, with 4400 bushels ot Prince
Edward Island potatoes.
The Gray Park Association will hold its
fourth annual fair Sept. 18th, 19th and 20th,
1888.
A sneak thief stole an overcoat from J.
\V. Hammond, No. 221 Cumberland street,

Friday evening.

•

There were several arrivals of merchantyesterday; the harbor was calm and a
large fleet of vessels lay at anchor.
Tlie schooner Rival lias been libelled by the
crew for alleged non-payment of wages
amounting to $20. The case will come up in
the District Court next Wednesday.
The “Annex” will meet at 234 State street,
men

Wednesday afternoon, at
Ralph Waldo Emerson’s essay
on

be read.
A vessel is

»

being fitted

2.30 o’clock.
on Plato will

for the lobster fish-

ing business by Capt. Frank Frellick. Mr.
Frellick will take the fish between Capes
Elizabeth and Porpoise.
The engine, boiler, shafting, heater, etc.,
for the use of the Portland Eight & Power
Company, have arrived, and are being moved
to the building built for the company on
Grove street.
Two large bales of deer hides were received from Canada Saturday, by the New York

Steamship Company,
to New York today.
carry

uve car

and will be forwarded
The steamer will also

loans oi unristmas trees.

Next Wednesday afternoon the Portland
Club will go to the islands to view the proposed location for a summer house there.
Thursday they' will look over the ground at
the

Cape.

An election to fill the vacancy of Second
Lieutenant in Company B, First Regiment,
M. V. M.. will be held at the armory Wednesday, Nov. 30, at 8 o’clock. Col. Hollis B.
Hill will
Mr.

^^jlouse

preside at the election.
Sawyer stopped a horse on Custom
wharf yesterday, belonging to Little-

fiSWNfc Co., which was going dead lame. He
made the driver take it to Ling & Holland’s
stable^-Where a nail two inches long was
found in the animal’s foot.
The Rev. Henry Blunchaid will deliver r
lecture in the vestry of the Congress Square
church this Tuesday evening, at 7.30 o’clock
on “The Debt of Universalism to Orthodoxy
and of Orthodoxy to Universalism.”
All
persons interested arocordially invited to attend.
A meeting of the Associated Charities will
be held in Room 18, City Building, on Thurs-

day. Dec. 1st, at 4 p.

m.

As it is the first

meeting

of the season It Is Important that
the friends of the society, particularly the
visitors, should be present. Notice is given
thus early that all may arrange to attend.
William H. Beckett.
The Pkess, yesterday morning, announced
the death of Mr. William H. Beckett, th9

well-known singer, formerly of Portland.
Mr. Beckett had an attack of embolism of
the brain some weeks ago, but was improving and his recovery was expected, when he
had a second attack and died Saturday afternoon.

there.
After his return to this country Mr. Beckett became a member of the famous Weber
Club of New York, whose concert, given in
the Mercaniile Library Course at City Hall,
October 28, 1870, will be remembered by all
who beard it.
The member* were Mis4#s
TfnnLn
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Beckett and Howland.
same

A little later in the

year—November 20th—Id r.

Beckett

took part in a grand concert at w hich Miss
Julia Thursby, the great soprano, and
Mine. Antoinette Sterling, now the famous

English contralto, appeared. Mr. Beckett
electrified his audience by Ills tendering of
“My Queen.”
Mr. Beckett was a sterling man. He had a
host of friends.

At the time of his death he

secretary of the Standard Oil Company,
and a member of the choir of the Church of
the Inearuaticn, N. Y. He leaves two sisters and a brother, all residents in Portwas

land.
The Samaritan Association.
The Samaritan Association will give u
promenade concert at City Hall this evening.
This association appeals to our citizens annually at this time, because with a severe

winter in prospect, the claims upon its benevolence are many. Tlie good work done
by this society is known of all men in Portland. We may therefore expect to see a
brilliant party tonight. Chandler will urovide the music and the supper room will he
in tlie hands of a competent corps of assistants.
Died at Sea.

Yesterday morning the brig Tewksbury
L. Sweat, Capt. Gooding, entered this port
with flag at half mast.
Upon reaching the
city the captain reported the death of Mr.
Snyder of Baltimore, first mate of the vessel.
The brig sailed from Bonaire and
Mr.Snyder
died of dropsy on the homeward voyage and
was buried at sea.
The vessel is owned by
Chase, Leavitt & Co., of this city.

"Absent Without Leave.”
Caesar White, a white man, last Friday enlisted. The enlisting officer dressed. him in
uniform suit valued at 835.

White wanted
to go away for a few days. At present he is
recorded as “absent without leave,” not as a
deserter. Lieut. Cusick thinks he has gone
to New Brunswick to bid farewell to bis
people, and will return.
a

Crand Trunk Return Ticket.
The public will be pleased to learn that
the Grand Trunk Itail way Company has ex
tended the time of all return tickets to all

points

on their road to
thirty days. This is
very liberal concession over former short
limit arrangements.

a
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Woman’» Workroom.

I lie ladies are requested to meet for work

at

received

plause :
MK.

with

frequent hearty

THOMAS’S

REMARKS.

than in their

opinion of,—yes, and 1 may
add,their respect and regard for, our own be-

loved land, tlie United States of America.
Twenty-five years ago, in 1862. our country
was racked with the agony of the great rebellion. The-arinies of the Union had met
with disaster perhaps full as often as victory. A perjured emperor was plotting our
ruin by the way of Mexico, and our own
kith and kin across the Atlantic were shouting, as their newspapers of that date will
sliow, “Hurrah, the great American bubble
has burst.”
Yes, my friends, twenty-five years ago Europe regarded this Union as a rope of sand,
and complacently (awaited our (disintegration
into
atoms.
Jour
original
To-day all this is changed. To-day Nihilists are plotting the assassination of tne Tzar
and the annihilation of the government in

Russia.

In France a weak administration covered
with disgrace is letting the reins of power
from its enfeebled hands while portentous mutterings and cries of “Vive la Commune” pressage a new reign of terror.
In England the ghost of
hundreds of
years of misrule of Ireland sits an unwelcome guest at the table of every statesman
of the party in power. While thousands
and tens of thousands of unemployed workmen gather in Trafalgar Square and Hyde
Park to protest against a state of things
which brings misery, wretchedness
and
desperation to their homes.
While such is the condition of Europe, our
beloved America conscious of its own rectitude, justice and power, happy in the universal well being, comfort and liberty of its
citizens, calmly with the strong hand of the
law executes a righteous judgement upon the
enemies of social order and mankind, on the
gallows at Chicago.
When America stamped out the rebellion,
she gained the respect of Europe. That
respect for us has been growing ever since,
and now this fact that Socialists could be
for their misdeeds in America and
punished
by America has increased the respect of Europe for our country ana its institutions to
the verge of admiration.
Of course the one country of Europe that
interests me more than all others beyond the
Atlantic is that grand old homeof chivalry—
Scandinavia.
We have our own little Scandinavia-New Sweden—quietly nestling in
the northern forests of our State. Since my
return to Maine, a week ago, I have been
pleased to see in the public press the statement that sixty Swedish immigrants direct
from the old country have arrived and set-

slip

.....-*_

son.

It will be recollected that in the decade
from 1880 to 1870 Maine, for the first time in
its history, went behindhand in population.
Yes, in 1870 we numbered some 1300 less
people than ten years before. Had Maine
begun to decline? Tjiis was a most serious

question.

At this very time the stalwart, industrious
blonde-heired, blue-eyed V wedes were coming to America in large numbers, but they
all passed by us, and settled In the great

West.

Could we not get a portion of this stream
of Swedish immigration to stop and make
their homes with ns? Yes, if we could
only establish firmly a little colony of
Swedes here in the first place, around and
among whom newly arrived Swedish immigrants could settle and feel at home.
So we sent across the ocean, brought a
little colony of Swedes back to Maine, and
successfully established them in the
woods of
Northern
Aroostook.
This
was
In 1870.
The
immediate
supervision of
the State over the
colony
ceased in 1873, some fourteen years ago.
The colony has steadily increased' and prospered. It has grown beyond the borders of
New Sweden and spread over the adjoining
towns of Woodland, Caribou, Connor, Perham and the Wilderness townships to the
North and West.
The entire settlement has increased from
50 souIb in 1870 to nearly 1,000 in 1887.
Sixty
have been added the present year, and it is
to
those
who
have
the
interests
gratifying
of this measure at heart to note that the
fundamental idea and purpose of founding
the first little colony is working itself out,
simply, naturally, and without expense or
effort; that is, a portion of the Swedish
immigration to America is being drawn to
Maine. This portion is small, it is true, but
it is sufficient to be of substantial aid in

opening

our

Northern forests, clearing

new

farms in the wilderness, and turning a solitude into the peaceful and happy abode of

City Building, Hoorn 18,

Nov. 2!*th, at 10 a. w.
needle and thimble,

Wednesday,
Please bring scissors,
on

This quiet and natural immigration of
Swedes to Maine is only one of many indications of the renewed and Increased prosperity of our good North Star State. And
one of the bits of knowledge I as a rolling
stone have gathered in my rambles is that
there is no State better to be born in. to live
in, or to die in, than the good old State of

Maine.
At the close of Mr. Thomas’s remarks
President Dow called upon Hon. Charles E.
Littlefield, who was warmly received. The
following is an abstract of Mr. Littlefield’s
speech:
LITTEKFrELD’S SPEECH.
In opening his
speech Mr. Littlefield said:
“I want to say in the first place that I
appreciate the entertainment of the evening. It is
not my intention to make a speech, but I
propose to have a little conversation with
me meuiuers
or
me ciuo in regard to tno
House of 1887.”
Tbe speaker then spoke of the generosity
and gratitude which had been shown him by
both parties during the time which he served
as Speaker of the House.
Tiie Legislature
of 1887 might not have been the wisest, the
best or tiie most eloquent that ever was, but
it deserves well of the opinion of the State
and the party. “In the first place, we enacted tbe ten-hour bill, and in the end we succeeded in giving the people a satisfactory
act. It has accomplished much good, and
the people who are affected by it are accepting ft and prospering. An intensified liquor
law was given the State. That law is an
engine which is capable of absolutely grinding .the traffic of liquor to powder. The
Republican party enacted that law. We
enacted, among other things, a law diversifying the labor in the State prison. Another
matter which tiie Legislature of 1887 acted
upon, and it wasn’t ushered in by blowing
of trumpets, was the bureau of industrial
and labor statistics.”
Mr. Littlefield next spoke of the emigration to this country of the dangerous classes
such as tbe Anarchists, and said that it
would soon become the duty of our statesmen to legislate on that question.
The fishery commission was briefly alluded to, after
which the act passed by the legislature of
18«7 to provide for the protection
of caucuses and other political meetings against
fraud, was spoken of as deserving well of
the opinion of the State.
The attention of
tiie gentlemen of the club was then called to
the work in detail done by the legislature,
and a number uf important acts referred to.
In closing his remarks, Mr. Littlefield said
that he wished to express his approbation of
such clubs and thought that the establishment of more clubs would be beneficial to
the Republican party.
At the close of Mr. Littlefield’s speech
brief remarks were made by Messrs. Frank
E. Roberts and C. B. Woodman, members of
MB.

House, from Brunswick and Westbrook
respectively, and Senator Daniels of Westthe

brook.
An elegant bouquet
tiie

compliments

forwarded, with
the club, to Mrs.

was

of

the patrons of the Grand last night, and will
continue the operation ail the week. The
engagement of George W. Monroe and John
C. Rice in “My Aunt Bridget,” opened with
a packed house. The way the people howled
in their laughter guarantees the success ol
The comedy has been rethe attraction.
vamped since last seen, and Is all the bettei
as
for it
then, Mr. Monroe’s whimsiNow,
cal creation of Bridget McVeigh is the startling particular in which it is amusing.
Griuimer’s orchestra will provide the following programme touight and tomorrow:
Overture—Triumphal*.Herman
Medley—The Rambler (by request).Moses
Wallzes

Festher.Lanuei
LOTTA.

Lotta, in her new
play, “Pawn Ticket, No. 210,” will commence at Portland Theatre, Thursday.
I|
makes no difference what the piece may be.
The

sale of seats for

buildings

Thomas.
The formal exercises then closed and the
members betook themselves to various
amusements.

Portland Cadets.
At a

meeting of the Portland Cadets last
evening, it was voted to celebrate the eighteenth anniversary of tbe company, which occurs Jan. 4tb, 1888, by holding a grand re-

union of past and present members at the
Preble House. The dinner tickets may be
obtained of the committee, who are: Honoraries, J. H. Dow, F. W. Robinson, C. O.
Haskell, F. B. Kicker; actives, Sergt. F. W.
York, Corp. C. E, UftTis, Priv. C. E. Miller.

Joe Allen, with his wife, gives a Jgood
share of the entertainment at the Park Garden this week.
In addition to a sketch in
which Mr. Allen does some fine dancing, the
couple appear in the'.concluding comedy, “A
Quiet Villa," Mr. Allen appearing in several
characters.
They do their work well, and
last night were the recipients of much applause, Ilomer and Lingard remain anothei
week, and give an act entitled “The Main
Line, of which Miss Ltngard’s lantern
dance is a feature. The little lady also gives
a fine hoop dance.
Lewis and Martin, the
black face comedians, furnish lots of amusement in their witty remarks and populai
songs, and the nowes, with their miniature
stage and miniature figures, make a pleasing
addition to the entertainment. Master RogotO|

vuo
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ing,

and last night was recalled several
times.
More ;preseuts will be given away
this week.
FISK JUBILEE SINGERS.

The Fisk Jubilee Singers will appear at
City Hall next Saturday evening, and tickets
can now be procured at Stockbridge's.
The
New York World says: “The Fisk University Jubilee Singers gave the first of their
series of concerts at Chickering Hall last
This band of singers alone preserve
night.
to us the real folk songs of America, and
their singing of the wild, plaintive and characteristic melodies of the South has done
more than anything else to make the once
negro minstrelsy appear thin and

fiopular
mne."

It ADAME JAM AUSCHEK.

This great actress,

of the few at present occupying the boards either in this country or abroad, will appear at Portland Theatre Dec. 7th.
Whenever Mine. Janauschek
has appeared in Portland she has always
drawn most critical and intelligent audione

The Washington Intelligencer says
“For many years she has been in
our midst, the most powerful and impressive
exponent of legitimate tragedy since Charlotte Cushman.
The melancholy fire of
those mysterious eyes, the low and awe-comences.

of her:

tones of that deep and vibrant voice,
grandiose and imperious poise and gesture
will long remain in our memories as a noble
and ideal embodiment of lofty, tragical conception. So, too, the beneficence of her
work will long survive her departure, for the
influence she has exercised upon our dramatic art lias been wholly good and elevating, at
a time when such influence was most needed."

pelling

MOTES.

Tickets to the “populars” and Stoddard
lectures will be sold to children and pupils
of all the schools at half-price.
The next lecture in the Stoddard course
will be given next Friday evening. Subject:
“Lord

Byron."

music.
The speaker then hastened on dowu the
“blue Danube,” through the Bosphorus to

Constantinople. Mohammed aud his religion,
the luxurious palaces of tho Sultan, and the
characteristics of the Turks were treated at
lengtii, and an evening of pleasure and profit had been spent.
Carnival of Months.
On the afternoon and evening of Wednesday, Nov. 30th, the Young Ladies’ Circle of
High street Congregational church will hold
a Carnival of Months in the ball of the T. M.
C. A. Booths will be arranged representing
all the months of the year, in which will be

Acad'
ves_

terday.
Mr. John Dana, treasurer of the Portland
& Ogdensburg railroad has gone West on a

trip

for health.
Mrs. C. C. Cusick

returns to Portland
after a visit to friends in Bos-

ton and Manchester.
Hon. Francis Cobb of Rockland, while visiting friends in Portsmouth, N. H., was taken with a severe shock of paralysis.
He was
removed to his home Thursday.
Mr. Cobb
is one of Rockland’s prominent citizens, and
his misfortune is universally regretted by
hosts of friends.
Col. John J. Foster returned to the city
last night to remain two or three days for the
purpose of perfecting arrangements for the

complete presentation of the musical drama
entitled “Guy Mannering,’’ in which the celebrated Mine. Janauschek is to appear in her
great character of Meg Merrilies.
The Portland Club has elected the following gentlemen to attend the National Republican Clubs’convention in New York Dec.
15—17:
Delegates—Fred N. Dow, A. A.
Strout, Clarence Hale, Lyman N. Cousens,
J. Q. Twitchell. Alternates—A. Little,
Wm. If. Milliken, George S. Hunt, J. S-

Winslow, J. E. Burnham.
Mr. Fred Storer, son of H. P. Storer,

was

yesterday married to Miss Eva Smith,daughter of A. W. Smith, at the residence of the
The ceremony was per
bride’s father.
The couple
formed by Rev. Mr. Bayley.
left at once for Boston and N ew York. They
will proceed directly to their new home in
Kansas.
The twenty-fifth anniversary ef the wed
ding of Mr. and Mrs. Horatio N. Haley, was
pleasantly celebrated last evening at their
cosy home at 9 Mayo street, by a large number of friends, quite a number of whom came
from out of the city to participate.
The
guests left behind them many valuable tokhostens af their esteem for their host and
ess.

Mr. Benjamin C. Barlow, one of the oldest
residents and a prominent builder in Wollaston Higtils, Mass., died on Saturday after a
long illness. For years he had been a member of tlie Methodist
Episcopal Church,
holding the office of steward and trustee at
time of his death. Mr. Barlow was born in
Freedom, Me., May 10, 1820, and some years
ago he resided in south Boston. He took a
greatjnterest inMasonary and was a member
A widow survives
of Ruial Lodge, Quincy.
him.
_

School Committee.
The regular monthly meeting of the school
board was held last evening, the mayor pre-

siding.
Present—Messrs.
Crandall, McGowan'
Holden, Bing and McAlpine.
The request of Miss Mildred V. Rogers to
drop history in the High School was granted
to take effect on her compliance with the
usual conditions.
The committee on text books reported in
favor of the adoption of Miss Mary F.Hyde’s
“Practical Lessons in English,” three parts;
and the same was by vote adopted for use in
the upper classes of primary schools.
On motion of Dr. Ring. Miss Sophia K.
Bedlow was elected permanent teacher in
the Cumberland street Grammar School at a
salary of $325 per annum.
The resignation of Miss Ida E. Sterling
was read and accepted, and on motion of Hr.
Ring, Miss W. L. Fuller was elected to All
her place at a salary of $300.
Bills and pay rolls for the month amounting to $8,241.00 were presented and apA communication from the Department of
the Interior, offering mounted maps of the
United States as issued by that Department,
5i by 6J feet for $1.50 each was read and ordered on file.

cusiume,

leauy
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Sale and Supper.
The ladies of the West Congregational
church will hold their annual sale of useful
and fancy articles at Y. M. C. A. Hall Thursday afternoon and evening. There will be a
large display of aprons, tidies and nick-nacks
of all descriptions, which wilt he sold at
The ladies will
yeiv reasonable prices.
•rrve one

8

of their famous suppers from 5 to

o’clock._
The

Browning Readings.

Mrs. John A. Bellows will read this afterfrom
Browning’s drama, “Pippa
Passes.” Mrs. Bellows’s readings have
created great interest, not only from an elocutionary point of view', but from her perfect
comprehension of the poet’s thought. The
noon

reading will Ee given at No. C Brown’s
Block.
Second Parish Fair.
The Second Parish will hold a fair and festival in the church vestry Wednesday and
Thursday. There will be a large assortment
of useful and fancy articles for sale, a hot
turkey dinner will be served tomorrow from
12.30 to 2 p. m., and a nice supper each evening. The price of admission Thursday
evening will be a trifle. No charge will be
made Wednesday.

knowing that by sending 20c. to pay postage,
and 15 top covers of Warner’s Safe Yeast
(showing that they have used at least 15
packages) to H. IX. Warner & Co., Rochester,
N. Y., they can get a 500 page, finely illustrated Cook Book, free.
Such a book,
bound in cloth, could not be bought for less
It is a wonderfully good
than a dollar.
chance to get a fine book for the mere postage, and the ladies should act

The London Illustrated News, (American
edition,) for Nov. 26, presents to its readers
a varied and most interesting assortment of
illustrations and articles. The disastrous effects of the great storm on the Mersey, and

MARRIACES.
At Chebeague Island. Nov. 2(1, by Pev. B. Freeman, Lincoln F. Hamilton and Miss Anule 8. Hill,
both ot Chebeague.
In Damariscotta, Nov. Ii», W. I.. Curtis of WIscasset and Editn L. Emerson of Newcastle.
In Jefferson. Nov. lit. Edwin S. Ames of Dresden and Miss Belle Trask of Jefferson.
In Dresden, Nov. 10, Herinou 1’. Lilly and Miss
Annie L. Siegars.
In Southport, Nov. 17, Asbury O. Decker and
Miss Sarah Orne.

DEATHS.

do Like-

Men of To-day May
They Follow Advice Given

Young

wise if

General B. F. Butler being asked far some
suggestions on gaining success, stated that
when he was a young lawyer, practicing in
Lowell, Mass., a bank president advised
him to take ills little deposit and buy real
estate, from which hecould be deriving some
revenue.
The general said that he had but
little money and was uncertain as to his fu-

Mayor's Show, are portrayed.
excellent full-page portrait of
the late Jenny Lind, and an amusing page
of sketches of the probable antics of the Red

"Never mind,” said the bank president,”
go to the next public auction of real estate,
bid off a lot with a building of some kind on it.
have and give
pay down what money you
balance. 1 ou
your promissory notes for the
will come out all right.”
General Butler says this advice was good.
When a man has.obligated himself, by his
notes, to pay money at a certain time, it inHo followed the
clines him to economy.
advice, and in time became the owner of
several parcels of valuable real estate in
Lowell.
Two classes will not be likely to heed such
advice—the improvident and the over cau“It
tious. The latter will be apt to say:
would be all right but for those dreadful
promissory notes. They are always running
on and if a man falls sick they do not wait
for them to get well.”
There Is this danger, of course, but one
can make no business venture without some
risk, and with the knowledge acquired by
recent investigations of the cause of most ordinary ailments, anil the means of cure, one
It is now
runs little risk from that source.
known that most of the common ailments
have their origin in deranged kidneys. They
are the chief blood purifiers of the system
and when disordered5a breaking down somewhere is soon inevitable, because the poison,
which in their healthy condition is eliminated, Is carried through the entire system.
Put them in order, and health returns.
C. D. Dewey, a successful man, president
of the Johnston Harvester Company, Ba.

tavia, N. Y., gives life experience as follows:
In 1882 my health was failing, my head
pained me constantly, my appetite was uncertain, I could not sleep soundly. I attributed this to the extreme pressure of business
cares, but 1 grew worse, and finally was confined to my bed for two months. It seemed
as though 1 would
“never recover’’ my
former health. Under the aid of stimulants
I gradually gained strength, so that in a few
months I was able to attend to business, but
1 could walk only with the assistance of a
cane, and then in a slow and unsteady manI continued somewhat in the same conner.
dition until February last, when I used War-

dence, and when any derangement

they

occurs

(weekly.)_
Portland Commandery.
At the annual meeting of Fortland Commandery, Monday evening, the following

officers were elected:
Commander—John E. Sawyer.
Generalissimo—Clayton J. Farrington.
Captain General—George E. Raymond.

l-2c Cotton Flannel only
“
28c White Wool
All Wool Navy Blue Flannel only
“
“
“

9c

cases 12
‘

2

“

2

“
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10..37

“

2 cases Dark Comforter Print,
12 l-2c White Cotton Batting,
IOO dozen Cents’ Winter Weight Shirts
and Drawers
100 dozen Cents’ Heavy 90c Undershirts
“
“
50
Scotch Mixed Shirts
and Drawers
50 dozen Cents’ Scotch Mixed 75c Un-

derwear

1.00
3 l-2c

102 years 4 mouths.
In Mason, Nov. 13, Mrs. Belinda Sheldon, aged
86 years.
lu Auburn, Nov. 19. Mrs. Jane B., wife of Rev.
D. C. Burr, aged (54 years.
In North Vassalbojo, Nov. 9, Mrs. Emeline I’.
Crowell, aged 63 years.

In Gardiner, Nov. 15, Mrs. Frances Smith, aged

42 years.

[The funeral service of the late W. H. Beckett
will take place on Wednesday afternoon at 2
o’clock, at No. 4 Locust street.

Eyes Ears Nose

all more or less
eyes become inflamed,
heavy pain between
buzzing noises in the

affected by catarrh. The
red and watery, with dull,
fhern; there are roaring,
ears, and sometimes the
hearing is affected; the nose is a severe sufferer,
with its constant uncomfortable discharge, bad
breath, and loss of the sense of smell. All these
disagreeable symptoms disappear when the disease is cured by Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, which expels
Are

frnin tllH llliiiifl MiP itnnurifv from U'hinli outurrli
arises, tones and restores the diseased organs to
health, and builds up the whole system.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla has helped me more for
catarrh and impure blood than anything else I
ever used.”
A. Ball, Syracuse, N. Y.

Catarrh in the Head
“I have suffered with catarrh In my head for
years, and paid out hundreds of dollars tor medicines. f was weak, and my eyes were so sore that
I could not sew or read much. 1 began to take
Hood's Sarsaparilla and now my catarrh is nearly
cured, the weakness of my body Is all gone, my
appetite is good—in fact, I feel like another
person. Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is the only medicine
that has done me permanent good.” Mas. A.
Cunningham, Providence. H. I.

“For several years I have been troubled with
hat terribly disagreeable disease, catarrh, I
took Hood’s Sarsaparilla with the very best results. It cured me of that continued dropping in
my throat, and stuffed up feeling. It lias also
helped my mother, who has taken It for a run
down state ot health and kidney trouble. I
recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla to all as a good
medicine.” Mss. S. U. Heath, Putnam, Couu.
"I have used Hood’s Sarsaparilla for catarrh
with very satisfactory results. I received more
permanent benefit from It than from any other
remedy.” M. E. Head. Wauseon, Ohio.
N. B. Be sure to get

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $£>. Prepared by
C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

IOO Doses One

janl

SICK
*

Dollar.
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HEADACHE)

A DTTDf
bHn I *
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1 Positively Cured by
these little Fills.
They also relieve Die-

from Dyspepsia,
lin digestion and Too
Ilcarty Hating. A pertrees

fect remedy tor Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Tuatc in the

Mouth, Coated Tongue,
Pain in the

Side,

They regulate the Bow*
*
lels and orevent Constipntion and Piles. The smallest ana easiest to take.
Only one pill a dose. 40 in a vial, Purely Vegetable. Price 35 cents. 6 vials by mail forfl.00.

“

“

Prelate—Leauder W. Fobes.
Treasurer—Charles Fobes.
Recorder—John 8. Russell.
Senior Warden—Frank A. Clark.
Junior Warden—William 8. Corey.
Finance Committee—D.W. True, L. M. Cousens,
Charles Walker.
This is the fortieth year that the Treasurer
has held^his office.

ONLY FAMILY

SOAP

WHICH LEAVES THE
HANDS

SOFT

SMOOTH.

octlO

AND
dthptf

Bah Mills, Me., Nov. 22.1887.
hundred dollars reward will be paid for
and conviction of the party who
arrest
the
broke Into the store of H. Meserve Si Soil, at Bar
Mills, on the morning of Friday, November 18th.
8. MKSKKVK Si SON.
MAINE FURNITUItE CO.
ClfAS. W. Mi KENNY.
nov22dlw«

ONE

TO

LET.

A

—

second

tenement,

25c ea’h

ITIO BENT—The contents of many bottles of
X Newell's Mixture for Rheumatism and Neuralgia. 60 cents per bottle. Inquire at C. WAY &
2tl-l
CO%, 7 a. in. lo lo p. in.

“

l,KT—A convenient

“

of

rent

T’O
newly fitted up,
furnace In cellar;

ten

rooms

pleasantly located; gimd
sebago water, etc. For partic-

ulars, address, BELCHER, Press Office,

4

50c
50c

Horton

23-1

“

11

pair
yard

22 1

X Federal Sc„ modern Improvements, furnace
In cellar, 7 rooms. Apply to ALBERT D. BOYD,
No. 383 Fore

St.__22-1

rrtf» I.KT-A first-class tenement of 6 rooms on
X Oreen street. Also, for sale, 30 bouses, several of them near new depot.
Enquire of J. C.
21-2
WOODMAN, 106*/s Exchange St.

styles,

ever

as

M. o.

as

DI KM-Who want to have warm feet should
a pair of our Beaver Bals Button or ConBoots; or a pair of Beaver Slippers; they ard
warm
goods and will Oil tbe bill; we also
nice,
have a flannel lined Dongola Oxford which arc for
the same purpose. J. W. TURNER, 663 Con23-1
gress cor. oak St

La buv

agement of a manufacturing business In
Also
each unoccupied County In eaqb State.
Salesmen wanted i'll salary. For particulars address CUMBERLAND MANUFACTURING CO.,
Boston, Mass., or apply to our Gen. Agent 473
Portland,

ROLLINS & I
22

S,

Agents,

Exchange Street,

-ME,

PORTLAND,

nov29dec8,i3

WANTED-A

WORK BASKETS FIVE CENTS.

Songs

long time than

a

& Games for the Little Ones

at

1.30 CrulK, $.1 per doira.)
lewis. One of the very prettiest and easiest of Christmas operettas. Just out.

IlYt'l l Ill'll V
Jl.lv Lr, DLLLdi

Ladies Colleges.
Hymnal for
LAtlJAullJl). ($1.23 Cloth. $1 Board,.)
J. K. Kkndiuk asd F. L. Ritieh. of Vassar College. Kelined aud superior collection.
I II IIIMI t

Ill n Vlll’l'T l! Till* V

(N Cento.) New Christ-

ULU ‘Mlulil )M"111, mas service for Sunday
Schools, bright and inspiring, as is BIBTH*
DAY OF Ol’K LOHI). (SCn.) also a Christmas service.
Carol.:

I.lot

tor

Mend

of

man to hire a

cottage

ED-Recruits for the United States
able bodied, unmarried men, bethe
tween
ages of 21 and 36 years, are wanted for
the Cavalry, Artllb ry and Infantry; good pay,
rations, clothes and medical attendance; hearty
young men are especially wanted for the cavalry
regiments, both white and colored. Apply at
42Vi EXCHANGE ST.. Portland. Me. _4 4

WANT
Army;

wish to Inform the Ladles of

AMCBS.

Grand Opening, Wednesday, Nov. 30,
Leather Clove, Handkerchief, Collar and Cuff
Figures, Satin Cleveland, Satin Cameo,
Royal Leicester and CoralineWare, Bronze and Brass Coods.
Useful and Fancy Coods in great variety. All the novelties of
the season. We have exceeded all former efforts in obtaining choice goods which cannot be found elsewhere nor
duplicated. We advise you to make a selection while the
is full, and before the rush commences*
assortment
Piush and

Boxes. Terra Cotta

MAI.E-8650 will buy a splendid dining
on Washington St., Boston; seats 40;
*1000 a year besides your living;
splendid chance for smart, man or woman. JOHN
W. S. RAYMOND, 277 Washington St., Boston,
19Mass.

collection.

100

Boston.
eod A wtc

nov29

JPENING.

WEDNESDAYJOV.

30th.

extend a cordial Invitation to an
EVERY
of our stock.

We

inspection

EVENING till Christmas.

MORRISON &

CO., Jewelers,

C. P.

Office 322 Commercial St.,

PORTLAND. ME.

nov29

Bankrupt Stuck
-OF

—

a

large lot of

LADIES'and MISSES’ CLOAKS
at

a

bankrupt sale in New York,
sell

Less Than

ammouiation.
A stated meeting of the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association, will be held ill the Library
Boom, Mechanic’s Building, on Thursdayeveulng,
Dec. 1st, at 7.80 o’clock.
nov29d3t
K. B. SWIFT, Secretary.
WANTED—By
in
SITUATION
retail grocery store; have
will work in store
the
a

a

young

and can keep
accountant; can wora for
the best ol references. Ad-

MALE—On
house and land;
I?OR

29-1

Munjoy, a two story frame
the house is arranged for 2

families; newly painted and papered throughout
and new plumbing; price 12000.: easy terms.
29-1
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vi Exchange St.
MALE-A lot ol Sharp’s
Loading Kities. entirely new, and
copper cartridge. Price only *4.00. Only a
FOR

left. G. L. BAILEY. 2t>3 Middle Street.

MALE—a parlor
also
FOR
nice piano (as
sets

WYER GREENE & CO.
We have also received a new line of
Gents’ fine Hand Sewed Congress and
Balmoral Boots, especially adapted to
Youug Men’s trade. The latest N. Y.
styles. A word to the farmer and laboring man. We are bound to sell you good
reliable goods cheaper than you can buy
them la Portland elsewhere.

we can

them

Half Price !

Wyer Greene & Go.,
539 CONGRESS STREET.

PORTLAND.

Ladies’ Newmarkets and

Raglans, in Blackand
Brown, at $7.00
each; worth $15.

eodtl

Fine

a good salary If suitable; paid weekly.
Apply from 8.30 to 9.30 a. m.
and from 12.30 to 2.3o and 6.30 lo 8 p. m., to MU.
JOHN BROWN. 6 Tolman Place.24-4

energy and perseverance;

WANTED—Small line of

man;

all

Ladies’
Heavy Kersey
Jackets at $5; good
value at $8.

COE, 197 Middle St.

COE.
his New Call
Shapes from Gayer, Lamsen, Wilcox and Merritt, who make nothing but the lines! goods and most
desirable styles.

197 MIDDLE STREET.
IF

SHINE’S
M HIM SHIM.

dtf

Crude, imported and domestic, by the cask
only. Price 22 Vic. to 24c. per lb. Also,

Otter. Beaver, Coon, Lyux. Bear, Monkey, Black
Hare, Black Martin, and all the Fashionable Styles.

those able and willing to pay may consult
bint and receive

PRIVATE TREATMENT from 11
nov28

reliable man to
THE ATCO., corner
24-1

thoroughly
WANTED—A
drive double team. Apoly at
KINSON HOUSE FURNISHING
a

first class man
drive horse
Job to the right man. ApMORRILL, 327 Cumbeiland St.. Port-

WANTED—A
shoes; steady
to E.

land, Me.

22-1

FED IJI.TIEDIATEGT—Three men
who hare had experience In pressing hay.
36 PLUM STREET, betwee 12 and 2
at
Impure
D. m. or 7 D. in.
22-1

Refined
PARAFFINE

or

UOV24eod3m

ARE

THINKING

OF HAVING A

—

or

of yourself, your friends, or your children, call at
the

FOR
kind in

stable; and all harness. Good worker ana
true puller. Address H. G. THOMAS, Saccarappa. Me.2S-1
MALE—One black horse, seven years
old, weight about »25 pounds, sound and
kind, sale lor women to drive, good worker, reader and driver; sold because the owner does uot
need him; can be seen at 167 Newbury street or
25 Cotton St. J. C. VVAKU._2*1-1
Is your time to buy a large
family Bible, 3.000 Illustrations, bound in
gold and inorrocco, such as agents are selling In
we will sell for only $A0o.
this city for
Call and see the Bible. COLESWOHTHY Book
82
Store,
Exchange St.2*1-1

IVOR

NAI.E-Now

NAGK—Four heavy horses, weight
from 1460to 1660each; also two logging
sleds with chains etc., all tight for the woods. G.
2*1 1
B McGHEGOK, 203 Commercial street.

FOR

_24

FOR
FOR

NAI.E— 1

second-hand 12 horse power
14 horse power boiler with
pump. Inspirator aud all fittings at a bargain. Aildress, BIDDKFORD STOVE FOUNDRY, Blddeford. Me.ocStf

FOR
engine, aud
heated

one

14V 1‘E.IHL ST., BOSTON.

Opp.
sepiia

examiue those

ou

Falmouth

dly

ASK FOR

Gants de luxe.
Something new in a Perfectly
Ventilated Full Dresg Glove for
Gentlemen.
Shades in stock suitable for Evening

wear.

FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

ALLEN & COMPANY,
245 Middle St., Cor. flu.

dt!

°ct*8

WINTER
GOODS.

.HATKHIAG FOR MALE.

self-iukiug) in excondition, aud 25 or 30 fonts of type,
stands, cases, rule, leads, leglet, furniture, etc.;
good opportunity fur a man. Address, H. L\,
Press Office.
tf
A

5°ys’
Men’s

LET—Store Nos. 117.118 Middle St., one
JL of the finest stores in the city; suitable for
wholesale, or retail, or both, with a lovely basement; dry and lighted on three sides: almost
equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Enquire of U. E. THOMPSON. 164
24-4
Brackett

Scotch Caps
Boys’ Soft Hats
Driving Gloves
All other goods In
rew uajg.

GET-Two unfurnished moms; facing ConTO
gress Square to let without board. 588 CONGRESS
ST.23 1

TO
with
Cumberland St.
room

very pleasant furnished front
bay wlnduw on first Hour at 161
Enquire at the HOUSE. 17 tf

proportion

197

MIDDLE

STREET.

cmsms imiis.
Our stork of

FE.HAGK

UKGP.

WANTED—Immediately.

R.__28-1

situation to do general houseWANTED—A
work in
small family; have
objections

going

into

the

no

country.

<iyeu Ifrequired. Enquire

at

STREET, City.

Best of references
No. 3 MONUMENT

STREET.

28-1

good capable girl
WANTED—A
TV
housework.
at

fur

general

81 STATE ST.

line Rail Komi.

26-1

woman

family,

Ap26-1
for
few

Call at 81
24-1

machine girls to stitch on
coats.
Apply at once at LONOLEY &
22-1
So.
KICKERS,
Walerboto, Mo.

WANTED—Three

will be announced In

CHARLES

28-1

QIRG WANTED— A capable girl for gener
l£al housework. Apply at once. 357 SPRING

on

Holiday
complete. We ure
bargalus to dealer*, uud
early lu*peetion before
commences.
Our grund
uow

A callable girl to
do general housework In a family of four.
In tile country: must be a good cook and laundress
references required; wages $4.00 per week.
Address F. H. MORTON, Uen’T Ticket Office, M. C.
It.

for n

COE,

SL_

GET—A nice reut cheap for the winter.
TOEnquire
K. S. GARDINER. 40 Exchange

GET—A

25 cents
40 “
35 “
50 “

Caps

•

ITT ANTED An experienced saleswoman in a
vv
fancy goods store. Address with refe|’uce, B. O, Press Office. Portland, Me.
22-1

Hotel.

Marker Mqaare.
eodtf

PRINTING
Job press (foot power,

cellent

from city
WINTER ST.

the

461 CONCRESS STREET,
Clapp’s Klerk,
novfa

NA I.E— Square Grand Plano, a good
285 SPRING ST.22-1

MALE-Fishing Schooners Arizona and
George Washington, in the best, of order for
the business. H. M. SARGENT, Sand 12 Commercial Wharf.
_21-2

Titles

and

BROWN,
SION or MAMMOTH OOLD BOOT.

one.

or

CO.,

Specially!

a

•rill sell for $4.50. COLESWOHTHY Bookstore,
82 Exchange 8t.22-1

capable girl
WANTED—A
general housework In -mall

&

1

ilOR M4LE-2U sets books. Charles Dickens’
J; works. 15 volumes, illustrated, gold and
cloth, published for $15.00 for only $5.50. Dr.
Warren's Household Physician, latest edition,
1887, full library binding, agents price $6.00,

ED-Girl for general housework.
WANT
ply at 110 PINE ST., left hand bell.

exhibition.

Stilish Rubber Roods

bushels choice P. E. Island

Potatoes.
FOR
Apply at FREIGHT OFFICE
INTERNATIONAL 8. 9. CO., R. R. Wharf.

____

WAX

marked ontslde.

Kid and (loat Common Sense and Opera
lasts, all widths, sixes and half
sixes. Only $£.00 per jfhir.

til:

a

I.ife Sixe Crayon
Colored Pictnre

high and low overs at
cost of production.
convincing prlees.

LADIES’

HALE—Cheap horse lor woods; Brown
gelding; good aes; weighs 1200 lbs.; strong;

to

bbl.

In thin cakes in cases of 240 lbs. Sweet, odorless
M. P. 130'. Price 10c. per lb. by the

H. BOWDLEAR

—

MEN'S WOOL BOOTS
and first quality
less than the
Call and get
No prices

WAN

Enquire

ami white
case only.

W.

YOU

dtf

All grades, all kinds, all sixes, all prices.
We have a line stock of the above
goods at prices that working
men will appreciate.
As a special inducement to customers we
are selling and shall sell

SITUATION

ply

DAILY

BOOTS.

WANTED-A young man
would like a position to work evenings,
either writing of any description or working In a
store. Address E. B. 8., 63 Grant at., City.
23-1

a.m. to 8 p.m.

kipanF rubber

sam-

average
O. BOX

street.24-1

has Just received

LADIES’ “BEESWAX,
RS.

an

oue

rito

Hats!

Misses’ and Children’s
Garments from
$2 upward.
SO

address,

can

KOO.HM.

lOO

uovlS

F

of

good
gentleman
who
WANTED—A
give good references and who has

NAGE—800

A large invoice of Laird, Schober k
Mitchell’s Hue
Philadelphia Boots,
Shoes and Slippers. These goods are
superior in fit, style and durability to
all otheis. Sold in Portland only by

mail

experience;
books; good

writer and accurate
low wages and give
dress B., Tills Office.

dtf

JUST ARRIVED.

SO

MY

n.c. in.

PARLORS |AT THE F ILM Til BOISE

_

FOR

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

57

Warning.
wife, Nellie Evans, having left my home
without just cause, tills is to notify ay persons not to harbor or trust her on my account as
I shall pay no bill of her contracting after tills
date.
KAWSON if EVANS.
nnv29d:u*
Portland, Nov. 28,_

few more

Under C. A. R. Hall.

Insurance !

—

full assortment of sizes anil lengths of timber
plank in stock at our yard on Brown's Wharf.
Special attention given to
sawing orders at south1
ern mills.

Breech
RIPLEM

CO., Jewelers,

FESSENDEN,

General

Having purchased

A
ami

nov2Peodtf

Congress St.

dim

STREET.

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER.

use a

565

•

HAINES,RICHARDSON&CO.
IN

WANTE

F<IB

_

DEALERS

Free!

One hundred presents, Including a Lady’s beautiful Gold Stem-Winding Watch, s Silver Set, Silver
Cake Basket, Castor, and other valuable articles of Jewelry and Silver Ware, Oil Paintings, etc., etc.,
Call
too numerous to mention, will be given to customers who buy goods of us before the above date.
and register your name free. Lowest prices in the city tor watches, Jewelry, Silver and Plated Ware.

Open

CONGRESS

nov29

eouti

Presents

Holiday

Day, CLOAKS !

Charles
544

STREET.

TO BE GIVEN TO OUK CUSTOMERS JANUARY 1st.

42

C. H, Ditson St Co., 867 Broadway, New York.

HEI.P.

Peal 1 and Middle streets.

Any Book Mailed for Retail Price.

GRAND

MAGE

D—A young man from 1C to 20 years
of age. In a first-class prescription store, to
learn the retail drug business; only those having
Address "X.
the best of references need apply.
28-1
L.," P. 0. Bex No. 1902

of *35(>:per month for six years past. P.
1371, New York.24-2

OPPORT UNIT Y !

GOLDEN

pieces. 35 first-rate composers.

Oliver Ditson & Co.,

jnshi-

juices

SAI.EM31AN
ples from Manuiacturtng Corporation offered
traveller lias earned
live

nov20

No. 565 Congress Street,

good

HOAKD.
and gorging, by the
Day or Week, at WELLCOME S. No. 624Vi
Casco.
Our aim Is to make our
Congress St., Opp.
table the best to be found hi the city considering
and
charged
degree of excellence

will Arise and Walk.”
—

where

can

a

CO.,

nov29

CLASSICAL PIANIST.

“They

The Scriptures are being fulfilled: Uo forth Into
the world and heal the sick.
Hlue not your light under tbe garb ot professional ethics, but let It shine on all humanity.
As the power of healing Is given unto him, no
does he dispense It with a lavish band.
To all who may attend theee lectures will
be demonstrated tbe remarkable power of magnetic healing.

Boarding

A

a

___23*

street.

HOLIDAY GOODS

CONGRESS

\\l ltl.il/

of six rooms, Sebago water, etc., within
eight miuntes walk of the new Union Depot. Apply to C. A. WOODBURY, No. 31Vi Exchange

1 cut by Prof J. W. Livingston’s Improved method and guarantee a perfect nt. MRS.
14
A. J. PRAY, 561 Vi Congress St.

MORRISON &

good music.

\

ff

Chri.tmuM

LEONARD’S MASS LN E.

will be healed upon the stage before the audience
merely and simply by the laying on ol hands.

7 Vi o'clock until further notice.26-1

YI7ANTKD-A railroad

manner.

511

FREE,

person and raiment.

Maine._28-1

prep

By Gertrude Walker & Harriet S. Jerks.
136 of the sweetest of sweet songs for the Kindergarten or Primary school. Large haudsome
pages, line print. Price $2.00.

SEATS

the only requbrtt lieing perfect cleanliness In both

man

Portland that I have nice rooms, and
WANTED
ired to cut and make dresses in llrst-class

J. M. DYER &

notice-

Sood
of L. to know that Dirlgo
L. A., No. 2060, will meet TUESDAY
WANTED-AUK.
EVENING at No. 90 Cross St.. Chadwick Block

Our Basket Department has been removed to the basement and we want every one in Portland to go down
stairs and see the extensive stock. As an advertisement
we arc going to sell a lot of 25 cent Work Baskets for Five
Cents Each TO-DAY. We don’t want to sell all of them
to one person but desire to distribute them as much as
possible, so shall limit each purchaser to five Baskets.
Sale will commence at 8 o’clock TO-DAY.

Music Books for Young and Old.

further

until

and wife or women to
take charge of a dining hall and kitchen,
oue that has a thorough
knowledge and wants
to take an Interest in the business. None but
parties need apply. Women preferred. 8T.
ULfAN HOTEL.2C-1

3I,1N8«.

Gideon Scull, Fred’k Bradley, Geo. P. Field.

daily

TheSick, Lame, Deaf arid Blind,

WANTED.

FO room
clear

SCULL A BRADLEY, Managers.

AT IO O I I.OI K

continuing

ami

gress

you

$ 73,104.04
Ke-iusurance Reserve, 089,471.73
All other liabilities,
14.907.88
777,674.23
$862,490.29
Surplus in the United States,

PORTLAND,

26-1

PALMER. 641 Congress St

Fore Street,

at

Congress Hall,

W—f have the best stock of Huhbrr

NO

showu In this cltv. best
Goods
BUV
pair
low
tbe lowest.
best qualities, prices
“

RINES BROS.

highly entertaining and Instructive,

ComineneingWednesday Morning, Afov. 91,

It

Unpaid Losses,

will deliver a course of

brick block No. 88

rito I.ET-Lower rent lu

■IMU Kl.l, AN hOtm,

OB' L1VKKPOOL, ENG.

4,182.84
*1,430,084.62

NATURAL HEALER,

Place

builder. No. 4 Adams Court

and

mason

■ ITMINBMM t'll

$1,256,292.00
8u.127.ol
89,482.87

the Justly Celebrated and Most Powerful

I.ET House No. 2
(from
Dow St) 6
110
newly papered and painted
MORNING LECTURES
nice rent for small family. Apply to S. w" JOY,

Fire Inai. Co.,

Uncollected Premiums,
Other Assets,

FRITZ,

moms

LONDON AND LANCASHIRE

Bonds owned by Company,
Cash in Banks and Office,

1 Ci

SliH) ItKWAKD.

am

UECE.nilKK

C. w. AU.KK

I

near

39c

“

Salesroom IS Exchange Street.

SOUND AT I. AST—A nice place to board,
at reasonable rates; at WKLLCOME’S, No.
22-1
6241/»*Congres» St., Opp. Casco.

—I

IS

THE

FOUND

BENT

Call to See Our Rainy Day Goods in Umbrellas and Gossamers!

FOR
IS

V. O. H4II.KV.
mart*

BENJAMIN
horse cars at, westerly end
city.
SH A W, 48‘/i Exchange street._28-1

75c
50
$1.00
“
14c
50
Light Colored Tidy Towels
50c
10 yards 7c Brown Linen Crash for only
“
“
“
85c
10
10c Scotch
“
37 l-2c
500
50c Wool Pant Cloth,
4 good quality Linen Shirt Bosoms for
29c
“
“
4
$1.64
Gents’White Shirts
69c
5-Button Embroidered Back Kid Gloves
1..
98c
$1.50

a

PURE, AND

Insets Sir Walter Scott's novels. 24
volumes. Illustrated, bound iu gold and clotb,
publldred for *30.00, will sell for *0.50. 26 The
Imre Bible Ualiery. containing over loo superb
Illustrations; agents price »<l.oo, will sell for
*1.76. COLESWOHTHY Book Store, 02 Ex22-1
change St.

genteel
FOR
floor, modern In all tbe appointments; sunny
yard exposure;
line of Congress street
situated
of

Statement, United States Branch,

pine chamber

THE INDEX SOAP

BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
F. O.

11

50c

------

“

the same means as did this successful business man, they may feel a constant
assurance of their ability to carry to successful conclusion all ordinary business projects, including the care of their promissory
notes when due.

—

Stuffed up Feeline;

FOUND—Have

lb.

9c

50 dozen Ladies* 75c Pants and Vests
“

yard
“

19c
25c
11
35c
29c
75c ea'h

2
45c Blue-Crey
50c Soring Roller Window Shades
10 dozen Men’s $1.00 Cardigan Jackets

use

MALE-Stock and store at North Bridgton, Me.; “a rare chance to make money?’
write for particulars. H. W. LOVEJOY & CO.

interesting

3

if

read-

of

ASTONISHING REDUCTION.

ner’s safe cure. It has cured me. I consider
it a valuable remedy and can highly recommend it.
Young men have but to use ordinary pru-

ing, relating to topics of present interest
Its price is 10 cents a number: $4.00 a year

large amount

Lowest Prices for Many Seasons!

yon seen those large story
books anil poems, Illustrated, bound In gold
and clotb, usually sold for *1.00, we sell for 3a
cents or 3 for one dollar. Over 1(xm> to select
from. Cal! and see the books. COLESWOHTHY
Book Store, t)2 Exchange St.26-1

ture.

stove, a cook stove,
good as new), and 2
in good condition; will be
sold at, a good bargain. 113 BRACKETT ST., or
29-1
enquire at 88 PARK ST.

Shirt and Broncho Bill of the Wild West
Show, at a ;hunt given by the Master of
The news preHound sin Staffordshire.
sents also a

A SALE OF DRY GOODS.

**!•»«.

xct"riox

AND FOUND.

I.ONT

|

HOW CEN. BUTLER COT RICH.

No nicer book has appeared for

In Gorham, Nov. 27, Mrs. Lydia L., wife of Jas.
M. Moody, aged 03 years 2 months.
[Funeral service on Wednesday afternoon at 1
o’clock. Relatives and friends are iuvited.
lu Cumberland, Nov. 28, Eugene Stow ell, aged
28 years 8 months.
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock.]
lu Gardiner, Nov. 17, Hannah M., wife of Annis
Littlefield, aged 60 years 2 months.
In Farmiugdale, Nov. 15, Julia 0., wife of A. G.
Davis, aged 02 years.
Ill Damariscotta, Nov. 18, Hon. Geo. W. Lawrence, aged 72 years.
In Edgecomb. Nov. 22, Mrs. Jane Wilson, aged

Lord

an

promptly.

*

“Will not great Neptune’s ocean wash—f**
Let the sea nymphs try “Index” and see.

n

London Illustrated News.

There is

iu

their friends with seasonable attractions. A Japanese pudding will certainly
tempt the appetites of many, and the five
o’clock tea, a source of never ending gratification, especially as the tea, coffee and chocolate will be gratuitous. An item of consideration which must not be overlooked is
the fact that on the afternoon of Wednesday
children under 15 years of age will be admitted for 15 cents, and be made the happy
recipients of a slice of that famous pudding.
serve

proved.

The

mutes

young

rounu

NEW NDVKBTINE)IENTN.
_

Oub lady fbiends will be interested in

Hon. T. R. Reed left for Wnsliincton

Wednesday,

overy hand and chief among

Americans in appearance and progress, and
like them too in their passionate love of

PERSONAL.

Principal W. E. Sargent of Hebron
emy, was in the city yesterday.

are on

them the opeia house, a massive and beautiful structure. The Viennese arc much like

PARK GARDEN.

Mr. Thomas said: There is an old adage
"A rolling stone gathers no moss.”
Tills
may lie true in regard to moss. I fear it is
true in regard to money, but it Is not universally true. A rolling stone, if it 1ms eyes
and ears, and keeps them open, may see and
hear a great many things that the stationary
stone does net.
It is said that the opinion of remote nations in regard to us is much like the judgement of posterity. 1 think this is true, for
distant nations are separated from us in
space much as posterity is remote from iis in
time.
I first commenced rolling about the world
twenty-five years ago. I have kept on rolling roost of the time ever since. I believe 1
know the thought of the leading nations of
quite well during this time, aud I am
Europe
sure that there is no subject upon which Eu-

,1

The New York Jourat Portland Theatre.
nal says: “A talented little company of ladies and gentlemen began to make fun foi

it is Lotta who draw s and who fills tin
house.
She is the same irrepressible that
'she always was, full of fun and music, and
apshe will crowd the theatre Saturday night.

men.

Mr. Beckett was one of the best baritone
singers in the country. He studied with
Dell Side of Paris and Raudegger of London. He was complimented by an invitation to sing in the great Worcester (Eng.)
festival and made an excellent impression

----

The Portland Club’s house
presented
a
brilliant
last evening
appearance
when
Its
courtesies
were
extended
to
Hon. W.
W.
Thomas,
Jr., ol
this city, and Hon. C. E. Littlefield, of
Kockland.
At least 125 of the members
were In attendance and cordially welcomed
the distinguished guests.
A telegram was
received from Gov. Bodwell regretting his
inability to be present, and letters from
Hon. George B. Loring, of Massachusetts,
and non. J. II. Gallinger, of New Hampshire were read to the same effect.
After the supper had received due attention and cigars had been lighted, President
Dow called the assembly to order and introduced Hon. VV. W. Thomas, Jr., as the first
si>eaker ol the evening. The following is an
abstract of Mr. Thomas's remarks which
were

What Am I to Do?
The symptoms of Biliousness are unhappily but
too well known. They differ In different Individuals to

Speeches by Hon: W. W. Thomas, Jr.
and Speaker Littlefield.

AUNT II It IDG ET.
Tonight, Monroe & Rice will produce tlieii
amusing musical farce “My Aunt Bridget,”
MY

Brilliant, architectural, Christian Austria
united with grotesque and pagan Constantinople gave Mr. C. E. Bolton an unequalled
opportunity of catering to the religious and
artistic sentiments of his large audience in
City Hall last evening.
Tiie lecture was made lucid and interesting by its series of well selected, dissolving
views and these helped to detract the attention from the lialtiug delivery of the speaker;
though his hacking cough largely excused
this.
Prague, the capital of Bohemia, was the
initial point; a city, which governs, 5,000,000
people. Prague renowned for its mediaeval
architecture, with its famous cathedral from
whose turret were hurled the members of
royal familj', the cause of the 30 years war, is
full of historic reminiscences. St. Nicholas’s
cathedral and its statue adorned bridge are
the interest centering points.
The lecturer then led his hearers to Vienna
at once picturesque and grand. Magnificent

I

advektimementn.

NEW

Constantinople.

Vienna to

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
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floods !•
offering
invite aa
the rush

opening

few days.

DAY,

544 Congress St.
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WRIGHT’S
Cabinet Photographs at
Best f0.00

DOZEN.
$3.75 PER
to
and the
ure

sec
opportunity
Have taken the lead
these rates will continue until l)ec. 1st. We emworkmen
that
can
be seploy the most sklltul
cured, care and attention being given to everv do.
one of the best
tall of the work. Our
in the city, and our instruments and accessories
are entirely new.
We ItnishedB. 100 Cabloets during August and
* w
7
.Hepteii her. This we consider a very
showing for a new firm.
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